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Abstract

This thesis presents a novel predictive model for simulating positive
streamers in dielectric liquids. Such liquids are commonly used for
electrical insulation of high-power equipment, for example power
transformers, which are essential parts of the electrical distribution
network. A “streamer” is the phenomenon leading to electrical break-
down in dielectric liquids. Modeling and simulating streamers to better
understand the phenomenon is crucial to improve the performance of
electrical insulation and electrical equipment alike.
In this work, streamer propagation is modeled in a needle–plane

electrode gap, with cyclohexane as a model for the insulating liquid.
The needle and the extremities of the streamer (streamer heads) are
modeled by hyperboloids. In the strong electric field, close to the
needle or the streamer, electrons detach from anions and form electron
avalanches. The streamer grows when the size of an avalanche exceeds
the Townsend–Meek criterion. Each streamer head is modeled as
an RC-circuit to calculate its potential. Resistance in the channel
and capacitance in the gap towards the planar electrode are taken
into consideration. A high electric field within a channel can give a
breakdown, a reillumination of the channel, equalizing the potential of
the needle and the streamer head. The streamer transitions into a fast
mode of propagation when radiation from the streamer head causes
photoionization. This occurs when the field-dependent ionization
potential is reduced below the energy of this radiation.
The streamer conductivity regulates the propagation speed, and

reilluminations increase the average conductivity. Simulated streamers
can change from fast to slow mode if the conductivity of the channel
is low. Conversely, the streamer can change to a fast mode during
propagation if the conductivity is high. This change can be triggered
by a reillumination.
This work demonstrates that an avalanche-driven streamer break-

down is possible. However, the propagation voltage is high compared
to experiments. The limitations of the model are discussed and sev-
eral possible improvements are suggested. The software developed to
simulate the model is published as open-source software.
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Sammendrag

Denne avhandlingen presenterer en ny modell for simulering av pos-
itive i dielektriske væsker. Slike væsker blir mye brukt til elektrisk
isolasjon av høyspenningsutstyr, for eksempel transformatorer, som
er en essensiell del av det elektriske distribusjonsnettet. En “streamer”
er fenomenet som fører til elektrisk gjennomslag i dielektriske væsker.
Modellering og simulering av streamere er viktig for å forstå fenomenet
bedre for å forbedre ytelsen til elektrisk isolasjon og elektrisk utstyr.
I dette arbeidet er streamere modellert i et nål–plan elektrodegap,

med sykloheksan som modell for den isolerende væsken. Nålen og
streamerhodene (ytterpunktene på streameren) ermodellert somhyper-
boloider. I det sterke elektriske feltet, nær nålen eller streameren,
frigjøres elektroner fra anioner og kan danne elektronskred. Stream-
eren vokser når størrelsen på et elektronskred overskrider Townsend–
Meek-kriteriet. Hvert streamerhode er modellert som en RC-krets, og
denne brukes for å regne ut potensialet til streamerhodet. Motstanden
er gitt av kanalen mellom nålen og hodet, og kapasitansen av gapet
mellom hodet og planelektroden. Et høyt elektrisk felt i kanalen kan gi
et gjennomslag i kanalen, en reilluminasjon, som utjevner potensialet
mellom nålen og streamerhodet. Streameren øker drastisk i hastighet
når stråling fra streamerhodet kan forårsake fotoionisering. Dette skjer
når det feltavhengige ioniseringspotensialet blir lavere enn energien
til denne strålingen.

Konduktiviteten i kanalene regulerer hastigheten til streameren, og
reilluminasjoner øker gjennomsnittlige konduktiviteten. De simulerte
streamerene kan bytte fra rask til sakte propageringsmode om kon-
duktiviteten til streameren er lav. Og omvendt, ved høy konduktivitet
kan streamere bytte fra sakte til rask propagering. Denne endringen
kan skje som følge av en reilluminasjon.
Dette arbeidet viser at elektronskred er en mekanisme som kan

brukes for å simulere streameroverslag. Propageringsspenningen er
imidlertid høy sammenlignet med eksperimenter. Begrensningene til
modellen blir diskutert og flere forbedringsmuligheter blir foreslått.
Programvaren som er utviklet for å simulere modellen er publisert
med open kildekode.
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1Introduction

Dielectric liquids, transformer oils in particular, are commonly used for
electrical insulation in high-voltage equipment such as power trans-
formers. Liquids provide high electrical withstand strength and good
thermal conductivity compared to gases. Moreover, operational dam-
age to solid insulating materials causes permanent defects, whereas
liquids can reorient and are self-healing over short time scales [1].
Electrical discharges occur in the liquid if the electrical withstand
strength of the liquid is exceeded, for instance, due to an operational
error. Sophisticated imaging techniques reveal a gaseous channel,
called a “streamer”, which grows into the liquid in a bushy or branched
fashion [2, 3]. The streamer acts as an extension of the electrode,
carrying the electric potential and electric field deeper into the liquid.
If a streamer grows to bridge the gap between two electrodes, it can
act as a conductor, leading to an electrical breakdown.
Streamers have been investigated for decades [4–8]. A better un-

derstanding of the streamer phenomenon can prevent electrical break-
downs and subsequent equipment damage. Benchmark testing is per-
formed to evaluate the performance of a given liquid and electrode
geometry. Furthermore, in sophisticated experiments, model systems
are designed to isolate and examine given properties or mechanisms
of the streamer phenomenon to make predictive models [9, 10]. Sim-
ulations are an important tool to verify that models correspond to
experiments. However, simulation is challenging as mechanisms act-
ing on a range of time and length scales are involved in the streamer
phenomenon. Good simulation models, predicting the performance of
new systems or configurations, can provide safer systems and reduce
the need for costly testing.

This thesis encompasses the development of a model and a software
package to simulate streamer propagation. The four publications in-
cluded in the appendix detail the progression of the modeling and sim-
ulation work. Publication I provides details on our model, which has
been built on the basis of the Townsend–Meek streamer-to-avalanche
criterion. The propagation and breakdown properties of the model are
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examined in the same paper. Publication II includes streamer conduc-
tivity and capacitance in the model, as well as breakdown within the
streamer channel. Radiation and photoionization are investigated in
Publication III, where we also model changes between slow and fast
mode of streamer propagation. The software implementation of our
model, called Cerman, is published as open-source software. Publi-
cation IV describes the functionality and implementation of Cerman.
As such, each publication included in this thesis focuses on different
aspects of the complete simulation model.

The simulation software allows the user to design a series of experi-
ments where one or more parameters are varied. These parameters
can relate to the modeled experiment (e.g. voltage, gap size, and needle
size), the nature of the liquid (e.g. streamer conductivity, electronmobil-
ity, and avalanche parameters), or the algorithm itself (e.g. time step).
The finer details of a simulation (e.g. individual avalanche growth,
streamer head potential, and electric breakdown within the channel)
can be examined as a function of time and position. The results of
individual simulations include the propagation length, the propagation
speed, and the streamer shape. The simulation software facilitates
plotting the results of several simulations together. Several plots, for
instance of the streamer shape, can be superimposed. Furthermore,
a given result of a simulation, such as the propagation speed, can be
plotted as a function of a given parameter, e.g. voltage.
The next chapter provides some background on the streamer phe-

nomenon, from general considerations regarding conduction and break-
down, to experimental observations and mechanisms that can explain
such observations. The various attempts (by others) to model streamer
breakdown are outlined in chapter 3, and our model is given in chap-
ter 4. The results and discussion of the work, given as summaries of
publications I, II, III, and IV, are included in chapter 5. Finally, chapter 6
offers the conclusions and some prospects for future development.
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2Background

After briefly introducing streamers in the previous chapter, a more in-
depth background to the streamer phenomenon is given in this chapter.
The first section provides an introduction to conduction and breakdown
in different materials, with a focus on comparing solids and gases to
liquids. Observations of streamer propagation characteristics and
the mechanisms proposed to influence the streamer phenomenon are
discussed in the two sections thereafter, respectively. Finally, special
attention is given to the molecular properties of the liquid. Specifically,
how the ionization potential and the electronically excited states of
molecules influence the streamer propagation.

2.1 Conduction, insulation, and breakdown

Solid materials can be divided into conductors, semiconductors, and
insulators. Applying an electric field to a conductor, which contains a
large number of free electrons, results in an electric current propor-
tional to the field strength. The current is limited by collisions between
electrons and atoms. As the name implies, a semiconductor material
has (typically) a limited number of charge carriers (electrons or holes)
at room temperature. A low electric field results in an electric current
proportional to the field strength and to the number of charge carriers.
High electric fields can inject charge carriers into the material. The
amount of injected charge carriers is proportional to the field, which
makes the current a cubic function of the external field (space charge
limited current). Semiconductors can be doped with impurities and
combined in many ways, giving interesting and useful behaviors.

An ideal insulator does not conduct electric current when exposed to
electric fields below a given threshold. If the electric withstand strength
is exceeded, however, the material undergoes an electric breakdown
and begins to conduct electricity. A dielectric breakdown in one part of
a bulk material can lead to electrical discharges into the affected region,
i.e. a partial discharge. Whereas, a complete electrical breakdown is
when an electrical discharge occurs from one electrode to another,
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Figure 1: Sequential image frames of streamer propagation in a
77mm needle–plane gap insulated by cyclohexane. The needle tip
is visible in the center at the top of each frame. The planar elec-
trode is located slightly below each frame. Light from the streamer
channel illuminates the streamer in the first frame, whereas the
streamer channel is dark in the other frames. The image frames,
arranged from left-to-right and top-to-bottom, were taken at 1 µs,
3 µs, 11 µs, and 23 µs, respectively, after a step voltage of 122 kV was
applied. Breakdown occurred after 27 µs. The propagation speed
exceeded 60 km/s until the first frame, and slowed down to a few
km/s thereafter. The images were kindly provided by Dag Linhjell,
SINTEF Energy Research.
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through the insulating material. Such a discharge is typically preceded
by several partial discharges. Initially, a dielectric breakdown occurs
in the region of the material exposed to the highest electric stress, and
is followed by a partial discharge. Sequential partial breakdowns and
discharges can propagate the high electric stress further and further
into the material, until a complete breakdown occurs.

In contrast to solids, the atoms and molecules in gases can move and
reorient. Cations and anions can contribute greatly to conduction in
gases. Free electrons can travel farther between collisions in gases than
in solids since the distance between the molecules is greater. Electrons
gain energy as they move in the electric field, and lose energy through
collisions with molecules. Such a collision can result in an ionization,
i.e. the molecule emits an electron and becomes an ion, if the energy
of the collision exceeds the molecule’s ionization potential (IP). In a
sufficiently strong electric field, this process can repeat, in such a way
that one electron can become two, then four, and so forth. The resulting
exponential growth of electrons is called an “electron avalanche” and
is an important mechanism for electrical breakdown in gases [11].
The “seed” electron to start an avalanche can be produced by a

number of processes, for instance by injection from an electrode, de-
tachment from an anion, or photoionization. Radiation from electron
avalanches is important for creating new seed electrons. The light
electrons move much faster than the heavy ions, and the electron
avalanche leaves a cloud of cations behind. This separation of charge
changes the electric field, which can facilitate new avalanches. Suc-
cessive avalanches can lead to an electric breakdown when forming
an ionized path between two electrodes. Reducing the number of free
electrons, for instance by electronegative additives, can increase the
electrical withstand strength of a gas [12]. Increasing the pressure
reduces the mean free path for electrons and thus the energy of the
collisions, which consequently inhibits electron avalanches.

Solid and liquid insulating materials have a higher electric withstand
strength than gases. However, whereas defects and damages from pro-
duction or partial discharges will remain in solids, fluids can reorient
over a short time scale to maintain a uniform insulating medium. Solid
insulation provides mechanical protection and structural integrity, and
is often combined with liquid insulation, which also provides good
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thermal conductivity that is often needed for electrical power equip-
ment. Liquids have properties of both solids and gases, with a short
distance between molecules that can move and reorient. A liquid can
be approximated as a dense gas [13], but also as a solid over short
time scales [14]. As such, mechanisms leading to breakdown in either
solid and gas insulation can also play an important role in liquid in-
sulation. However, electrical breakdown in liquids is more complex,
because it also involves the creation of a gaseous channel: a streamer.
Experiments, where liquids are exposed to high electrical stress, reveal
how a gaseous streamer initiates and grows in a branched fashion, see
figure 1. While the streamer propagates, a weak continuous current
is measured along with irregular spikes, which are associated with
brief reilluminations of the streamer filaments [15]. The streamer it-
self is considered a prebreakdown phenomenon, whereas a streamer
growing to bridge the gap between two electrodes can lead to a com-
plete electrical breakdown. Experimental observations and proposed
mechanisms for electrical breakdown in liquids are discussed in the
following sections.

2.2 Observations

There are many methods to study electrical breakdown in liquids.
Standardized setups are used to compare the performance of different
insulating liquids. Given geometries and liquids are benchmark tested
to validate equipment design; such tests are important for the industry.
However, to gain further knowledge on the mechanisms involved in a
breakdown, it is better to design model experiments where the effect
of given parameters can be isolated. The course of an electrical break-
down is dependent on several factors: the geometry of the electrodes,
the nature of the insulating liquid, as well as the magnitude, polarity,
and shape of the applied voltage, are all of high importance. Applying
a constant voltage to a needle–plane gap is an experimental setup that
allows good control of the course of the breakdown [4]. A uniform
field is desired in practical applications, however, the highly divergent
field in a needle–plane gap gives better control of streamer initiation
and propagation [16]. When a streamer initiates in a uniform field, it
enhances the local field and can propagate to the opposing electrode.
Conversely, in a divergent field, the streamer propagation length is de-
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pendent on the applied voltage. The propagation speed of the streamer
is dependent on the applied voltage, but it can also change drastically
during propagation [17].

Streamers are classified according to their polarity, that is the polar-
ity of their initiation site, i.e. positive for needle anode and negative
for needle cathode. Negative streamers initiate at lower voltages than
positive streamers, however, positive streamers grow farther than neg-
ative streamers. Thus, to prevent electrical breakdown, the focus is
often on positive streamers [18, 19].

A common method of exploring the properties of a system consists
in exposing it to a range of voltages, from low to high. The same
voltage is applied multiple times to capture the stochastic nature of the
streamer phenomenon. The initiation voltage 𝑉𝑖 is the voltage with
a more than 50 % probability of streamer inception. The propagation
voltage 𝑉𝑝, the breakdown voltage 𝑉𝑏, the acceleration voltage 𝑉𝑎,
are defined in a similar way by measuring the share of propagating
filamentary streamers, streamers leading to breakdown, and streamers
propagating very fast, respectively.

Streamers are commonly divided into four modes, primarily distin-
guished by their propagation speed [17]. The 1st mode expands slowly
at about 100m/s in a bubbly or bushy fashion. This mode is typical
for sharp needles when the applied voltage 𝑉 is below the propagation
voltage, 𝑉𝑖 < 𝑉 < 𝑉𝑝. By increasing 𝑉 above 𝑉𝑝, the 2nd mode is
initiated directly. These streamers propagate at speeds on the order
of km/s in a branched fashion, creating a tree-like structure, and can
lead to breakdown when 𝑉 > 𝑉𝑏. The propagation length ℓ2 of the 2nd-
mode streamers is dependent on the applied voltage and the external
pressure, but the propagation velocity is not significantly influenced
by these factors [20]. 2nd-mode streamers emit a continuous glow
from the extremities during propagation and irregular reilluminations
light up one or more of the filaments [15, 18]. Reilluminations are
more frequent in 3rd-mode streamers than 2nd-mode streamers, which
also propagate faster, at some tens of km/s. The 3rd mode initiates
at voltages higher than the 2nd mode, and propagates a distance ℓ3
before the streamer changes to the 2nd mode, if the voltage is below
the acceleration voltage 𝑉𝑎. This is well illustrated in figure 1, where
the streamer begins in a fast, luminous 3rd mode, and then propa-
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gates in a 2nd mode for the remainder of the gap. For voltages above
𝑉𝑎, the streamer changes to the very fast, luminous 4th mode, which
propagates at speeds exceeding 100 km/s for the final portion of the
gap [15]. Increasing the voltage increases the proportion propagated
in the 4th mode, while the time from initiation to breakdown decreases
consequently.

2.3 Mechanisms

The streamer channel consists of weakly ionized gas, i.e. plasma [21].
As such, it can be considered a conducting object, acting as an exten-
sion of the electrode where the streamer initiated. Mechanisms that
are important for the streamer phenomenon can take place within
the channel, at the interface between the gas and the liquid, or in the
liquid itself [22]. The focus here is on how mechanisms in the liquid
can expand the streamer, and how mechanisms within the streamer
channel can influence the mechanisms for expansion. The mecha-
nisms involved in streamer propagation range over several orders of
magnitude in both time and length scale [7].

Dielectric liquids like transformer oils are very good insulators, but
there are several mechanisms that deteriorate the insulating proper-
ties when the liquids are exposed to sufficiently high electric stress.
Onsager theory describes how molecules split into anions and cations,
which increases conductivity at field strengths on the order of tens
of kV/mm [23, 24]. Conduction models such as Schottky-injection,
Fowler–Nordheim, Poole–Frenkel, “hopping conduction”, and field
ionization become relevant at much higher fields [25–27]. The in-
creased number of charge carriers by injection or charge separation
increases the conduction, but also shields the external field, making
the current in this regime space-charge limited [25, 26, 28]. This can
also be viewed as having a space-charge-limited electric field [29, 30].
These mechanisms are more relevant for slow than fast streamers,
since it takes some time to build up the space charge to limit the field.
Space charge can also be an important aspect when considering the
influence of voltage rise time in experiments [31].

How the streamer is created and propagates are important questions,
and several mechanisms can contribute to such processes. Charges
moving in strong electric fields can heat the liquid through collisions
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(Joule heating), which can cause the liquid to boil, i.e. resulting in
bubble nucleation [16]. By considering the energy required to form the
channel and the speed of the streamer, a streamer head can be compared
to a moving heat source of 10W [16]. Moving charged particles can set
up a flow in the liquid, in a phenomenon called “electrohydrodynamics”
(EHD) [28, 32]. It is possible that EHD can cause bubble nucleation,
since an increase in flow gives a decrease in pressure according to the
Bernoulli principle [6, 33].
Strong electrostatic forces within the medium can create cracks in

solid insulation materials, and this mechanism has also been proposed
to act in liquids [34]. The electric field creates an underpressure that
tears apart the liquid and forms a gaseous channel. The length of the
channel is dependent on the amount of energy stored in the electric
field. The resulting streamer propagates in a stepwise process, where
energy is supplied through the streamer channel, and this energy builds
up until the streamer channel can expand.
The electron avalanche mechanism is important for breakdown

in gases, but its contribution to breakdown in liquids is somewhat
disputed. For instance, strong electron scattering suggests that electron
avalanches are not possible in liquid water [35]. Experiments in non-
polar liquids, however, point to electron avalanches in the liquid phase,
which in turn cause bubbles nucleation [36, 37]. The growth of an
avalanche can be modeled [38, 39] and the model parameters can be
estimated from experiments [13, 40]. The Townsend–Meek avalanche-
to-streamer criterion states that avalanches must obtain a critical size
for a streamer breakdown to occur, and this criterion has been used to
model streamer initiation, propagation, and breakdown [12, 38, 41].

Rayleigh theory, which describes the growth and collapse of bubbles,
provides also a good model for the radial expansion and collapse of
streamer channels [16, 37]. The predicted growth, on the order of
100m/s, is also well matched by the growth of slow streamers, but far
slower than the axial growth of filamentary streamers. The time it
takes for a channel to expand and collapse is dependent on the external
pressure. The streamer propagation stops when the channel collapses,
so increasing the external pressure reduces the propagation length of
streamers and can even inhibit streamer initiation [16]. However, the
propagation speed of filamentary streamers is not significantly influ-
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enced by the external pressure, which indicates that the mechanism
for propagation occurs in the liquid phase [4, 7].

A streamer structure often consists of several branches. The degree
of branching in cyclohexane, cf. figure 1, is low compared to mineral
oils [42]. The mechanism behind branching is not clear. However,
both microscopic and macroscopic inhomogeneities, such as varying
charge density, molecular orientation, impurities, and micro-bubbles,
have been suggested to contribute to the process [43, 44]. Microscopic
inhomogeneities can give large fluctuations in the microscopic electric
field [45], which can be relevant for branching. Conversely, since
the speed is not significantly affected by the external pressure, it is
unlikely that micro-bubbles are important for propagation [4, 7, 34].
Furthermore, a breakdown within a micro-bubble would register at a
spike in the measured current, however, the spikes in the current are
correlated with reilluminations of the streamer channel [7, 15].
The electric current measured while a streamer grows can be seen

as a displacement current. There is conduction within the gaseous
streamer, but not within the liquid, since the dielectric time constant of
a non-polar liquid is greater than the time for a streamer breakdown [7].
The average electric field within the streamer channel is on the order
of kV/mm [46–48]. The streamer channel can be non-conductive or
weakly conductive, except during reilluminations, which are electric
breakdowns within the streamer channel [7, 17]. The electric field at
the tip of the streamer can be calculated when the electric field in the
channel is known [48, 49]. In large needle–plane gaps, the field in
front of the streamer decreases in the first part of the propagation, and
increases as the streamer gets closer to the opposing electrode.
Field ionization [4, 9, 25] and photoionization [6, 7, 50] have been

proposed as mechanisms involved in streamer propagation that can be
particularly relevant for the propagation of fast streamers. The creation
of a gaseous channel requires some time and this can be important
for slow streamers. However, there is no evidence that fast streamers
need a channel to propagate [51].
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2.4 Ionization and electronic states

It has long been known that additives with low ionization potential
(IP) can lower the breakdown voltage of a liquid [4]. This effect makes
sense intuitively since many of the mechanisms involved in streamer
propagation are concerned with charge generation. However, while
low-IP additives do facilitate positive streamers, their effect on neg-
ative streamers is not significant [18]. Not only do low-IP additives
facilitate positive 2nd-mode streamers, while reducing the breakdown
voltage; they also increase the degree of branching and the acceler-
ation voltage [15, 18, 42]. Natural esters can be a safer and more
environmental-friendly alternative to mineral oils, and their low accel-
eration voltage can be improved with additives [19, 52].

The transformer oils commonly used for insulation consist of numer-
ous molecules with different properties. For this reason, it is challeng-
ing to identify the properties that facilitate or hinder streamer propa-
gation. Correlations between liquid properties and the streamer phe-
nomenon can be established by testing a large number of liquids [53],
however, a change of liquid entails a change of several parameters.
The influence of specific properties can be examined by starting from
a simple, well-defined liquid, such as cyclohexane, and blending in
additives with given properties [54]. The methodology with a base
liquid and an additive is also applied in our model, see chapter 4.

The IP is the energy required to excite an electron from the ground
state of a molecule to an unbound state. The electronically excited
states between the ground state and the IP are bound states and corre-
spond to energies in the range of several eV. Molecules are excited or
relaxed from one state to another by absorbing or releasing the energy
difference between the states, respectively. Having more available
states gives more options for such transitions. The probabilities for
transitions between states are important to consider, because these
give both the likelihood for excitation and the states’ lifetimes. The
energy of the excited states are not significantly dependent on the
electric field [55]. However, increasing the electric field lowers the IP,
and states with an energy above the IP are unbound [27, 55]. Lowering
the IP obviously promotes any ionization mechanism, but the removal
of bound states can influence other mechanisms as well.
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Additives with energetically low excited states can reduce the prop-
agation speed of 2nd-mode streamers, while increasing both the break-
down and the acceleration voltage [15, 19, 56]. The reason why these
additives cause such effects remains unknown, however, one or more
of the following concepts can be involved:
1. States with lower energies sustain to higher fields [27, 55]. A mode

change can be the result of excited states becoming unbound.
2. The energy emitted from additives has low probability of being

absorbed when it is lower than the excitation energy of the other
molecules. This ability to transport energy away from the streamer
can be essential [III].

3. Absorption can hinder radiative transport of energy away from the
streamer. For instance, UV absorption close to the streamer can
increase the ionization rate in the high-field region, which in turn
increases the electric field [56].

4. The states of low energy can reduce the energy of free electrons
through collisions, which hinders electron avalanche growth [19].

5. A molecule in a high-energy state generally relaxes through several
states, emitting visible light, before emitting UV when relaxing to
the ground state [III]. The states’ lifetimes and the energy emitted
can be important and depend on the available states.

6. Photons or electrons need less energy to ionize an excited molecule,
and having more available states can thus increase the chance of
a two-step ionization [19]. Additives can have long-lived excited
states, which makes two-step mechanisms probable [III]. Two-step
mechanisms can promote, for instance:
a. creation of seed electrons for avalanches,
b. overall avalanche growth, or
c. overall ionization close to the streamer.

Furthermore, it is important to consider the energy difference between
available states in the base liquid and in the additive. For instance,
radiation from the lowest excited state of cyclohexane is sufficient to
ionize pyrene, whereas this radiation is not significantly absorbed by
cyclohexane [III]. Such radiation can even cause ionization in the base
liquid if the IP is reduced by a sufficiently strong field [III]. Finally,
it should be emphasized that the states do not contribute equally.
The excitation cross-sections, the probabilities for transitions between
states, and the states’ lifetimes are all important aspects to consider.
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3Simulation models

As discussed in chapter 2, there are several candidate mechanisms
to explain various aspects of streamer initiation, propagation, and
breakdown. Below follows some notable attempts tomodel one ormore
mechanisms together in order to simulate the streamer phenomenon.
Our model to simulate streamers is detailed in chapter 4.

3.1 Lattice

The first models to simulate streamers explored the streamers’ fractal
nature [57–59]. These models used a 2d-lattice, where each lattice
point was either an electrode or part of the liquid. The potential of
each lattice point in the liquid is calculated from the potential of the
electrodes. The streamer acts as an extension of the anode, and grows
by “breaking” the link from a point in the streamer to a point in the
liquid. The probability 𝑃𝑖 for growth to a point through a link 𝑖 is a
function of the electric field 𝐸𝑖 raised to an exponent 𝜂

𝑃𝑖 ∼ 𝐸𝜂𝑖 , or 𝑘𝑖 = 𝑐𝐸𝜂𝑖 . (1)

The link to break is selected at random, but according to the probabil-
ities 𝑃𝑖. The probabilities 𝑃𝑖 can be stated as rate constants 𝑘𝑖 given
some scaling constant 𝑐. Breaking a link, adding a new point to the
streamer, changes the electric field, and then the process of choosing
a new link to break is repeated. The fractal structure of the streamer
is a function of 𝜂, where higher values yield higher field dependence
resulting in lower degrees of branching. If the rates are known, the
stochastic time 𝜏 between events can be calculated [60]

𝜏 = − ln 𝑟
∑𝑖 𝑘𝑖

. (2)

where 𝑟 is a random number between 0 and 1. When the time is known,
the propagation speed can be calculated [61]. Another approach is
to scale the rate constants in such a way that the propagation speed
matches experimental values [62].
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The bushy streamers resulting from low 𝜂 propagate slowly, whereas
a high 𝜂 yields faster propagation speed. Transitions between slow
and fast modes can be induced by letting 𝜂 be some function of the
propagation length [63]. However, this approach lacks physical moti-
vation. The mode change is a result of a change in a physical property,
and not a function of position in the gap.

The probability of streamer propagation does not need to be directly
related to the electric field strength as in equation (1). In [64], the rates
are calculated as a function of time 𝑡 by considering the production of
free electrons 𝑅 within a critical volume Γ

𝑃(𝑡) ∼ 1 − 𝑒−Γ𝑅𝑡 . (3)

It is implicit that increasing the electric field strength increases the
critical volume. The study indicated that electron production by cosmic
radiation was too low to explain streamer propagation. Although
most models employ the macroscopic electric field, it should be noted
that the microscopic fluctuations in the field can be substantial [45].
This aspect can be important when the production of free electrons
depends on the electric field strength. Rather than randomly selecting
and breaking one link, given the probabilities in equation (1), the
fluctuations in the field can be taken into account [65], and every link
below a given threshold may be broken at once.

Streamer propagation is mainly dependent on the processes at the ex-
tremities of the streamer, which in turn can be dependent on processes
within the streamer channel, such as conductivity [66] or pressure [67].
The hydroelectric flow in a system with both a liquid and a gaseous
phase can be simulated by Lattice Boltzmann methods [68].

3.2 Connected points

In the electric network model [69], as well as in our model based on
avalanches [I], the streamer points are created as the streamer develops,
based on the propagation criteria. Conversely, lattice models divide
the simulated space into discrete points at predetermined positions,
and assign certain properties to each point.

Conductivity within the streamer is an integral part of the simulation
when modeling the streamer as an electrical network of resistors and
capacitors [69–71]. In this approach, there is a resistance within the
streamer and a capacitance between the extremities of the streamer
and the planar electrode. The streamer propagates when there is
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enough energy available to evaporate the liquid and create a new
branch. The direction of the branch is chosen according to a probability
distribution, and the calculated current pulses as new branches are
added. A limitation of this model is that it does not differentiate
between positive and negative streamers.

3.3 Cells

Computational fluid dynamics (cfd) is group of methods for calculation
of flow. The space is divided into cells with given properties, such as
the density of electrically charged particles. Flow between the cells
changes these properties. cfd models can encompass e.g. ionization,
recombination, electron attachment, and diffusion of particles.

Electric breakdown in a water-filled parallel electrode gap is investi-
gated in [72, 73]. A breakdown within an air-filled micro-bubble in the
gap enhances the electric field and initiates a streamer. The streamer
propagates by field-ionization in the strong electric field and results
in a complete breakdown. Micro-bubbles are not the cause of break-
down in oil [7]. However, water has a much higher permittivity and
conductivity than oil, which can make other mechanisms important.

Field-ionization is a relevantmechanism in oil [25], and onemodel [9]
assumes that the 2nd- and 4th-mode streamers propagate when the
electric field at the tip of the streamer is strong enough to ionize low-IP
molecules and the main molecules in the liquid, respectively. The work
by [74] investigates field-ionization for different combinations of base
liquid and additives. This model has some weaknesses as it predicted
branching while modeling on rotational symmetry, which is unphysi-
cal. Further development of that model introduced branching in 3d
employing microscopic impurities [44]. The model also demonstrated
a propagation speed of streamers similar to experimental values by
regulating the electron saturation velocity [75].

cfd models are powerful but very computationally demanding, and
the extra complication of phase change from liquid to gas is often
ignored. However, simplified 1.5d models for single-channel streamers
can also consider the phase change [41]. In this case, the streamer
propagates when the energy density is high enough to evaporate the
liquid. The channel expands to a diameter given by the external pres-
sure, which enables simulation of the effects of external pressure. The
processes within the channel itself, and how these affect streamer
stopping, are by similar means explored in [76].
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4Avalanche model

The foundation of the model is the electron avalanche mechanism.
Electrons detach from anions in regions where the electric field is
strong, and can form avalanches as they move towards the streamer.
If an avalanche grows sufficiently large, the streamer propagates to
the position of that avalanche. Electrical breakdowns are rare under
operating conditions. Hence, we simulate in a needle–plane gap, which
is often used in experiments to ensure streamer initiation. The needle–
plane geometry is useful for controlling the initiation and propagation
of a streamer. A conceptual illustration of the geometry and details of
the simulation are included in figure 2.

4.1 Electric field

When the simulation begins, the electric field is set up between the
needle and the planar electrode. Using a hyperbolic needle, the electric
potential 𝑉 and electric field 𝑬 can be calculated analytically [I]. The
streamer, when initiated, is composed of “virtual” hyperbolic electrodes,
“streamer heads”, see figure 2. For a given position 𝒓, 𝑉 and 𝑬 are
calculated by the superposition principle, i.e. a summation over each
electrical hyperboloid ℎ

𝑉 (𝒓) = ∑
ℎ

𝑘ℎ 𝑉ℎ(𝒓) and 𝐸(𝒓) = ∑
ℎ

𝑘ℎ 𝑬ℎ(𝒓) . (4)

The coefficients 𝑘ℎ compensate for electrostatic shielding [I].

4.2 Avalanches

Free electrons have a short lifetime in dielectric liquids because they
attach rapidly to neutral particles, forming anions. In a strong electric
field, the electrons can detach from anions, and this “seed” electron
can then grow into an electron avalanche. We simulate a number of
particles, which we call “seeds”, in a region surrounding the needle and
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Figure 2: Conceptual illustration of the elements of the simulation
model. A needle–plane electrode gap is insulated by a liquid. The
needle and the extremities of the streamer (streamer heads) are
modeled as hyperboloids. The hyperboloids have a tip potential 𝑉
and give rise to an electric field 𝑬. Anions, electrons, and electron
avalanches are controlled by a region of interest (roi). Figure
adapted from figure 1 in Publication IV.
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the streamer, see figure 2. Each seed is classified as an anion, electron,
or electron avalanche, depending on the electric field strength at its
position

𝐸anion < 𝐸d ≤ 𝐸electron < 𝐸c ≤ 𝐸avalanche , (5)

where 𝐸d and 𝐸c are the thresholds for detachment and electron multi-
plication, respectively. For a simulation time step Δ𝑡, each seed moves
a distance Δ𝒔 proportional to the electric field 𝑬 and its mobility 𝜇

Δ𝑠 = 𝜇 𝐸Δ𝑡 . (6)

Anions have much lower mobility than electrons, whereas the mobility
of electron avalanches is set equal to the electron mobility.
Calculating the speed of the electrons from the mobility implies

that an average speed is calculated. The electrons gain energy in the
electric field, and lose energy when colliding with other particles. An
electron avalanche grows when some fraction of such collisions causes
ionization, i.e. creating new free electrons. The probability per length
for an electron to multiply is denoted by 𝛼, which is a function of the
electric field and the properties of the liquid. The number of electrons
𝑁e in an avalanche is given by integration over the avalanche path

d𝑁e = 𝛼𝑁e d𝑠 ⇒ 𝑁e = exp∫𝛼 d𝑠 . (7)

The above expression assumes that an avalanche starts from a single
electron. The size of the avalanche can then be defined by the exponent
alone,

𝑄e = ln𝑁e = ∑
𝑖
Δ𝑠 𝛼 , (8)

by summation over simulation iterations 𝑖. The Townsend–Meek
streamer-to-avalanche criterion then states that a streamer breakdown
can occur when avalanches grow above a critical size 𝑄c [38]

𝑄e > 𝑄c . (9)

When an avalanche meets this criterion, the streamer expands to the
position of the avalanche, i.e. a new streamer head is placed there.
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4.3 Streamer structure

The streamer is modeled by a collection of streamer heads. The focus
is on representing the electric field in the region surrounding the
extremities of the streamer. The streamer grows by the addition of
a new streamer head when an avalanche meets equation (9). The
potential of a new streamer head is calculated considering the potential
of the needle [I] or by charge transfer from nearby streamer heads [II].

Conduction within the streamer channel can increase the potential
of a streamer head whose potential is lower than that of the needle.
Each streamer head is associated with a resistance in the channel
towards the needle and a capacitance in the gap between itself and
the planar electrode, used to calculate a time constant 𝜏 [II]. For every
simulation iteration 𝑖, conduction in the streamer channel reduces
the potential difference Δ𝑉ℎ between the needle 𝑛 and each streamer
head ℎ. First the current difference is calculated,

Δ𝑉ℎ = 𝑉𝑛 − 𝑉ℎ , (10)

then the potential of the head is updated,

𝑉ℎ ← 𝑉𝑛 − Δ𝑉ℎ 𝑒−Δ𝑡/𝜏ℎ . (11)

A potential difference Δ𝑉ℎ implies an average electric field 𝐸𝑠 within
the streamer channel

𝐸𝑠 = Δ𝑉ℎ/ℓ𝑠 , (12)

where ℓ𝑠 is the length of the channel. Reilluminations are interpreted as
a consequence of an electric breakdown within the streamer channel,
which occurs when the average field exceeds a threshold 𝐸bd [II]. This
equalizes the potential between the needle and a streamer head, as
follows

𝐸𝑠 > 𝐸bd ⇒ 𝜏 = 0 ⇒ 𝑉ℎ = 𝑉𝑛 . (13)

Slow 2nd-mode streamers have few reilluminations, 3rd-mode stream-
ers have several, and the fast 4th mode is very luminous, however,
in addition, there is a weak glow from the streamer heads [15]. We
explored how radiation is emitted and absorbed in Publication III,
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Figure 3: The principal steps of the simulation algorithm. A de-
scription is given in section 4.4. A detailed flowchart of the algo-
rithm is included in Publication IV.

and created a model in which photoionization is responsible for the
propagation of fast streamers. The model assumes energetic radiation
from the streamer head, namely fluorescent radiation from excited
molecules. The strong electric field surrounding a streamer head low-
ers the ionization potential (IP). Reducing the IP below the energy of
the fluorescent radiation, increases the photoionization cross-section,
and increases the propagation speed. This is implemented as follows

𝐸ℎ > 𝐸𝑤 ⇒ Δ𝒔ℎ = −𝑣𝑤 Δ𝑡 ̂𝒛 . (14)

That is, if the electric field 𝐸ℎ at the tip of a streamer head exceeds
a threshold 𝐸𝑤, then the streamer head is given a “photoionization
speed” 𝑣𝑤. This implies that the streamer head is moved a distance
Δ𝒔ℎ towards the planar electrode in the given iteration.

4.4 Algorithm

The main components of a simulation are the seeds and the streamer,
which are each updated iteratively in a simulation loop outlined in
figure 3. The seeds are classified as anions, electrons, or avalanches,
and then they move and multiply as described in section 4.2. Next,
each streamer head exceeding the threshold field for photoionization
is moved a distance given by equation (14). Moving a streamer head
implies replacing it with a new head at the new position. Any other
new heads are then classified and added to the streamer. Thereafter,
the streamer’s potential is updated (see section 4.3), before the streamer
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structure is optimized (see section 4.5). When the streamer is updated,
the roi can be updated as well, essentially removing seeds that are no
longer needed and creating new seeds as needed. Finally, the iteration
results are evaluated to decide whether to start a new iteration or
to finalize the simulation. Typically, a simulation is ended because
the streamer propagation is very slow (stopping) or the streamer has
reached the planar electrode (breakdown).

4.5 Optimizations

Optimizing the computational cost is important for any simulation.
A key feature of our model is that simulations are computationally
efficient and can be performed on a personal computer. Calculating
the electric field is by far the most expensive part of the algorithm.
Consequently, the computational cost of a simulation scales linearly
with the number of streamer heads 𝑁ℎ, and the number of seeds 𝑁𝑠,
summed over all iterations 𝑖. A reduction in either of these is beneficial
to the cost, but the efforts to reduce the cost should not affect the
simulations to a large degree.
The number of streamer heads 𝑁ℎ is kept low by several means.

Firstly, any head with a tip point “inside” the hyperboloid of another
head is removed. For instance, when a new head is created in the
high-field area in front of an existing head, the existing one is removed
if the point of its tip is within the new streamer head. Secondly, if
a new head is created too close to an existing head, then the head
furthest from the planar electrode is removed. (It is assumed that a
certain minimum distance is needed for branching to occur.) Finally,
if the electrostatic shielding is high, i.e. the 𝑘ℎ of a head is low, then
the head has low influence and is removed. The “streamer” in figure 2
consists of each point where a streamer head has been added, however,
most of them have been removed and just three remains.

The number of seeds 𝑁𝑠 is controlled by limiting the seeds to a cylin-
der, a region of interest (roi), surrounding the streamer, see figure 2.
When a seed moves past this region or ends up within a streamer head,
it is replaced by a new seed.

All avalanches are simulated in an inner loop, since these are in the
high-field area, they require greater precision than the other seeds.
Each avalanche is moved and multiplied 𝑁𝑛 times, up to a maximum
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of 𝑁msn times. The cost 𝐾 of an iteration becomes

𝐾 = 𝑁ℎ(𝑁𝑠 − 𝑁𝑎) + 𝑁ℎ𝑁𝑎𝑁𝑛 . (15)

where 𝑁𝑎 is the number of avalanches. Note that 𝐾 = 𝑁ℎ𝑁𝑠 for 𝑁𝑛 = 1,
and increasing 𝑁𝑛 increases the cost of an iteration. However, the
time simulated in one iteration, 𝑁𝑛Δ𝑡, also increases, resulting in a
decreased cost for the overall simulation. The cost per simulated time
for a given iteration is

𝐾
𝑁𝑛Δ𝑡

=
𝑁ℎ(𝑁𝑠 − 𝑁𝑎)

𝑁𝑛Δ𝑡
+
𝑁ℎ𝑁𝑎
Δ𝑡 . (16)

The computational cost of the avalanches is the same, but for all the
other seeds, the number of times the electric field is calculated is
reduced. Since the number of seeds is far greater than the number of
avalanches, 𝑁𝑠 ≫ 𝑁𝑎, the computational cost of a simulation is reduced
by a factor close to the average of 𝑁𝑛.
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5Results and discussion

The work has consisted of developing a model for the propagation
of streamers, as described in chapter 4. The result is a simulation
model where the electron avalanche mechanism is responsible for
streamer propagation, the potentials of the streamer extremities are
given by an RC-model, and photoionization can cause a change to fast
streamer propagation. The simulation model has been implemented
in Python and published as open-source software. A summary of each
publication, with a focus on its motivation and main research results,
is given below, followed by a summarizing discussion.

5.1 Avalanche model

We explore the governing principles of the model in Publication I,
mainly streamer propagation given by the Townsend–Meek criterion.
The framework is a needle–plane electrode gap and a streamer com-
posed of “virtual” electrodes, c.f. figure 2. We argue that even though
the amount of free electrons is low in a non-polar liquid, there can be
a substantial amount of anions in the liquid, these anions can act as
“seeds” for electron avalanches. The algorithm and implementation de-
tails are presented, including how the streamer structure is optimized
and how the roi limits the seeds to a given region in space.
The motivation of Publication I was to demonstrate how electron

avalanches could lead to streamer propagation, and to then explore how
the various parameters affected the simulation results. The simulated
streamers can be visualized by plotting the positions of all the simulated
streamer heads, which gives a “shadow”, as shown in figure 4(a). This
type of plot is used to inspect if the shape and branching qualitatively
resemble that of actual streamers, c.f. figure 1. Another common
method of capturing a streamer in experiments is through “streak”
imaging. In this imaging method, a series of narrow photographs are
taken and placed sequentially, resulting in a picture with one spatial
axis and one temporal axis. We achieve a similar result by plotting
time on the 𝑥-axis and the distance to the plane of the streamer head
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Figure 4: A shadow plot (a) and a streak plot (b) for four different
voltages and two different initial seed configurations. Reproduc-
tions of figure 9 and figure 7 in Publication I.
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Figure 5: (a) Streamer propagation speed as a function of volt-
age for various values of the avalanche growth parameter 𝐸𝛼.
(b) Streamer propagation length as a function of voltage for various
values of the electric field within the streamer 𝐸𝑠. Each marker is
a simulation and the dashed lines are interpolated to the average.
Reproductions of figure 15 and figure 17 in Publication I.
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closest to the plane on the 𝑧-axis, as shown in figure 4(b). The gradient
in streak images gives the propagation speed of the streamer, and mode
propagation change would give an abrupt change in the gradient. The
simulations in figure 4 demonstrate two different aspects of the model,
namely: how the speed increases with increasing voltage, and how
the stochasticity influences the development of a streamer. The initial
configuration of seeds, as well as their subsequent placement, is based
on the initialization of the random number generator. In simulations
where just the initial seed configuration differs, the streamers often
have similar speed and branching tendencies. However, even streamers
starting from the same seed configuration but different voltage diverge
quickly after initiation. When the voltage is changed, the branching
tendency and the speed differ as well.

Plotting the course of individual streamers, like in figure 4, is useful
for qualitative analysis. However, streamer breakdown is stochastic
and several simulations must be performed to capture this. A large
number of simulations are presented in figure 5, with interpolations
made to the average value at each voltage. Figure 5(a) shows that
the average propagation speed is highly affected by the avalanche
parameter 𝐸𝛼. Lowering 𝐸𝛼 increases the propagation speed and lowers
the propagation voltage. As long as the average electric field within the
streamer channel 𝐸𝑠 is low, propagating streamers lead to breakdown,
as is the case in figure 4. In general, 𝐸𝑠 has a low influence over a
short gap, however, at high values for 𝐸𝑠, streamer stopping does occur
mid-gap, even in a short gap, see figure 5(b). Plots such as those in
figure 5 provide good insight on how sensitive the model is to variation
in parameters when the outcome is stochastic.
We demonstrate in Publication I that streamer breakdown can be

simulated with a model based on the electron avalanche mechanism.
The simulated streamer propagation speed was lower than expected,
however, this is a consequence of the high voltage required for propa-
gation. The parameters related to calculating the avalanche growth,
𝐸𝛼 in particular, have a huge impact on both propagation voltage and
propagation speed. Furthermore, both the number of available an-
ions and the mobility of electrons are important for the speed of the
streamer. The degree of branching was found to be low, as seen in
figure 4(a). However we demonstrated how the parameters controlling
the streamer can be changed to facilitate or hinder streamer branching.
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5.2 Conductivity and capacitance

The potential of each streamer head in Publication I is calculated
given a fixed electric field within the streamer channel. Publication II
makes the overall model more dynamic by considering the conductivity
of the streamer channel and the capacitance between the streamer
and the planar electrode. The potential of new heads is calculated
by considering a transfer of charge between the new head and the
closest existing head. If the average field within the streamer channel
exceeds a threshold field 𝐸bd, there is a breakdown within the channel,
equalizing the potential between the given streamer head and the
needle electrode. New heads are generally given a lower potential
than that of the needle, however, conductivity in the streamer channel
gradually increases the potential of the streamer heads. The resistance
of the streamer channels scales with the time constant 𝜏0, i.e. a low 𝜏0
implies high conductivity and vice versa.

The effect of the updated model is well illustrated in figure 6, show-
ing several simulations for various values of 𝜏0 and 𝐸bd. A low 𝜏0 or
𝐸bd gives a low average field within the streamer channel 𝐸𝑠 and results
similar to those in Publication I. Even though the streamers in figure 6
start with identical anion placement, they quickly diverge. Figure 6(a)
indicates a greater degree of branching than figure 4(a), but the figures
are not directly comparable since some of the parameters used in Pub-
lication I and Publication II are not equal. Figure 6(a) demonstrates
that the updated model facilitates the propagation of several branches
at the same time, whereas in Publication I, the main streamer branch
would suppress other branches to a large degree. This effect is obtained
by regulating the potential of the branches: fast-moving branches lose
potential faster than slow-moving branches.
Regulating the potential of the streamer implies regulation of the

propagation speed aswell, which is seen as increased time-to-breakdown
in figure 6(b). Figure 6(c) and (d) illustrate how the potential of the
streamers change as a function of their position in the gap. Low
conductivity (high 𝜏0) reduces the potential of the streamer during
propagation in figure 6(c), while figure 6(d) demonstrates how lower-
ing 𝐸bd increases the average streamer potential through numerous
breakdowns within the channel (reilluminations).
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Figure 6: (a) Shadow plot of the positions of all the streamer heads.
(b) Streak plot where only the position of the streamer head with
the lowest 𝑧-value is shown. (c & d) The potential of each active
streamer head, sampled 1000 times during propagation. All simu-
lations in (c) have 𝐸bd = 64 kV/mm and all simulations in (d) have
𝜏0 = 10−4 s. The legends for (c) and (d) are also valid for (a) and
(b). The plots illustrate the influences of the streamer conductiv-
ity and the threshold for breakdown within the streamer channel.
Reproductions of figure 5 in Publication II.
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The improved model facilitates branching streamers, but the effect
is not significant. A low propagation speed was already a weakness of
the model, and this addition does not improve on that point, however,
the dynamics of the streamer channel are now better represented. The
model demonstrates how streamers with low conductivity stop when
the streamer potential drops below the propagation voltage, and the
model also captures how channel breakdowns can lead to increased
streamer potential. Furthermore, an interesting aspect is that streamer
branching, adding an extra streamer headwithout removing an existing
head, causes a distinct reduction in streamer potential that can trigger
a channel breakdown (reillumination).

5.3 Photoionization

A model for fast-mode streamer propagation through photoionization
is developed in Publication III. Radiation is potentially an important
part of streamer breakdown, however, its actual effect is not well-
known. The motivation behind the work was to explore how radiation
might affect streamer propagation. In particular, how photoionization
can be involved in transitions between slow and fast modes.
Streamer breakdown is an energetic event where both emission

and absorption of radiation can be important processes. We focus on
photons from fluorescent radiation, because these are likely the most
abundant photons of high energy. Under normal circumstances, when
such radiation is absorbed by a molecule, it can excite an electron to
a bound state. However, strong electric fields reduce the ionization
potential (IP) of the molecules, and bound states can become unbound,
ionizing a molecule excited to that state. In the model we developed for
the photoionization cross-section, the likelihood of absorption causing
photoionization is dependent on the electric field through the field-
dependent IP. It is found that ionizing radiation is rapidly absorbed
in a liquid, at a sub-μm scale. We argue that when the electric field
exceeds a threshold 𝐸𝑤, fluorescent radiation from the streamer head
becomes ionizing, and can lead to an increase in the propagation speed
of the streamer. However, the energy of this radiation and the increase
in propagation speed are not known.
The photoionization mechanism is included in the overall model

by adding a speed 𝑣𝑤 to any streamer head with an electric field ex-
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Figure 7: (a) Streak plot of streamer propagation, i.e. the position of
the part of the streamer closest to the planar electrode, as a function
of time. This illustrates how a streamer may switch between modes
in different parts of the electrode gap. (b) Further details of one of
the streamers in (a). Segments of slow and fast mode are indicated
on the streak plot. A fast mode often corresponds to a reillumi-
nation, as indicated by an abrupt change to high potential. The
potential of each active streamer head is plotted for every 10 µm of
streamer propagation. Reproduction of figure 6 in Publication III.
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ceeding 𝐸𝑤 at the tip. Streamers with an electric field above 𝐸𝑤 at
the tip of a streamer head start in a fast mode, but will change to a
slower mode if the field falls below the threshold during propagation.
Conversely, if the field increases and exceeds the threshold during
propagation, the streamer changes to a fast propagation mode. The
change between different modes is well illustrated in figure 7(a) where
streamers with a low 𝐸bd can change to a fast mode, while streamers
with a higher 𝐸bd change to a slower mode. Having a higher 𝐸bd gives
a higher average (in time) field within the streamer channel, resulting
in a lower (on average) field at the streamer head. The streamer de-
tailed in figure 7(b) begins in a fast mode, but changes to a slow mode
after propagating a few mm since the potential at the streamer head
is reduced. As the streamer propagates farther, a series of channel
breakdowns (reilluminations) occurs, resulting in brief durations of
fast streamer propagation.
Radiation from the streamer head can be a method of transporting

energy away from the critical part of the streamer. However, an electric
field decreases the IP of the molecules and ionizing radiation is rapidly
absorbed, facilitating the propagation of a streamer. Both the creation
and the absorption of radiation are dependent on the composition of the
liquid. Consequently, the effect of increased ionization, as well as the
electric field strength required, are liquid dependent and hard to assess.
Photoionization is often a topic mentioned in streamer literature, but
the short range of ionizing radiation is seldom appreciated.

5.4 The software

The streamer model has been implemented in Python [77] and this
software for simulating streamers has been released as open-source
software (MIT license) under the name “Cerman” [S1]. Publication IV
describes how to use Cerman, as well as its implementation.

Simulations series can be defined by a master input file, an example
is shown in listing 1. The command “cerman” is used to control all
aspects of the software through a command-line interface. Listing 2
demonstrates all the steps required for a simulation, from expanding
the master input file, through simulation, to evaluating the results. The
software works on a file specified by a “filename” or files matching
a given “pattern”. Several simulations can be performed in parallel
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by specifying “no” number of threads. Plots of streamer “streak” and
“speed” are created in the same way as the “shadow” plot demonstrated
in listing 2. Many commands take extra “options” to further detail
their function, and these options are printed by adding “-o help” to
the command. The saved files can be parsed to find certain results,
such as propagation length and average speed, which are saved in an
archive. These results are plotted in an automated way by specifying
which “parameter” to use for the 𝑥-axis. The legend for each other
varied parameter is generated automatically.

Listing 1: Example of json-master file. A number of simulations
are specified, varying the needle radius, the needle voltage, and the
initial seed placement. The default values are used for non-specified
parameters. Default values are found in Publication IV or by typing
“cerman dump_defaults”.

{
"gap_size": 0.010,
"needle_radius": [3e-6, 6e-6, 12e-6]
"needle_voltage": "linspace(60e3, 150e3, 10)",
"simulation_runs": 10

}

Listing 2: Example of how to create parameter files, run a simu-
lation, and evaluate the results in a command-line interface. A
description of these actions is included in section 5.4, and further
information can be found in Publication IV.

# create input files
cerman ci -f <filename>
# simulate in sub-processes
cerman sims -g <pattern> -m <no>
# plot simulation - shadow plot
cerman ps shadow -g <pattern> -o <options>
# parse and combine archive of simulation results
cerman ca -g <pattern>
# plot the combined results
cerman pr <parameter> -f <file> -o <options>
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A simulation is initiated by reading a parameter file to initialize
various data structures used by the simulation. The simulation is
essentially a loop, illustrated by figure 3, where the seeds and the
streamer are updated iteratively. At the end of each iteration, relevant
data is saved and information is printed, as specified by the user. When
the simulation loop is terminated, any unsaved data is dumped to disk
and a final entry in the log file is written.

The software facilitates creation and evaluation of simulations. Both
the simulation and the plotting of results are done in a semi-automatic
manner via the scripting interface. There exist a few different models
for simulating streamers in liquid, as mentioned in chapter 3, but the
code is rarely available. Furthermore, our model is built on different
principles than other existing models for streamer breakdown in liq-
uids. The purpose of Publication IV is to make the program available,
and explain how the software is used. Different features of streamer
propagation can already be captured by modifying the simulation
parameters, however, the open-source code enables others to make
modifications and contribute to the code.

5.5 Discussion

The model can be used to investigate several aspects of electrical break-
down: from streamer inception, propagation, and branching, to the
breakdown itself. These aspects are dependent on the physical param-
eters given as input to the simulation model. The results demonstrate
that electron avalanches can be responsible for streamer propagation.

Some properties can be improved to better align the modeled results
with results from experiments: for instance, propagation voltage, prop-
agation speed, and degree of branching. These three properties are
also entwined in many ways. Reducing the propagation voltage will
often increase the propagation speed and/or the branching tendency.
However, increased branching also moderates the propagation speed
in the model, as in experiments [42].
The high propagation voltage of the avalanche model is discussed

in Publication I. The avalanche growth parameters give streamer in-
ception in the correct range for propagating streamers. However, the
simulated streamers do not propagate far at inception voltage, and the
actual propagation voltage is high compared with experiments [I]. Just
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above the inception voltage, the avalanches become critical in close
proximity to the streamer, and do not add much to streamer expansion.
The closer the streamer heads are, the more they also shield each other,
which increases the chance of streamer stopping. An improvement
is needed to make the streamer propagate at the correct propagation
voltage, possibly by introducing a model for avalanche growth that
reduces the inception voltage [I].
The speed of the simulated streamers depends on how often an

avalanche becomes critical and how far from the streamer this occurs.
This distance depends on the potential of the streamer through the
model for avalanche growth, which in turn depends strongly on the
electric field. The time between avalanches depends not only on the
electric field, but also on the electron mobility and the number of seeds.
Better representation of these properties, as well as of the model for
avalanche growth, can improve the quality of the overall model.

The streamer structure gives rise to the electric field. Each streamer
head is “connected” directly to the needle and all heads are included in
the calculation to set shielding coefficients. How the potential of the
streamer heads is set and how the streamer heads shield each other
are important aspects of the model. The dynamics of the channel were
improved in Publication II. Further development towards an electric
network model can give a better representation of how charges move
within the streamer structure. The computational cost of representing
the streamer structure in such a way would be small compared to the
cost of moving the seeds. Nevertheless, the current implementation is
a good approximation for the electric field close to the streamer heads.

Photoionization was introduced to the model in Publication III as a
mechanism for change to a fast mode. This model has some limitations,
in particular that the energy of the radiation is unknown. Improve-
ments to this mechanism, or the introduction of a different mechanism,
are needed for a proper representation of a fast streamer. However,
the simplified implementation still demonstrates the importance of
streamer channel conductivity in changing from fast to slow modes.
Consequently, reilluminations can trigger the change to a fast mode
by increasing the conductivity.
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6Conclusion

Electrical breakdown in liquids, streamers in particular, is an inter-
esting and challenging topic to research. Numerous mechanisms can
influence the streamer, at various length and time scales, and it is
difficult to differentiate the contribution of each mechanism. The moti-
vation behind the modeling work has been to create an efficient model
where the contributions of individual mechanisms can be investigated
in conjunction with the model as a whole.

The model is realized in the framework of a needle–plane gap, where
the needle electrode is modeled by an electrically charged hyperboloid,
and the streamer is modeled by a set of virtual needles. The needle and
the streamer give rise to an electric field in the liquid. The foundation
of the model is the electron avalanche mechanism. Anions in the liquid
can release electrons, which can become electron avalanches. Streamer
growth is governed by avalanches obtaining a critical size. The model
has an elevated propagation voltage, which results in a propagation
speed that is low compared to experimental values. However, we have
demonstrated that the avalanche mechanism is sufficient to capture
several aspects of electrical breakdown in liquids.

The streamer conductivity, streamer capacitance, and streamer chan-
nel breakdown (reilluminations), improve the physical representation
of the streamer structure. The model of the streamer structure needs
further improvements, but even this simplified model of conductivity
and breakdown within the streamer channel furthered our understand-
ing of the dynamics of a streamer breakdown. The interaction between
reilluminations and streamer mode change is particularly interesting.
Radiation is important for streamer breakdown, but the effect is

difficult to differentiate from other contributions. The work on pho-
toionization highlighted several interesting aspects, such as the long
lifetimes of fluorescent states in cyclohexane, the electric field depen-
dence of the photoionization cross-section, and the extremely short
reach of ionizing radiation in liquids. We modeled an increase in propa-
gation speedwhen the fluorescent radiation from the streamer head can
cause ionization. This is possible when the IP of the liquid is reduced by
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a strong electric field. Several parameters of this model are unknown,
however, the simulations with this simplified model demonstrate the
importance of channel conductivity for streamer mode change.

The complete simulation model is implemented in Python and pub-
lished as open-source software. This enables others to replicate pub-
lished results, design and perform simulations, as well as make modifi-
cations and contributions to the software. The software facilitates the
creation of large simulation series and evaluation of the results in a
semi-automatic manner through a command-line interface. It is easy
to inspect details like the development of the potential of individual
streamer heads, as well as the propagation length, shape, and speed
of the streamers. The simulation results from whole series are easily
extracted and combined to evaluate the influence of given parameters.

Future development of the simulation model should keep the main
focus on the mechanisms leading to propagation. Some propagation
mechanisms, like electron avalanches, are stepwise processes consist-
ing of sequential expansions. The speed is then given by the frequency
and the length of the expansions. Similarly, for electrohydrodynam-
ics, some time is needed to create the motion, before the channel can
expand. Other mechanisms, like field ionization, can be seen as a
continuous process in some contexts. Different mechanisms require
different field strengths to propagate a streamer at different speeds in
different liquids. An effort is needed to systematize and quantify the
contributions from the various mechanisms. The electric field is the
foundation for the propagation and as such is of key importance for
the model’s accuracy and performance. Hence, future development
should also aim to improve the representation of the streamer structure,
particularly to enhance the calculation of the electric field accordingly.
In this respect, the calculation of charge and energy balance are two
aspects that can prove important alike. Furthermore, development
towards simulating streamers in other geometries or streamers with
negative polarity can offer additional insights.
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Abstract
A simulationmodel for secondmode positive streamers in dielectric liquids is presented. Initiation
and propagation ismodeled by an electron-avalanchemechanism and the Townsend–Meek criterion.
The electric breakdown is simulated in a point-plane gap, using cyclohexane as amodel liquid.
Electronsmove in a Laplacian electricfield arising from the electrodes and streamer structure, and
turn into electron avalanches in high-field regions. The Townsend–Meek criterion determines when
an avalanche is regarded as a part of the streamer structure. The results show that an avalanche-driven
breakdown is possible, however, the inception voltage is relatively high. Parameter variations are
included to investigate how the parameter values affect themodel.

1. Introduction to streamers

Dielectric liquids are widely used for insulation of high power equipment, such as transformers, since liquid
insulation has good cooling properties, high electrical withstand strength, and recovers from an electrical
dischargewithin short time [1]. Electric breakdown in liquids is preceded by the formation of a prebreakdown
channel called a streamer [2]. A partial discharge, a local electric breakdown, changes the electric field
distribution, which could cause another local breakdown, and in this way, a streamermay propagate through a
liquid. A streamer bridging the gap between two electrodes, for instance an energized part and a grounded part,
lowers the electrical withstand strength andmay cause a complete electric breakdown, possibly destroying the
equipment [1].

A streamer consists of a gaseous and partly ionized structure, originating in one location and branching out
infilaments as it propagates through the liquid. This structuremay be observed through shadowgraphic or
schlieren photography since its refractive index differs from the surrounding liquid [3]. Streamers are classified
as positive or negative, depending on the polarity of the initiation site. Streamer experiments are often carried
out in needle-plane gaps since a strongly divergent field allows control of where the streamer initiates, the
polarity of the streamer, and also enables the study of streamers that initiate, propagate, and then stopswithout
causing an electric breakdown [2, 3]. Conversely, in a gapwith a uniform field, inception governs the breakdown
probability, since an initiated streamer is always able to propagate the gap due to the high background field.

The nature of streamers has been investigated for decades [1–14], but is still not well understood. For positive
streamers in non-polar liquids, it is common to define four distinctmodes of propagation,mainly characterized
by their speed [2, 15]. The streamermode depends on the applied voltage, andmay change during propagation.
The 1stmode propagates in a bubbly or bushy fashionwith a speed of the order of 100 m s−1, the 2ndmode is
faster, of the order of 1 km s−1, and has a branched or tree-like structure. The even faster 3rd and 4thmodes
propagates at speeds of the order of 10 km s−1 and 100 km s−1, respectively. The 1stmode is only observed for
very sharp needles andwill usually not lead to a breakdown by itself, but the streamermay change to the 2nd
mode. The 2ndmodemay initiate for voltages below the voltage required for breakdown, and increases in
propagation length and number of branches at higher voltages. Often, a 2ndmode streamer sporadically emits
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visible light [3], re-illuminations, fromone ormore of its branches. Above the breakdown voltage, streamers
may change between the 2nd, the 3rd, and the 4thmode during propagation. There are usuallymore re-
illuminations in the 3rdmode than the 2ndmode. The inception of the 4thmode is associatedwith a drastic
increase in speed and fewer,more luminous, branches [2].

There are numerousmechanisms that can be involved in the streamer phenomena, the challenge is
identifying their importance during initiation and propagation. Applying a potential to a needle can cause
charge injection, giving a space-charge limited current [16] causing Joule heating [16], which in turn can cause
bubble nucleation [17]. A breakdown in the gas bubble can then propagate the needle potential, and the process
may repeat. This is oneway to explain 1stmode propagation. Electric fields can also cause electrohydrodynamic
flow,which could cause streamer formation through cavitation [18]. Electrostatic cracking has also been
proposed as a cavitationmechanism [19]. Amain topic of discussion is whether a lowering of the liquid density is
needed before charge generation can occur. Electron avalanches are important in gas discharge, but their
importance in liquid breakdown is still disputed. Inwater, strong scattering could prevent electrons from
forming avalanches in the liquid phase [20]. Therefore, discharges inmicro-bubbles can be important for charge
generation [10, 14, 20]. The samemechanismwas also proposed for non-polar liquids [19], however, the relative
permittivity is about 80 inwater and about 2 in a typical oil, and this difference can prove important since the
field enhancementwithin a bubble in oil ismuch lower than inwater. Contrary towater, there are indications of
electron avalanches in non-polar liquids [16, 21, 22], furthermore, while the initiation and the propagation
length of 2ndmode streamers are dependent on the pressure, their propagation velocity is not pressure
dependent [16, 23]. This implies that themechanism responsible for propagation occurs in the liquid phase and
that the gaseous channel follows as a consequence. In very high electric fields, field-ionization can occur [24, 25],
and thismechanismhas been proposed for the fast 3rd and 4th propagationmodes [7]. As the streamer gains
length, the properties of the channel could also prove important. The streamer channel is a partly ionized, low-
temperature plasma, having a varying conductance [8, 26]. Themechanisms involvedwhen a plasma is in
contact with a liquid is often overlooked and is in itself a very complex problem [27].

The development ofmodels is important for improving electrical equipment aswell as the prevention of
equipment failure. An early simulationmodel for liquid breakdownuses a lattice to investigate the fractal nature
of the streamer structure as a function of the electric field E [28], and has been expanded to incorporate needle-
plane geometry [29], a 3D-lattice [30], statistical time [31], availability of seed electrons [32], and varying
conductance of the streamer channels [33]. Charge generation and transport in an electricfield have also been
solved by afinite elementmethod (FEM) approach, to simulate streamer propagation in 2D and 3D, adding
impurities to generate streamer branching [34–37]. Amajor difference between breakdown in gases and liquids
is that a phase change is involvedwhenmaking the streamer channel in liquids. The phase change is difficult to
model, but it is possible tomake approximations [38], or to focus on the plasmawithin the channel [39].

Both lattice and FEM simulations require considerable computational power, and therefore, the simulations
are often done for either very short timescales or very simplifiedmodels. Thework presented here is based on
[40], which chooses a different approach. It is a computationalmodel for 2ndmode positive streamers in non-
polar liquids, driven by electron avalanches in the liquid phase. A point-plane geometry ismodeled, with the
point being a positively charged hyperbolic needle. Cyclohexane is used as amodel liquid, since it is a well
defined systemused extensively in experiments [5, 11, 22, 25, 41].

Themodel and the theoretical background is presented in section 2, as well as the parameters and the
algorithmused for the simulations. In section 3, the results are given and discussed. First a baseline is established,
then parameter variations and alternative parameter values are investigated. A general discussion, outlining the
weaknesses and strengths of themodel, is given in section 4. Finally, themain conclusions are summarized in
section 5. TheAppendix contains additional details on the coordinate systemused in themodel.

2. Simulationmodel and theory

Themodel is built on the assumption that electron avalanches occur in the liquid phase, and that these govern
the propagation of 2ndmode, positive streamers [40].

Applying a potential to the needle in a needle-plane geometry gives rise to an electric field. A number of
anions and electrons, assumed to be already present in the liquid, are accelerated by the electric field.
Subsequently, electronmultiplication occurs in areas where the electric field is sufficiently strong, turning
electrons into electron avalanches. An avalanche is assumed to be ‘critical’ if it reaches amagnitude given by the
Townsend–Meek criterion [42], and the position of such an avalanche is regarded as a part of the streamer. Then
the electricfield is reevaluated, accounting for the potential of both the needle and the streamer. This work
investigates liquid cyclohexane as the insulating liquid, with the option to add dimethylaniline (DMA) as an
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additive, but themodel can be used for other base liquids and additives aswell, if the parameter values are
available.

2.1. Geometrical and electrical properties
Ahyperbolic needle electrode with a tip radius rp is placed at a distance dg from a planar electrode, as illustrated
infigure 1where all important geometric variables are shown. In prolate spheroid coordinates (μ, ν,f; a), a
hyperboloid is represented by a single coordinate ν, and the 3DLaplace equation becomes separable, see
appendix for details and definitions. The potential is (cf. (A.15))

n
= ( )V C ln tan

2
, 1i i

i

and the electric field is (cf. (A.17))

n
n

=
n

ˆ ( )E
C

h sin
, 2i

i i

ii

whereCi is a constant. The subscript i refers to a given hyperboloid (the needle or a streamer head), hence, the
subscript in νi implies a transformation to a coordinate system centered at hyperboloid i,

n n= - -( ) ( ) ( )r x x y y z a, , ; . 3i i i i

The constantCi (cf. (A.16)) is given by the boundary condition, the potential at the surface n ( )ri i ,

»
( )

( )
( )r

C
V

z r

2

ln 4
, 4i

i i

i ip,

which is valid for a sharp needle, rp= zi. The other boundary condition, that the potential is zero at the plane
= =( ˆ )rzV 0 0i , is already accounted for. For the needle, =( )rV Vi i 0, which is the applied potential. Calculating

the electricfield in (2) is themost expensive part of the computer simulation, although explicit calculation of the
trigonometric functions can be avoided (cf. appendix). Using the Laplace equation instead of the Poisson
equation is a simplification that will be discussed further in section 4.

2.2. Electrons and ions in dielectric liquids
Naturally occurring radiation is of the order of =D 1 mSvr per year [43] andmay produce electron-cation pairs
by ionizing neutralmolecules. The production rate is [44]

r= ( )R D G, 5e r

where the density ρ is 0.78 kg/l for cyclohexane. The yieldG is usually given in events per 100 eV.Hydrocarbons
typically have an ion yieldGion of about 4 [45], and for cyclohexane it is 4.3 [46]. However, the free electron yield
Gfree ismuch lower, about 0.15 [46, 47], which implies thatmost electrons recombines geminately. This gives a
production of = ´ - -R 2.3 10 m se

8 3 1. The recombination process is rapid, and the electron lifetime is [44]

 
t

p
m

= ( )r

e

4

3
, 6r

0 r 0
3

el

Figure 1.The hyperbolic needle and a streamer head, with relevant variables shown. The distance to the plane is usually far greater
than illustrated here.
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where ò0 is the vacuumpermittivity, òr=2.0 is the typical relative permittivity for hydrocarbons, r0 is the
recombination distance,μe is the electronmobility, and e is the elementary charge. Inserting the thermalization
distance (themost likely distance) r0=5.9 nm[46] and amobility m = - -45 mm V se

2 1 1 [47, 48],
yields t = 1.7 psr .

The average drift velocity vd of an electron or ion is given by itsmobilityμ and the local electric field E ,

m= ( )v E. 7d

In liquidswhere the electronmobility is low (m < - -10 mm V se
2 2 1 1), the electron is regarded as localized, and

electron transport is explained either through a hopping or a trappingmechanism [49, 50]. The drift velocity is
proportional to the electric fieldwhen the electric strength is low, however, for low-mobility liquids, it becomes
superlinear in highfields [44, 49]. The lifetimes of free electrons and ions can be related to the reaction rates. The
reaction rate constants kr are found by theDebye relation [44, 51],

 
m m= +- +( ) ( )k

e
, 8r

0 r

where m is themobility of the respective reacting species. This relation assumes that recombination is limited
by diffusion, which is related to themobilities, and the relation holds as long as themobilities are low
< - -( )10 mm V s4 2 1 1 [44]. In cyclohexane, the ionmobility is of the order of 10−2 to - - -10 mm V s1 2 1 1

[16, 25, 46, 52–54] and the electronmobility is of the order of - -10 mm V s2 1 1 [46, 47, 55, 56]. Using
m = - -45 mm V se

2 1 1 and m = - -0.1 mm V sion
2 1 1, yields = ´ -k 4.1 10 m sr

13 3 for electron-ion recombina-
tion and = ´ -k 1.8 10 m sr

15 3 for ion-ion recombination according to (8). This implies that there is a far
greater number of anions than electrons. However, small impurities, such asO2, have highermobilities [44].

The low-field conductivity for the liquidσ is given by the number density of charge carriers ni for species i
and theirmobilities,

ås m= ( )e n . 9
i

i i

By assuming that themeasured conductivity is due to ions only and that the ions are similar in number and
mobility, the number density of the anions is

s
m

= ( )n
e2

, 10ion
ion

which yields = ´ -n 6.2 10 mion
12 3 forσ=0.2 pS/m [54, 57]. A similar result is obtained by considering a

steady-state condition,

t
= - - = ( )n

t
R k n n

nd

d
0, 11e

e r e p
e

a

where ne is the electron density, np is the cation density, and t is the time. If the electron attachment time τa is
large [58],

» » ( )n n
R

k
, 12e p

e

r

which yields = ´ -n 2.4 10 me
10 3. However, τa is assumed small, about 200 ns [37], which implies that

nion≈np. Using (12)with the ion-ion recombination rate yields = ´ -n 3.6 10 mion
11 3, about an order of

magnitude lower thanwhat obtained from (10).With rapid attachment, (11) is

t» ( )n R . 13e e a

and yields = -n 46 me
3, which shows that the assumption »n nion p holds.

2.3. Electron avalanches
Themain concept themodel is that electrical breakdown is driven by electron avalanches occurring in the liquid
phase [11, 22, 40]. A number of anions, calculated by (10), is considered as the source of electrons by an electron-
detachmentmechanism. These electrons initiates the avalanches. As shown in section 2.2, the number of anions
is far greater than the number of electrons, and it is also far greater than the number of electrons producedwithin
a simulation (a volume less than cm1 3 and a time less than 1 s).

The needle electrode and the streamer creates an electric field E . Transformer oils experience increased
conductivity due to ion dissociationwhen the electric field exceeds someMV/m [59]. Themodel assumes that
also electrons detach from anions forfield strengths exceeding =E 1 MV md . This is a low threshold, in the
sense thatmost electrons detach, therefore, the effect of increasing it is explored aswell. ThemovementΔs of
each electron or anion i is calculated by
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mD = D ( )s E t. 14i i i

The simulation time stepΔt is chosen low enough, typically 1 ps to 10 ps, to ensure thatΔs is less than 0.1 μm.
For a positive streamer, the negative charged speciesmove towards higher field strengths. Increasing the electric
field strength, increases the kinetic energy an electron gains between collidingwithmolecules as well as lowering
the ionization potential (IP) of themolecules [13], which increases the probability of impact ionization. As
electron attachment processes dominate at lowfield strengths, an electric field exceeding Ea=0.2 GV/m is
required for electronmultiplication to be observed in cyclohexane [22]. The electric field at a streamer head
must not only exceed Ea, but also be strong enough to cause electronmultiplication over a sufficient distance, for
the streamer to propagate.

An electron avalanche occurs when electronmultiplication is dominant and the number of electronsNe

grows rapidly. The growth of such an avalanche ismodeled as [42]

a= ( )N N sd d , 15e e

whereα is the average number of electrons generated per unit length. For discharges in gases,α is assumed to be
dependent on the type ofmolecules, the density, and the electric field strength [60]. Assuming that the same
holds for a liquid, considering a constant liquid density [22, 61], yields

a a= - a⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ( )E

E
exp . 16m

Themaximumavalanche growthαm and the inelastic scattering constant Eα are dependent on the liquid and are
found from experimental data [22, 62]. Equation (15) leads to an exponential growth of electrons in an
avalanche,

ò a= =( ) ( )N N s N Qexp d exp , 17e 0 0 e

whereN0 is the initial number of electrons, andQe is introduced as ameasure of the avalanche size. At each
simulation step,Qe for each avalanche is increased by

a a mD = D = D ( )Q s E t. 18

For discharges in gases it is assumed that an electron avalanche becomes unstablewhen the electron numberNe

exceeds some thresholdNc, which is known as the Townsend–Meek avalanche-to-streamer criterion [42]. In the
model, an avalanche obtaining this criterion is removed and its position is considered as a part of the streamer
channel. Assuming that an avalanche starts from a single electron, the criterionNe>Nc is rewritten as

= > ( )Q N Qln . 19e e c

TheMeek constantQc is typically 18 in gases [42, 63], but the value is expected to be higher in liquids since the
densermedia has a higher breakdown strength, and creation of higher electric fields requiresmore electrons.
However, a recent study on liquids found values in the range 5 to 20when evaluating a number of experiments
[62]. Another study foundQc=23, or an avalanche size of about 1010 electrons, by considering thefield
required for propagation [11], in contrast to the field required for initiation, which ismore common.

2.4. Additives
Additives with low IP have proven to facilitate the propagation of 2ndmode streamers, since such additives
lower the voltage required for propagation and for breakdown,whereas they increase the voltage required for
4thmode streamers [2]. This is likely a consequence of an increased number of branches, whichmay increase the
electrostatic shielding and thereby reducing the electric field at the streamer heads [9, 41]. To account for the
effect of low-IP additives on electron avalanche growth, themole fraction cn of the additive and the IP difference
between the base liquid Ib and the additive Ia, is used tomodify the expression forα in (16) as [11]

a a¢ = - + -a( ) ( )( )c c e1 , 20k I I
n n

b a

where the parameter =a -k 2.8 eV 1 is estimated from experiments [11]. For example, an additivewith an IP
difference of 3.1 eV from the base liquid, in a concentration cn of 0.1%, yields a a¢ = 6.9 . Equation (20) is
derived assuming that ionization is caused by electrons in the exponentially decaying, high-energy tail of a
Maxwellian distribution, and that the introduction of an additive does not significantly change the energy
distribution [11].

2.5. Streamer representation
Themodel focuses on the processes occurring in front of the streamer. The streamer is represented by a
collection of hyperboloids, approximating the electric field in front of the streamer. The streamer channel, and
in particular its dynamics, is not included in themodel. The streamer hyperboloids are referred to as ‘streamer
heads’, and the initial streamer consists of only one streamer head: the needle. The needle, one other streamer
head, and relevant variables, are shown infigure 1.
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The potentialV at position r is given by a superposition of the potentialVi in (1) of each streamer head,

å=( ) ( ) ( )r rV k V , 21
i

i i

where the coefficients ki are introduced to account for electrostatic shielding between the heads. The electric field
is found in a similarmanner,

å=( ) ( ) ( )E r E rk , 22
i

i i

where Ei in (2) is the electric field arising from streamer head i. The electric field arising from a streamer head is
strongly dependent on its tip radius rp. Experiments have shown that there exists a critical tip radius for the
inception of 2ndmode streamers, which is rp=6 μmfor cyclohexane [5, 64].

When an electron avalanchemeets the Townsend–Meek criterion in (19), a new streamer head is added at
the position of the avalanche. The potential at the tip of streamer head i is given by

= - ℓ( ) ( )rV V E , 23i i i0 s

whereV0 is the potential at the needle, Es is the electric fieldwithin the streamer channel, andℓi is the distance
from the tip of the needle to the tip of streamer head i,

= -ℓ ∣ ˆ ∣ ( )r zd , 24i i g

again seefigure 1 for definitions. Equation (23) is used tofindCi through (4).
The shielding coefficients ki ensure that the combined potential of all the streamer heads equals the potential

at the tip of each streamer head,

å= »( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r r rV k V V , 25i
j

j j i i i

and are obtained by a non-negative least squares (NNLS) routine [65]. The problem actually solved numerically is
stated in a slightly different form.Defining
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which only depend on the geometry and not on the potentials, (25) is rewritten as

å»( ) ( ) ( )r rV M k V , 27i i
j

ij j j j

which is computationallymore convenient to solve.
It is desirable to keep the number of streamer heads to aminimum since it is expensive to calculate the

electric field froma head. Also optimization of the potential becomesmore difficult and unstable as it tend to
become amore overdetermined problemwithmore heads present, especially when the heads are close or
‘within’ each other. Streamer heads locatedwithin another streamer head are removed, that is, if

n n<( ) ( ) ( )r r , 28i j i i

then streamer head j is removed, which is the same as being above the ν0-line infigure 2. In addition, if the tip of
one streamer head is within a certain distance dmof the tip of another streamer head,

Figure 2. For given a streamer head i (shown), other positions are considered to bewithin, behind, in front, and/orwithin join
distance.
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- <∣ ∣ ( )r r d , 29i j m

the heads aremerged and only the streamer head closest to the plane is kept (seefigure 2). Physically, this is
motivated as charge transferred fromone streamer head to another located closer to the grounded plane. Finally,
since fewer heads implies less calculation and faster simulations, streamer heads with a shielding coefficient
below a given threshold,

< ( )k k , 30i c

are also removed.When kc is chosen sufficiently low, only streamer heads that are to a large degree shielded by
other heads are removed, and removing themhave thus little effect on the simulation results.

The streamer consist of one ormore heads as it propagates.When a newhead is added, the conditions (28),
(29) are used to evaluatewhether the newheads should be kept andwhether any of the existing heads should be
removed. A newhead added at a sufficient distance from the existing head(s) can initiate streamer branching.
However, for the actual branching to occur, the streamermust be able to propagate (add newheads) both from
the newhead and from the existing head(s). The result is then that the streamer at some point grows in two
directions at the same time. This occurs rarely, since the leading streamer head shields the potential of the other
heads and reduces the probability of propagation from those heads.

2.6. Region of interest
Anions, electrons, and avalanches are here referred to as ‘seeds’. The seeds are placed as anions, but can become
electrons or avalanches, depending on the local electricfield strength, which is illustrated infigure 3. To save
computational cost, especially for simulations in large gaps, seeds are limited to a region of interest (ROI)
surrounding the leading tip, see figure 3. The ROI is a cylinder defined by a radius from the centerline
(x2+y2=r2), a distance in front of the leading streamer head, and a distance behind the leading head. Seed
avalanches that obtain a critical size, seeds that collidewith a streamer head, and seeds that fall behind the ROI,
are removed and replaced by new seeds. A new seed is placed oneROI length from the old seed in the z-direction,

Figure 3.Region of Interest, xz- and rz-projection. Each seed is represented by a dot; anion (blue), electrons (green), avalanches
(purple), behindROI (pink), newly placed (tan), and a single critical (light blue).

Figure 4.Time to collision ti (left, inmilliseconds) andmaximumavalanche sizeQi (right), for an electron originating at a given
position. The needle hyperbola is shown in gray. For a gap distance of 3 mm, a tip radius of 6 μm, and at a potential of 100 kV.
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with randomplacementwithin theROI radius for the x- and y-coordinates. The seed density is thus kept
constant as the ROImoves together with the leading streamer head.

Removing or rearranging the seeds does not change the electric field, since the charge from the seeds is not
included in the Laplacian field. Charge from single cations, anions, or electrons should not have a big influence,
but the charge from electrons and cations created by electrons avalanches is also ignored, and this is amajor
simplification. An avalanche collidingwith the streamer is shielded by the streamer and does not contribute to
the streamer propagation. A critical avalanche, however, propagates the streamer potential to its position. In any
case, when an avalanche is removed, its charge is considered as absorbed by the streamer.

For a given configuration, it is possible to calculate the time ti for an electron to travel from a given point to
the needle. This is achieved by numeric integration of -v ldd

1 along an electric field line (constantμ), using
n=nh ld d (cf. (A.12)),

ò n= n ( )t
h

v
d . 31i

position

needle

d

Similarly, themaximumavalanche sizeQi, is computed by

ò a n= n ( )Q h d . 32i
position

needle

An illustration of (31), (32) is found infigure 4. Both vd in (7) andα in (16) are functions of the electric field E in
(2), whichmakes numeric integration straightforward in prolate spheroid coordinates. The time, ti, provides an
indication of how large the ROI should be. Given that a slow streamermay propagate at
1 km/s−1=1 mm/μs−1, the ROI should be chosen sowide that seeds on the sides does not have enough time to
collidewith the passing streamer. According tofigure 4, awidth of 1.5 mmgives about 1 μs before collision, both
from the sides and frombelow. As the streamer should propagate about the same length, ormore, in this time, is
a reasonable value. However, a somewhatwider ROI should be used to account for a streamer propagating off-
center, and for branched propagation. Further, figure 4 shows thatQi is large in the front, but quickly declines
for seeds behind the streamer head. This gives an indication on how far behind the streamer head an avalanche
may obtain critical size, which is how far behind the streamer head it is interesting to extend theROI.However,

Table 1.Model parameters, physical.

Gap distance dg 3.0 mm

Applied voltage (varies) Vn —

Needle tip curvature rn 6.0 μm

Streamer tip curvature [5] rs 6.0 μm

Field in streamer [8, 66] Es 2.0 KV mm−1

Electron detachment threshold Ed 1.0 MV m−1

Avalanche threshold [22] Ea 0.2 GV m−1

Scattering constant [22] Eα 3.0 GV m−1

Max avalanche growth [22] αm 200 μm−1

Meek constant [11] Qc 23

Electronmobility [55, 56] μe 45 mm Vs2

Anionmobility [16] μion 0.30 mm Vs2

Ion conductivity [54] σion
-0.20 pS m 1

Base liquid IP [67] Ib 10.2 eV

Additive IP [68] Ia 7.1 eV

Additive IP diff. factor [11] kα -2.8 eV 1

Additive number density ca,n 0.0

Table 2.Model parameters, algorithm.

Streamer headmerge distance dm 50 μm

Potential shielding threshold kc 0.10

Time step Δt 1.0 ps

Micro step number Nmsn 100

ROI—behind leading head +zroi 0.5 mm

ROI—in front of leading head -zroi 1.5 mm

ROI—radius from center rroi 2.0 mm

Stop—low streamer speed vmin
-100 m s 1

Stop—streamer close to plane zmin 50 μm

Stop—avalanche time tmax
ava 100 ns
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the ROI should also extend far enough behind the leading streamer head to enable the propagation of secondary
branches. Even though ti andQi give good indications of howbig theROI should be, it is important to verify the
settings after the simulation, or vary theROI to verify that the results are not affected.

2.7. Parameters
Themodel parametersmay be divided in two groups: physical parameters and parameters for the numerical
algorithm. The values of the physical parameters summarized in table 1 are given by the properties of the
simulated experiment or based on values available in the literature for the base liquid (cyclohexane) and the
additive (dimethylaniline). Since not all the parameter values are available and some are uncertain, a sensitivity
analysis is carried out in this work to investigate the influence of individual parameters. Parameter values needed
by the simulation algorithm,which are not based on physical properties, are given in table 2 and include the size
of the ROI and certain criteria for stopping a simulation.

The initial setup is given byVn, dg, and rn. Then the number fraction of seeds nion is calculated usingμion and
σion, according to (10), andwhether a seed is considered as an anion, an electron, or an avalanche is given by Ed
andEa. The electronmultiplication probability is given by (16), usingEα andαm. If an additive is present, then
(20) is also applied, where Ib, Ia, ca,n, and kα are used. Equation (18) gives the growth of an avalanche, usingΔt
andμe. Finally, the Townsend–Meek criterion, stated in (19), usesQc to evaluate whether the avalanche has
obtained a critical size. The streamer branching is regulated by dm and kc, by (29), (30), while the streamer head
potential, and thus also the electric field at the tip, is dependent onEs and rs through (23).

2.8. Algorithm
A simulation begins by reading an inputfile that is used to initialize the various data classes used by the program,
including randomplacement of seeds within the ROI, thereafter, a loop is executed until the simulation is
complete. Thesemain steps are shown infigure 5. Thefirst andmost expensive step of the algorithm is the
update of the seeds, which is detailed in figure 6. First, the electric field is calculated for all seeds (each anion,
electron, and avalanche). All the avalanches are treated separately in a loop, where they aremoved, the electrons
aremultiplied, and the field is calculated for their new positions. This loop, infigure 6, is performed until either
Nmsn steps are done, an avalanche becomes critical (obtaining the Townsend–Meek criterion), or an avalanche

Figure 5.Themain steps of the simulation algorithm. The algorithm for the seeds is detailed in figure 6. See section 2.8 for further
details on each step.

Figure 6.Algorithm formoving andmultiplying seeds. This is the block labeled ‘Seeds’ infigure 5. See section 2.8 for details on each
step.
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collides with the streamer. Then, all other seeds (anions and electrons) aremoved, using a time step equal to the
total time used by the avalanches. The next step infigure 5 is to update the streamer structure. Any critical
avalanches are added to the streamer, and the streamer structure is optimized by removing heads using (28), (29)
and correcting the scaling using (27) to set ki for each streamer head. Thereafter, if there is a new leading streamer
head, the ROI is updated. In the ‘clean-up’ part, seeds behind the ROI, critical seeds, and seeds that have collided
with the streamer, are removed and replaced by new seeds. A number of criteria can be set to determinewhen the
simulation loop in figure 5 should end. For instance, total simulation time, total CPU time, and number of
iterations.However, simulations presented in this work ended for one of three reasons: the leading head reached
the planar electrode (zi<zmin), low propagation speed (<vmin), or long time between critical avalanches
(>tmax

ava ). Thefinal step of the loop is saving data, and finalizing a simulation ensures that all temporary data is
properly saved tofiles.

The implementation has been done in Python [69] usingNumPy [70] extensively. During initialization, the
seed for randomnumbers is set inNumPy to ensure reproducible results. The input parameters are given in a
JSON-formatted file, which is used for initiation of the simulation. Simulation results are savedwith Pickle and
illustrated usingMatplotlib [71].

3. Simulation results and discussion

Themodel involves numerous parameters, some ofwhich is given by the experimental setup (e.g. gap distance),
others by properties of the liquids (e.g.mobilities), and some are purely for the simulation procedure (e.g. time
step). In thefirst part, the default parameters given by tables 1 and 2 show the basic behavior of themodel.
Thereafter, a sensitivity analysis is presented, indicating the influence of various parameters.Mainly the
propagation speed is used to indicate the differences, but the number of streamer heads, their scaling ki, the
propagation length, and the degree of branching are also investigated. Ten simulations are carried out at each
voltage, using the numbers 1 to 10 in the randomnumber generator generating different initial configurations of
the seed distribution.

3.1. Simulation baseline
Simulations have been performed for a range of voltages, using the parameters in tables 1 and 2. These
simulations are used as a baseline in the sensitivity analysis. As seen from the streak plots infigure 7, a voltage
exceeding 60 kV is needed for a breakdown. For lower voltages, the streamer propagates less than 100 μmbefore
the simulation is terminated, either because of waiting too long for an avalanche or because of very slow
propagation speed. Above the breakdown voltage, the time to breakdown is reduced as the voltage is increased,
and the streamers tend to accelerate towards the end of their propagation. The average propagation speed,
shown infigure 8 tells a similar story, but it also indicates that the propagation speed slows down a bit after the
first few steps. The speed reduction is possibly due to branching, however, by looking at the streamer infigure 9,
it is clear that the degree of branching is very low, but the streamer gets thicker with increasing voltage. This
implies that even though branching is not apparent, there are several streamer heads present. The number of
streamer headsmay increase when the electric field strength increases (at higher voltages or closer to the plane)
as seen infigure 10. Values of ki lower than one implies that the streamer heads shield each other to some degree
(cf. (21)), as seen infigure 10, but not enough to stop a propagating streamer. It is of interest to investigate how
the leading head is affected by shielding, and the average scaling indicates this. The propagation speed can be
described by the time it takes to get a critical avalanche in front of the leading streamer head combinedwith the
distance the leading head ismoved, where the latter is presented infigure 11. Increased voltage increases both the
maximumand the average propagation ‘jumps’, especially when the streamer is in the final part of the gap.

The propagation speeds infigure 8 are somewhat low for 2ndmode streamers, which should be 1 km s−1 to
10 km s−1 [2].Many, if notmost, of the simulation parameters affects the propagation speed. In the case of the
electronmobilityμe, it is easy to see that the propagation speed is directly proportional toμe, since it only affects
themovement of the electrons (cf. (14)). Formost other parameters, it is not that simple.

3.2. Effect of avalanche parameters
The avalanchemechanism is themost important part of themodel. For this reason, parameters relevant to the
avalanche growth, given in (16), (19), are especially important. To get an avalanche, however, a seed electron is
needed. A doubling of the concentration of seeds nion, gives about a doubling in the propagation speed, as seen in
figure 12. Thefigure shows the average speed for themid 50%of the gap, that is for a position from0.75 mm to
2.25 mm. Since streamers terminated in the first quarter of the gap are not shown, the figure also indicates that
the breakdown voltage is dependent on nion, as increasing nion allows propagation at lower voltages. The
streamer is represented by one ormore heads, and propagates as newheads are added in front of current heads.
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As such, the leading headmoves in a series of discrete ‘jumps’. The average streamer head jump length seems
independent of nion, indicating that the linear increase in propagation speed is caused by a reduction in the time
required for an electron to become a critical avalanche. At = ´ -n 2 10 mion

12 3, the average distance between

Figure 7. Streak plots, time spent versus leading head position, for two simulations (different initial randomnumbers) at each voltage.
The streamers start a the position of the needle, = =z d 3.0 mmg .

Figure 8. Streamer average speed versus leading head position, that is, the average gradient of the ‘streaks’ shown in figure 7.

Figure 9. Streamer trails, xz- and yz-projection for a range of voltages 60 kV to 120 kV, using the same legend as in figure 7. Each dot
represents the position of a streamer head at some point of the propagation. The streamers are plottedwith an offset to improve the
readability.
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seeds is 79 μm,while the average jump length is about 6 μm, so nion would have to be increased by some orders
ofmagnitude to affect the streamer jump distance. Inhomogeneities on the order of 1011 m−3 was introduced by
[37] to explain branching, but this effect is not found here. An upper estimate on the ions available can be
calculated from (12) by usingGion instead ofGfree when calculatingRe in (5) and using a low estimate of
= - - -k 10 mm V sr

3 2 1 1 [37, 53], yielding = ´ -n 1.8 10 mion
13 3 and an average distance of 38 μmbetween

seeds. As such, the simulations infigure 12 cover themost interesting range.
The baseline results in section 3.1 do not show any stopping of streamer propagationmid-gap. The

streamers either stop within the first 100 μmor cause a breakdown. This occurs when the supply of
electrons is constant and Es is too low to create a high voltage drop along the streamer. Increasing the
electron detachment threshold Ed reduces the number of electrons available, which in turn reduces the
density of electrons as electrons are swept out, see figure 13. This results in a negative feedback loopwhere
a lower density of electrons decreases the speed (figure 12) and the decreased speed results in a lower rate
of ions turning into electrons. The propagation length is shown as a function of the needle potential and
Ed in figure 14. By considering = -E 15 MV md

1, three different regimes is identified. Up to 70 kV, a
few avalanchesmay occur, but then the propagation stops. Above 90 kV, the propagation is fast enough

Figure 10.Actual streamer head scale ki (left) and total number of streamer heads (right). Data are taken every 1%of the gap. The
dashed lines aremoving averages calculated by loess-regression [72].

Figure 11.The leading streamer head ismoved in a sequence of discrete ‘jumps’ in the z-direction. The average jump length and the
standard deviation of the jumps are found for each individual simulation. The dotted lines are interpolated to the average, and the bars
covers theminimumandmaximumvalues for ten simulations at the same voltage.
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to provide a stable rate of new electrons, enabling the propagation to continue. In between, the initial
electrons allow the streamer to propagate, but the electron density is decreasing and the streamer eventually
stops.

Figure 12.The effect of seed concentration nion on the average streamer propagation speed for themiddle 50%of the gap. Streamers
terminated in thefirst 25%of the gap are excluded. The default concentration is about ´ -2 10 m12 3. The dashed lines are
interpolated to the average, and the bars covers theminimumandmaximumvalues.

Figure 13. Streamer stop after sweep-out of toomany electrons at 90 kV and = -E 15 MV md
1. xz- and rz-projectionwhere each seed

is represented by a dot; anion (blue), electrons (green), and avalanches (purple).

Figure 14. Streamer propagation length as a function of needle potential and electron detachment threshold Ed. Eachmarker is a
simulation and the dotted lines are interpolated to the average.
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The electric field is important for electronmovement andmultiplication, andEα in (16) is therefore an
important parameter. The strong influence of Eα is seen infigure 15, where the propagation speedmay increase
by an order ofmagnitudewhen Eα is reduced by 50%. Thismakes sense as Eα enters exponentially in (16). The
propagation speed of 2ndmode streamers is weakly dependent on the applied voltage [2], however, for
=a -E 1 GV m 1 in figure 15, the dependence ismuch stronger than for the other values. Reducing Eα facilitates

streamer propagation and the breakdown voltage is thus strongly influenced. Both Eα andαm are based on
experimental results, and are very important to themodel. Instead of varyingαm, however, theMeek-constant
Qc is varied. From (16), (18), (19), it is clear that the avalanche sizeQe is linearly dependent onαm,which implies
that doublingQc has the same effect as halvingαm. The speed is not as affected byQc as intuitively expected, see
figure 16, and changingQc by a factor of 4 only changes the speed by a factor of 2. However,Qc cannot change
much before the simulation becomes unphysical. For instance, consider a conducting sphere of r=6 μmwith a
charge = ( )q Qexp c . The electric field at the surface is

p
= ( )E

eq

r4
, 33

2

where e is the electron charge and ò is the permittivity. ForQc equal 15, 20, and 25, the electric field becomes
´ -V m6.5 107 1, ´ -9.7 10 V m9 1, and ´ -1.4 10 V m12 1, respectively. IncreasingQc by a little gives too high

fields, and a decrease results in lowfields. This can, however, be ‘fixed’ by changing the radius. For instance,
Qc=15 and r=1 μm, results in ´ -2.4 10 V m9 1, which ismore reasonable. To consider the electron
avalanche as a charged sphere is of course a simplification, but themajority of the charge does build up over a

Figure 16.The effect ofQc on the average streamer propagation speed for themiddle 50%of the gap. The dashed lines are interpolated
to the average, and the bars covers theminimumandmaximumvalues.

Figure 15.The effect ofEα on the average streamer propagation speed for themiddle 50%of the gap. The dashed lines are interpolated
to the average, and the bars covers theminimumandmaximumvalues.
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length of someμm, and this is also the size used for the streamer heads, whichmakes the analogy reasonable.
While it would seem like increasingQc does notmake sense, one should remember that it actually has the same
effect on themodel as decreasingαm, and the value of that parameter is not certain. For instance, according to
[22], a m= -200 mm

1, but [62]finds a m= -130 mm
1, however, the latter study alsofinds =a -E 1.9 GV m 1,

and changing this parameter has a big impact on themodel, as discussed above.

3.3. Effect of streamer parameters
The streamer structure is responsible for propagating the electricfield from the needle into the gap. The electric
field in the streamer channelEs gives a voltage drop from the needle to the streamer head. The electric field in
front of a streamer head is also dependent on the tip radius of curvature rs and the potential scaling of the
streamer head ki. The scaling depends on the potential and position of all the streamer heads, that is, the entire
‘streamer’. Both the streamer headmerge distance dm and the potential shielding threshold kcmay be important
for the streamer configuration.

Figure 14 demonstrates streamers stopping as a result of a reduction in the seed electron density, however, it
is common to explain stopping as a result of an electric field Es in the streamer channel resulting in a lowerfield
strength at the streamer head [26]. A highEs is needed to affect the results (see figure 17), conversely, when Es is
low, the streamer either stops quickly or causes a breakdown.When Es is high, the propagation speed is reduced
throughout the gap and the propagationmay stop somewhere in the gap, see figure 18 for = -E 16 kV mms

1,
which is in contrast tofigure 7 for = -E 2.0 kV mms

1where the streamers do not stop. Both figures 17 and 18

Figure 17. Streamer propagation length as a function of needle potential and electric field in streamer channel Es. Eachmarker is a
simulation and the dotted lines are interpolated to the average. Note that up to 8 kV m−1, the results overlap to a high degree.

Figure 18. Streak plots of streamer leading head position, using = -E 16 kV mms
1, causing the streamers to slowdown and

sometimes stop.
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indicate thatEs is not important in the beginning of the propagation, but becomes important when a streamer
has reached some length.When = -E 8 kV mms

1, the potential is reduced by 24 kV across the gap, but this
effect is barely seen (figure 17), since only a few streamers stopmid-gap.However, at -16 kV mm 1 the effect is
clearly present asmany of the streamers stopmid-gap. Notice that at 75 kV to 85 kV, infigure 17 the average
propagation length is increased fromabout 1.7 mm to 2.6 mm, giving an apparent electric field of only

-11 kV mm 1 and not -16 kV mm 1. This is perhaps an effect of the field increasing as the gap is getting smaller.
Also, actual experiments show stopping lengths that are increasing linearly with voltage in thefirst part of the
gap, followed bymore scatter and superlinear behavior towards the end of the gap [11, 15, 66]. This behavior is
not seen infigure 17, possibly becauseEs is kept constant in the simulations, while it has been found to varywith
applied voltage [8]. Streamers are subject to re-illuminations, associatedwith current pulses, which could
change the electric field in the streamer channel, however, the propagation of the streamer head seems to be
unaffected by these effects [8].

The curvature radius rs of a streamer head is an interesting parameter since a sharper tip gives a higher field
and a larger volumewhere electronmultiplicationmay occur. Changing rs from1.5 μmto 12 μmonly changes
the speed by a factor of 2, see figure 19. Further increase to 24 μmdecreases the speed, and increases the
breakdown voltage. Simulationswith smaller rs tend to havemore streamer heads, scaled to a lower potential,
than the simulationswith a larger rs, indicated infigure 20, although the effect is not visible for the smallest rs in

Figure 19. Streamer propagation speed for a series of different streamer head tip curvatures rs. The dotted lines are interpolated to the
average, and the bars covers theminimumandmaximumvalues.

Figure 20.Actual streamer head scale ki (left) and total number of streamer heads (right) at 100 kV for a series of streamer head tip
curvatures rs. Data are taken every 5%of the gap. The dashed lines aremoving averages calculated by loess-regression [72].
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thatfigure. The increased number of streamer heads seems to act as a regulatingmechanism, however, the
number of branches is not increased, but there aremore streamer heads present simultaneously in the same
branch. This is similar to the situation infigures 9 and 10, where an increased voltage does not increase the
number of branches, but instead increases the streamer thickness.

An increase in voltage increases the speed (figure 8) as well as the number of streamer heads, while decreasing
the scaling of the heads as demonstrated infigure 10. The parameters kc and dm are used to remove streamer
heads, and therefore they could have a big impact on themodel, since the scaling, which the electric field
depends on, is strongly dependent on the number of streamer heads as well as their configuration. Also, these
parameters are purely a consequence of themodel, and do not have an origin in a physical property. Simulation
results for varying kc are found infigure 21 and show that the propagation speed is not that affected, except for
kc=40%. This figure also indicates that the breakdown voltage is unaffected, since all the values of kc are
present for all the voltages. Setting kc=40% restricts the streamer to one head inmost situations, and keeping
two heads in rare occasions, which gives an upper bound to the propagation speed for each voltage. From a
computational point of view, it is preferable to set kc high as fewer streamer heads implies less calculation. From
a physical point of view, however, it does notmake sense to just remove charges from the system, so kc should be
reasonably low. According tofigure 21, kc can be as high as 10%without any particular impact on the results.

The influence of the streamer headmerge distance dm is shown infigure 22. For the lower values,many
streamer heads are present at the same time, which in turn lowers the potential scaling of each head, increases the
breakdown voltage, andmoderates the propagation speed. Increasing dm increases propagation speeds, up to the

Figure 21.The effect of streamer head scale threshold kc on the streamer propagation speed, calculated for themid 50%of the gap. The
dotted lines are interpolated to the average, and the bars covers theminimumandmaximumvalues.

Figure 22.The effect of streamermerge distance dmon the streamer propagation speed, calculated for themid 50%of the gap. The
dotted lines are interpolated to the average, and the bars covers theminimumandmaximumvalues.
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limit where there ismainly just a single active streamer head. Figure 22 also indicates that at low voltages, the
streamers propagate with a single head, butwhen the voltage is increased andmore heads are possible, the
propagation speed ismoderated. As dm is increased, the voltage needed to have several heads is also increased,
and the propagation speed is thus higher. The set of streamers presented infigure 23 shows that the thickness of
the streamers is dependent on kc and dm,which is an indication of the number of streamer heads present during
propagation.However, the figure does not indicate a change in the number ofmajor branches.

3.4. Effect of additives
Adding small amounts of an additive increases the electronmultiplication according to (20). The effect should
be similar to an increase of am, or a decrease inQc, as discussed above and shown infigure 16. This is indeed the
case, the propagation speed increases and the breakdown voltage decreases with increasing content of an
additivewith low ionization potential, see figure 24.When the liquid consists of ca,n=10%additive (mole
fraction) it cannot be argued to be a ‘small amount’ of additive. Even as little as 1% could be toomuch. As
mentioned in section 2.4, an addition of just 0.1% increases the avalanche growth by a factor of 6.9, when using
(20) and the parameters in table 1. A decrease in breakdown voltage and an increase in propagation speed is also
found in experiments with low-IP additives [3, 11, 41], however, increased branching is also seen in the
experiments in contrast to the simulation results here.

3.5. Increased speed and branching
The above sections illustrate how themodel behaves and how it is affected by the various parameters. In order to
reduce the initiation voltage and increase the propagation speed, the avalanche parameters are changed to
=a -E 1.9 GV m 1 and a m= -130 mm

1, and the number of seeds is increased to = ´ -c 8 10 ms
12 3. In

addition, themerge distance is changed to m=d 12.5 mm and the streamer head tip radius to rs=3 μm in

Figure 24. Streamer propagation speed for various fractions of added additive cn. Average speed for themiddle 50%of the gap. Each
marker is a simulation and the dotted lines are interpolated to the average.

Figure 23. Streamer head positions for simulations at 120 kV. Variation of kc (left): 10% (yellow), 20% (black), 2.5% (blue), 5.0%
(red), and 40% (purple). Variation of dm (right): 50.0 μm (yellow), 200 μm (black), 25.0 μm (blue), 100 μm (red), and 12.5 μm
(purple).
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Figure 26. Streamer trails for a range of voltages, using the same colors as in figure 25. Each dot represents the position of a streamer
head at some point of the propagation.

Figure 27.Actual streamer head scale ki (left) and total number of streamer heads (right). Data are taken every 5%of the gap. The
dashed lines aremoving averages.

Figure 25. Streamer average speed versus leading head position. The simulations at the same voltage differ only by the initialization of
the randomnumber generator.
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order to facilitate branching. Also, using = -E 8 kV mms
1 should be enough for some of the streamers to stop

mid-gap.Most of the predicted results are found: the speed infigure 25 is clearly increased compared tofigure 8,
the amount of small branches is larger infigure 26 than infigure 9, and the decrease in streamer head scaling and
increase in streamer head number is seen by comparing figure 27 tofigure 10. The propagation voltage is
somewhat lower than the base case, around 60 kV. The streamer propagation begins at high speed, then slows
down towards themiddle of the gap, before the speed increases towards the end of the gap, see figure 25. This
change does not seem to be correlated to the number of streamer heads, which is fairly constant formost of the
propagation (figure 27). Branchingmay have an effect, and streamer branching is illustrated in figure 28,
showing 6 snapshots of a single simulation. As the streamer splits into twomajor branches, the number of
electron avalanches surrounding the streamer heads decreases. The branches propagate at different speeds, and
the faster one gains a higher potential and thus createsmore electron avalanches. As the two branches
approaches the end of the gap, one gains speed, while the other one stops.

4.Discussion of themodel

Using a Laplace field is of course a simplification compared to a Poisson field. In fact, neither positive nor
negative charges are accounted for in themodel. The potential is simply calculated by assuming a constantfield
in the streamer channel, and then superimposing the streamer heads. Including the charge of the avalanches and
the ions left behind could improve themodel. For the needle and the streamer heads, using a space charge
limited field (SCLF) [73, 74]would provide amore physically correct field distribution, butwould also increase
the computational requirements drastically. Using an SCLF rather than a Laplace field, gives a reduction of the
electric fieldwhere thefield is the strongest, since themaximum field is limited [73], with a corresponding
increase everywhere else. The SCLF is time-dependent [74], and the effect increases with time until an steady-
state is obtained. The overall effect on themodel would be an increase in average jump length, asmost jumps
would be longer and the shortest ones would not occur.While an SCLF can givemore accurate results for slow
streamers, a Laplace field could be good enough for fast streamers, since the SCLF-region expands at some finite
speed.However, the avalanche parameters in (16)were estimated using a Laplace field, so the currentmodel is
internally consistent.

The inception of 2ndmode streamers has been estimated to somewhat less than 15 kV for cyclohexane [5],
however, for a propagating 2ndmode streamer, 33kVwas found for a 10 mmgap [11]. Since themodel uses this
as a criterion for inception (getting a critical avalanche, but nomovement), a high propagation voltage is actually
to be expected. This is well illustrated by themaximumavalanche size infigure 29, obtained by integration ofα.
Streamer propagation is possible when >Q Qf c (cf. (19)). The baseline simulations are performed inserting
parameters from [22] in (16) to calculateα. At 33 kV, themaximumpossible streamer jump is less than aμm,
however, at 60 kV (the breakdown voltage), the value is increased to about 6 μm, possibly indicating that a
strongfield is needed over some distance. Changing to parameters from [62]decreases the propagation voltage
by increasing the possible jump length, however, the decrease is not enough to enable for inception of 2ndmode
streamers at 15 kV. As such,figure 29 indicates that streamer inception at 15 kV is not possible with this
model when considering a Laplacefield, calculating the electronmultiplicationwith (16), and using the

Figure 28.Detailed illustration of streamer branching. The electron avalanches are shown as blue dots, and the streamer head as
crosses. The top three plots show streamer bifurcation in the start of the gap, while the bottom three plots showone propagating
branch and another stopped branch at the end of the gap.
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Townsend–Meek criterion for inception of 2ndmode streamers. Using the parameters of either [22] or [62]
gives too low avalanche size. According to [61], the correct way of calculating electronmultiplication in a dense
medium is

a = -n n
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )IE

eE

E

E

3
exp 34

2 2

2

where I is the ionization potential, e is the electron charge, and Eν is given by properties of the liquid.With this
formulation, electronmultiplication ismore dependent on the electric field, implying that the electron
avalanches become shorter, are closer to the streamer heads, and grow faster where the field is strong, which is
illustrated infigure 29 using values for n-hexane [61].

The propagation velocity is somewhat low, which is to be expected since the inception voltage is too high.
Changing parameters to values that lowers the inception voltage also increases the speed at a given voltage. As
mentioned, the speed is proportional to the electronmobility, and it is the low-fieldmobility that has been used.
For low-mobility liquids, such as cyclohexane, themobility is expected to have a superlinear dependence on the
electric field [49, 56]. For this reason, one studymultiplies themobility by 2.5, tomake it similar to the gas phase
mobility [38], whichwould increase the streamer propagation speed by the same factor. Conversely, limitations
to themaximum speed of electrons have been introduced [75], whichwould effectively control themaximum
speed of a streamer branch. The speed is also proportional to the concentration of seeds (see figure 12), which
was calculated from the low-field conductivity of the liquid (see (10)). However, for breakdown in non-polar
liquids, the conductivity is not important [2], and hence, it seems unreasonable for this parameter to be as
important as demonstrated here. The equilibriumdensity of ions can also be calculated based on cosmic
radiation (17), but obtaining> -10 m11 3 ions, when the production is~ - -10 m s8 3 1, implies that a long time is
needed. It is therefore an approximation to simulate a situationwhere this density is kept constant. By changing
the simulation conditions such that all the gap is included in the ROI and such that seeds are not replaced, it can
be verified that the seeds present at the beginning of the experiment is not enough. They are swept out very fast if
they are electrons and not ions. Increasing Ed so thatmost seeds remain as anions changes this by allowing the
low-mobility anions to live longer before entering the high-field area and ionize intomolecules and electrons.
Even so, it seems clear that somemechanism for generation of new seeds is warranted.New seeds could be
generated in the high-field areas, and near the electrodes. The Zenermodel [76] (field-ionization) for breakdown
in solids has been used also for charge generation in liquids [24, 37]. Photoionization could also have an
important role in the generation of new charges [2, 9], and adding field ionization and photoionization could
improve themodel. In addition, when ionizing neutralmolecules, the field-dependent ionization potential [13]
should also be taken into account. This kind of additions add complexity to themodel, butMonte Carlo (MC)
[77]methods can aid in keeping the added computational cost low. There are also some parts of the current
model whereMC could be reasonable to use. For instance, for electron detachment from an anion and for
avalanche growth froma single electron, since a large number of electrons is needed tomodel an avalanche
through the average growthα.

Figure 29.Maximumavalanche size at a distance from the needle tip. The unmarked lines use the same values as the baseline
simulations from [22], the * indicates parameter values from [62] as used in section 3.5, and the † indicates formulation and parameter
values from [61].
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The degree of branching is lower thandesired, withmore or less only onemajor branch, and thus the
simulations resemblemore the 3rdmode or the start of the 4thmode than the 2ndmodeof a streamer. It is
worthwhile noting that streamers branch far less in cyclohexane than inmineral oil, but the addition of low-IP
additives increases the branching [41]. The shapes of the simulated streamers do resemble the shapeof streamers in
longer gaps [41], however, while including additives in themodel increases the propagation speed, the degree of
branching is not increased. Althoughbranching is thought of as amechanism for regulating thepropagation speed,
it couldbe theotherway around.With nothing tohold it back, the foremost head shouldhave the strongest electric
field and the fastest propagation. If something is regulating the speedorfield of the foremost head, however, then
other heads are given a better chance of propagation, increasing thenumber of branches, which in turnmay
regulate the electricfield of all the branches. In the presentmodel, there is nothing holding the foremost head back,
since theonly time scale included is that of the electron avalanches. If, for instance, the time required for bubble
nucleation or the time for charges tomove through the streamer structure (streamer dynamics) is important, it
may result in a disadvantage for the foremost head. This is, however, not included, and the potential of each
streamerhead is instantly updated each simulation step. The shape chosen for the streamer heads could also be a
major reason for the lowdegree of branching. For a hyperboloid, the electricfield declines as r−1 in front, and the
high-field region extendsmuch further in the front thanon the sides.Conversely, thefield fromamonopole
declines like r−2 in all directions, and could as such facilitate branching. In such amodel, however, the highfield
would be in a region closer to the streamer heads,making an SCLF approach evenmore relevant.

The simplicity of the presentedmodel comes with several limitations, as discussed above, however, a simple
model is also a good place to start. Itmakes it possible to identify whether a certainmechanism is important or
not at a relatively low computational cost. Consider figure 30, which shows that the computational time for
breakdown streamers averages to about one hour, using a single core on a regular desktop computer. The
simulation time is of course strongly dependent on the number of seeds, streamer heads, and simulation steps,
butwith such a lowbase case, it is possible to perform a lot of simulations to gather statistics on a normal desktop
computer. Contrary to latticemodels, the presentedmodel is based on physical processes, and the results are
thus easier to evaluate. FEMmodelsmay be better in the end, but for now, suchmodels cannotmodel a complete
breakdown. They are also simplified, for example in the sense that phase changes are not accounted for [75].
Both lattice and FEMmodels demandsmuch computational power and themesh size becomes an important
parameter, however, this is avoided in themodel presented. Instead of dealingwith processes at discrete point or
in discretized elements, themodel deals with discrete points thatmove. This approachmakes sensewhen
considering charge generated by electron avalanches at some distance from the streamer structure, or a streamer
moving in discrete steps. For details on processes inside or very close to the streamer, however, a FEMapproach
seemsmore reasonable, and could provide valuable input tomodels on a larger scale.

5. Conclusion

A simple simulationmodel for streamer propagation has been presented. The streamer is represented by a
collection of hyperbolic streamer heads, and is responsible for propagating the electric field from the needle

Figure 30.Total computational time for the simulations shown infigure 21. Streamers that terminate in the beginning of the gap
require little time, while streamers that slowly bridges the gap requires themost computational time.
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electrode. In high-field areas, electrons detach from ions present in the liquid, andmay turn into avalanches. If
an avalanchemeets the Townsend–Meek criterion, a new streamer head is added at its position, causing the
streamer to propagate. As demonstrated, themodel has some limitations, the inception voltage is too highwhile
the degree of branching is low. These issues are discussed and explained, and directions for a systematic way of
further developments are described. Themain featuremissing in themodel is a proper representation of the
dynamics of the streamer channel, however, the charge generation and the electric field calculation can be
improved aswell. The approach to streamer propagation applied here is different from that used by other
models. The principle behind themodel is simple, it is founded on physicalmechanisms, and provides
interesting information about how an avalanche-driven breakdownmay occur. The simplemodel has its
advantages in that it can be used to identify importantmechanisms, without demanding excessive
computational power.
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Appendix. Prolate spheroid coordinates

Prolate spheroid coordinates involves a set of hyperbolas and ellipsoids revolved around the center axis, forming
hyperboloids and prolate spheroids. The two focal points, of the hyperbolas as well as ellipsoids, are located at a
distance a from the plane. The hyperbolic coordinate is m Î ¥ñ[0, , the elliptic coordinate is n pÎ [ ]0, , and
rotation about the center is given by f pÎ [ ]0, 2 . The definition used here is

m n f= ( )x a sinh sin cos , A.1

m n f= ( )y a sinh sin sin , A.2

m n= ( )z a cosh cos . A.3

Figure A1 illustrates the coordinate system, where a constantμ gives a prolate spheroid,

m m
+

+
= ( )z

a

x y

acosh sinh
1, A.4

2

2 2

2 2

2 2

and a constant ν gives a hyperbola,

n n
-
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= ( )z
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1. A.5
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2 2

Transformation fromCartesian to prolate spheroid coordinates is obtained through

m = + ( )a p m2 cosh , A.6

n = - ( )a p m2 cos , A.7

f = ( )y xtan , A.8

where

= + + +( ) ( )p x y z a , A.92 2 2

= + + -( ) ( )m x y z a , A.102 2 2

and are the distances between a given point and the two focal points. Prolate spheroid coordinates exists inmany
forms In some cases, it is easier toworkwith substitutions such as x n= sin , however, startingwith
trigonometric functions allows for greater flexibility through relations such as + =sin cos 12 2 .

Scale factors h are useful to definewhen transforming between coordinate systems. The scale factor for ν, for
instance, is found from

n n n n
= = + +n ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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d

d

d

d
. A.11

2 2 2

Solving this, and the similar expressions for the other coordinates, yields

m n= = +n m ( )h h a sinh sin , A.122 2
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m n=f ( )h a sinh sin . A.13

These are useful when defining the spatial derivative,

m n f = ¶ + ¶ + ¶
m
m

n
n

f
f

ˆ ˆ ˆ
( )

h h h
. A.14

The electric potentialV and the electricfield E are foundby solving theLaplace equation, =V 02 . For a system
where thehyperboloids represent equipotential surfaces,V=V(ν), the Laplace equation is satisfied for [78]

n
n

= +( ) ( )V A C ln tan
2

, A.15

where the constantsA andC are defined by boundary conditions. Given n p= =( )V 2 0 at the xz-plane and
n n= =( )V V0 0 at the n0-hyperboloid, yieldsA=0 and

Figure A1. In prolate spheroid coordinates, spheroids (blue) are given by a constantμ, and hyperboloids (red) have a constant ν. Here,
ν is given in units ofπ.

Figure A2.Electric potential (left) and electricfield strength (right), for a region close to a needle (center, gray)placed 10 mm from a
grounded plane. The contour lines give a qualitative impression of how the respectivemagnitudes change as a function of position. A
linear scale is used for both sides, and themagnitudes are linearly dependent on the potential of the needle.
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n
=

( )
( )C

V

ln tan 2
. A.160

0

Consequently, the electric field = -E V becomes

n
n

=
n

ˆ ( )E
C

h sin
, A.17

where n̂ is unit length in the direction of n ,
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Equations (A.15), (A.17) are both illustrated infigure A2. Thefigure shows the differences in behavior between
the electric potential and the electric field, the latter increases rapidly close to the tip of the hyperboloid.

Explicit transformation betweenCartesian and prolate spheroid coordinates requires trigonometric and
hyperbolic functions, which are costly when it comes to computations. There is, however, no need to calculateμ,
ν, andf explicitly, as both the potential (A.15) and the electric field (A.17)may be obtained by using (A.6), (A.7),
and trigonometric relations such as

n n= -

= - -( ) ( )
a a

a p m

2 sin 2 1 cos

4 . A.19

2

2 2
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Abstract
Propagation of positive streamers in dielectric liquids,modeled by the electron avalanchemechanism,
is simulated in a needle–plane gap. The streamer ismodeled as anRC-circuit where the channel is a
resistor and the extremities of the streamer have a capacitance towards the plane. The addition of the
RC-model introduces a time constant to the propagationmodel. Increase in capacitance as a streamer
branch propagates reduces its potential, while conduction through the streamer channel increases its
potential, as a function of the time constant of the RC-system. Streamer branching also increases the
capacitance and decreases the potential of the branches. If the electricfieldwithin the streamer channel
exceeds a threshold, a breakdownoccurs in the channel, and the potential of the streamer is equalized
with the needle electrode. This is interpreted as a re-illumination. According to thismodel, a low
conductive streamer branch can propagate some distance before its potential is reduced to below the
propagation threshold, and then the RC time constant controls the streamer propagation speed.
Channel breakdowns, or re-illuminations, are less frequent when the channels are conductive and
more frequent formore branched streamers.

1. Introduction

Whendielectric liquids are exposed to a sufficiently strong electric field, partial discharges occur and a gaseous
channel called a streamer is formed. Themany characteristics of streamers, such as shape, propagation speed,
inception voltage, breakdown voltage, current, and charge are described by numerous experiments performed
throughout the last half century for various liquids and different experimental setups [1–6]. A streamer bridging
the gap between two electrodes can cause an electric discharge, and a better understanding of themechanisms
governing the inception and the propagation of streamers is essential for the production of e.g.better power
transformers and the prevention of failure in such equipment [7].

Simulating a low temperature plasma in contact with a liquid is a challenge in itself [8]. For a propagating
streamer, phase change andmoving boundaries complicates the problem further and simplifications are
therefore required. Thefinite elementmethod has been used inmodels simulating streamer breakdown through
charge generation and charge transport [9, 10], even incorporating phase change [11]. However, the first
simulations of streamer breakdown in liquids appliedMonte Carlomethods on a lattice [12], and have since
been expanded, for instance by including conductivity [13]. Anothermodel use the electric networkmodel to
calculate the electric field in front of the streamer, which is used to evaluate the possibility for streamer growth or
branching [14].

For positive streamers in non-polar liquids, it is common to define four propagationmodes based on their
propagation speed, ranging from around 0.1 km s−1 for the 1stmode and exceeding 100 km s−1 for the 4th
mode. 2ndmode streamers propagate at speeds of some km s−1 creating a branching filamentary structure that
can lead to a breakdown if the applied voltage is sufficiently high [15].
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Our previous work describes amodel for propagation of 2ndmode positive streamers in dielectric liquids
governed by electron avalanches [16, 17]. According to themodel, electron avalanches can be important for
streamer propagation, but the results also showed a relatively lowpropagation speed and a lowdegree of
branching. The streamer channel was represented by afixed electric fieldwithin the channel between the needle
electrode and the extremities of the streamer. Themodel focuses on the phenomena occurring in the high
electric field in front of a streamer, assuming these are themain contributors to the propagation. However,
processes in the channelmay be important for the electric field at the streamer extremities, which is why it is
addressed in this study.Here, the channel is included by considering its conductivity aswell as capacitance
between the streamer and the plane.

2. Simulationmodel and theory

2.1. Electron avalanchemodel
We simulate streamer propagation in a liquid-filled needle–plane gap. The needle is represented by a
hyperboloid and the streamer is represented by a number of hyperboloidal streamer heads, see figure 1. Each
hyperboloid i has a potentialVi and an electric field Ei. A potentialV0 is applied to the needle when the
simulation begins. Sincewe here are interested in propagation rather than initiation of streamers, a square wave
with infinite risetime is applied. The potential of each streamer headVi is dependent on the potential and
capacitance of the streamer (see section 2.3), and changes with time (see section 2.4). Themethod of calculation
gives a drop in potential between the needle tip and the streamer tip, which is an important feature of themodel.
The Laplacian electric field Ei is dependent on the potentialVi and calculated using the hyperbole
approximation [17]. The potential and electric field at a given position r is given by the superposition principle,

å å= =( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )r r E r E rV k V kand , 1
i

i i
i

i i

where the electrostatic shielding coefficients ki are optimized such that =( ) ( )r rV Vi i i , i.e. the superposition of
potentials gives the correct potential at the tip of each head. Each headwith ki lower than kc (shielding threshold)
is removed and heads closer than dm (headmerge threshold) aremerged [17]. A number of anions, given by the
anion number density nion, is placed at randompositions in the liquid volume surrounding the streamer. Anions
are considered as sources of seed electrons, which can turn into electron avalanches if the electric field is
sufficiently high. The number of electrons = ( )N Qexpe e in an avalanche increases each simulation time step
Dt . The change in =Q Nlne e,DQe, is given by

m aD = - Da⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠ ( )Q E

E

E
texp , 2e e m

whereμe is the electronmobility, andαm andEα are experimentally estimated parameters. An avalanche is
considered ‘critical’ ifQe exceeds a thresholdQc (Townsend–meek criterion, = >N Q Qexp expe e c). Critical
avalanches are removed, replaced by a new streamer head. The tip of the new streamer head is positionedwhere
the avalanche became critical, and this way, the streamer grows [17].

The potential of the newheadwas set assuming afixed electric field Es in the streamer channel [17], but here
themodel is extended so that the potential is instead calculated by considering anRC-circuit.

2.2. RC-circuit analogy for streamers
A simple RC-circuit is composed of a resistor and a capacitor connected in series.When voltage is applied, the
capacitor is charged and its potential increases as a function of time. The time constant τ of an RC-circuit is

t = ( )RC, 3

whereR is the resistance andC is the capacitance. Similarly, the streamer channel is a conductor with an
associated resistance, and the gap between the streamer and the opposing electrode is associatedwith a
capacitance, seefigure 1. This is a reasonable assumptionwhenmodeling a dielectric liquidwhere the dielectric
relaxation time is long compared to the duration of a streamer breakdown [6].

For a given streamer lengthℓ, cross-sectionA, and conductanceσ, the resistance is given by

s
=

ℓ ( )R
A

. 4

The resistance is proportional to the streamer length, calculated as the straight distance from the needle to the
streamer head. AlsoA andσmay change during propagation. For instance, during a re-illumination, one or
more of the streamer channels emit light [18]. This is likely the result of the buildup of a strong electric field
within the channel, causing a a gas dischargewithin the channel, increasingσ and loweringR significantly [19]. It
seems reasonable to assume that the resistance is reduced for some time after a re-illumination, however,
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measurements shows just a brief spike in the current, typically lasting about 10 ns [18], which is consistent with
the time scale for charge relaxation of ions in the channel [20].

The total charge of a streamer can be found by integrating the current and is in the range of nC toμC
[6, 21, 22]. The ‘capacitance’ of the streamer can be approximated by considering the streamer to be a
conducting half-sphere (slow andfine-branchedmodes) or a conducting cylinder (fast and single-branched
modes), which also enables the calculation of the field in front of the streamer [3, 21, 23].We associate each
streamer headwith the capacitance between itself and the planar electrode, as illustrated infigure 1. The
capacitance then depends on the geometry of the gap between them, and an increase in streamer heads increases
the total capacitance of the streamer. The capacitance for a hyperbole is applied for the avalanchemodel, while
models for a sphere over a plane and a parallel plate capacitor are included here as limiting cases.

The capacitance of a hyperbole is approximated in appendix by integrating the charge on the planar
electrode,

µ
+

-⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( )C z

z r

r
ln

4 2
, 5H

p

p

1

where rp is the tip curvature of the hyperboloid and z is the distance to the plane. The capacitance of a parallel
plane capacitor is

µ( ) ( )C z
z

1
, 6P

where z is the distance between the planes, and the capacitance for a sphere above a plane is [24]
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Figure 1. (left) Illustration of the needle electrode, a branched streamer, and three streamer heads above a planar electrode, and (right)
the equivalent RC-circuit.

Figure 2.The three proposedmodels for capacitance as a function of the position in gap.
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where rp is the radius of the sphere. The difference in capacitance for the threemodels is substantial, seefigure 2.
A single sphere does not take a conducting channel into account, and this is the reasonwhy its capacitance does
not change significantly before z is about ten times rp. Conversely, for the planarmodel, the capacitance grows
rapidly as it doubles every time z is halved, but assuming parallel planes is considered an extreme case.

To test the impact of the variation in streamer channel conductivity and capacitance on the streamer
propagationwewill use a simplifiedmodel, where electrical breakdownwithin the channel is also included. Each
streamer head is assigned a time constant τ, which is split into several contributions,

t t t
s

= = ( )fgh
Cd

A
with , 80 0

where d is the gap distance. The contributions

= = = Q -
ℓ ( )

( )
( ) ( )f

d
g

C z

C d
h E E, , and , 9bd s

represent change in resistance in the channel ( f ), capacitance between the streamer head and the plane (g), and
the breakdown in the channel (h), respectively. TheHeaviside step functionΘ is zerowhen the electric field in
the channel is larger than the breakdown threshold (Es>Ebd) and one otherwise.When a breakdown in the
channel occursΘ=0, giving τ=0, and thus the potential at the streamer head is instantly relaxed to the
potential of the needle.We therefore assume that breakdowns in the channel is the cause of re-illuminations.
Since the heads are individually connected to the needle, a breakdownonly affects one channel.

Having τ longer or shorter than the streamer propagation time implies relatively low or high conductivity,
respectively. Since the contributions f, g, and h are on the order ofmagnitude 1 formost parts of the gap, the
same is true for τ0 (although τ0=R(0)C(d) does not have a physical interpretation). Throughout the
simulations, an increase in τ0 is considered to arise from a decrease in the channel conductivityσ, and vice-versa.
The influence of channel expansion (increasingA), is included in the discussion in section 5, as well as evaluation
of conductivity from τ0.

2.3. Electrical potential of new streamer heads
The potential of a new headm is dependent on the closest streamer head n only. This is an approximation
comparedwith using an electric networkmodel for the streamer [14] and in contrast to our previousmodel
usingfixed electricfield in the streamer channel [17]. Two different cases are implemented, depending on
whether the newhead can cause a branching event or not (see details in section 2.4 andfigure 3). If the newhead
is not considered to be a newbranch its potential is calculated assuming charge transfer from n tom,

= ( )V V
C

C
. 10m n

n

m

Secondly, the potential for a branching head is calculated by sharing the charge between n andm, reducing the
potential of n as well. Isolating the two heads from the rest of the system, the total charge isQ=VnCn, and this
charge should be divided in such away that the heads obtain the same potential, =( ) ( )r rV Vm n , using (1) for
bothm and n. Introducing = ( ) ( )r rM V Vij j i j j , (1) is simplified as

Figure 3.Algorithm for updating the streamer structure. ‘Collision’ and ‘merging’ checks decides whether the head should be
removed immediately. The same checks are then performed to see if the addition of the head causes an existing head to be removed.
Then, a ‘scale removal’ check is performed at equipotential. See text in section 2.4 for details on these checks. If the newhead is not
removed and a check finds a head to remove, the new head is a ‘propagating’ head and its potential is set by (10). Else, it is a ‘branching
head’ and its potential is set by (12), which changes the potential of an existing streamer head as well. All potentials are then relaxed
according to (13). Finally, the structure is trimmed by checking ‘collision’, ‘merging’ and ‘scale’, and the correct scale is set, as
described in [17].
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when all ( )rVi i are equal. The coefficients kj are obtained byNNLS-optimization [17], like the potential shielding
coefficients. Finally, the potential for bothm and n is calculated as

=
å

( ) ( )rV
Q

k C
. 12m m

i i

In the case where one ki is close to unity and the other is close to zero, the result resembles (10), however,
åk 1i , so the potential will dropwhen the capacitance of the newhead is similar to or larger than its neighbor.

The potential of a new head could also have been set to the potential at its position calculated before it is added,
but that probably overestimates the reduction in potential, since the avalanche itself distorts the electric field and
since transfer of charge fromneighboring heads is faster than from the needle.

2.4. Updating the streamer
In [17], critical avalanches are replaced by new streamer heads and added to the streamer. Any headwithin
another head has ‘collided’with the streamer and is removed. If two heads are too close to each other they are
‘merged’, implying that the one closest to the plane is kept and the other one is removed. Also, the potential
shielding coefficients are calculated and any headwith a low coefficient is removed, ‘scale removal’. Finally, the
shielding coefficients are set.

The algorithm is now changed, see figure 3 (replacing the block labeled ‘Streamer’ infigure 5 in [17]). New
heads are either removed, or classified as ‘propagating’ or ‘branching’, and their potential is set using (10) or (12).
If a head can be addedwithout causing another to be removed, it can cause a branching event, else it represents
propagation of the streamer. The addition of one extra head is by itself not sufficient for streamer branching,
often there are several heads within one propagating branch. Branching occurs through a process of adding new
heads to opposing sides of a cluster of heads while removing the heads in the center (cf figure 28 in [17]).With
this approach, branching follows as a consequence of propagation, contrary tomodels inwhich streamers
propagate by adding branches [12, 14] ormodels which rely on inhomogeneities [10].

The difference in potential between each headVi and the needleV0 isfirst found and then reduced,

D = -  = - D t-D( ) ( ) ( )r rV V V V V V e . 13i i i i i i
t

0 0
i

where the time constant of each head τi is calculated by (8). Finally, the streamer structure is trimmed (collision,
merge and scale removal) and the potential scaling is optimized as described in [17]. Note trimming and
rescaling is performed to remove heads lagging behind and to ensure correct potential at each streamer head,
however, it does not preserve charge and capacitance. For this reason, we do not calculate the total charge or
capacitance of the streamer.

3. Single channel streamer at constant speed

As amodel system, a simplified numericalmodel is investigated by considering a streamer propagating as a
single branch at constant speed. The parameters used are gap distance =d 3 mm, propagation speed
= -v 3 km sp

1, tip radius m=r 6 mp , minimumpropagation voltage =V 50 kVp , and breakdown in the
channel at = -E 5 kV mmbd

1. The time constant τ ismodeled by (8), (9) and the potential is calculated by (10).
The result of varying τ0 for the different capacitancemodels g, is shown infigure 4.When applying the

spheremodel in (7), the change in potential is small and the time constant has little influence, as expected based
onfigure 2. The potential changes faster with the hyperbolemodel in (5) and breakdown in the channel occurs in
thefinal part of the gap.Decreasing τ0, i.e. increasing the conductivity, reduces the potential drop and delays the
onset of breakdowns in the channel. This is similar for the planemodel in (6), where rapid breakdowns at the
start of the propagation are suppressed by decreasing τ0. The propagation for the planemodel is stoppedwhen
the potential drops belowVp, which occurs at about the same position for both low and high τ0.Where the
propagation stops depends on the capacitancemodel, the breakdown in channel threshold, the time constant,
and the initial voltageV0. A reduction ofV0 by 10 kV for the hyperbolemodel would have stopped these
streamers aswell, but the onewith higher conductionwould have propagatedmost of the gap, stopping close to
the opposing electrode.

By assuming an initial capacitance =C 0.1 pF, the energy ( = = -W CV Q C1

2
2 1

2
2 1) of each streamer head

infigure 4 is some hundredμJ. From figure 2, the capacitance of the hyperbolemodel increases by about 20%
during thefirst 2 mm, which amounts to some tens ofμJ, andmore than approximately 5 μJ mm−1 required for
propagation [25]. Just before the first breakdown for the low-conductivity ‘hyperbole streamer’ infigure 4, there
is a voltage difference of about10 kV. Given a τ of about m10 s this equals a continuous current of about m100 A,
while thefirst breakdown adds about a nCof charge. In comparison, the high-conductivity ‘hyperbole streamer’
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has a current ofmore than amA, sustaining the potential at the streamer head for the first part of the
propagation. As such, the current and charge are comparable to experimental results [22].

4.Numerical simulation results

Positive streamers in cyclohexane are simulated in a needle-plane gap.Model parameters discussed in this work
are given in table 1. The base parameters and their influence on themodel were discussed in [17] and is therefore
not repeated here. The values forαm andEα have been taken from [26] rather than [27], decreasing the
propagation voltage from about 60 kV to about 40 kV [17], which is closer the experimentally estimated 33 kV
[22]. Experimentally, the propagation voltage is determined from either the streamer shape, themeasured
current, or interpolation of the propagation length [22, 28]. For our simulations investigating propagation,
however, theminimum requirement is simply a streamer length of 25%of the gap, sincemost simulated non-
breakdown streamers stopwithin the first few hundredμm [17]. In the updatedmodel, the field in the streamer
Es is notfixed but calculated by applying theRC-model described here. The influence of the conduction and
breakdown in the streamer channel is investigated by changing values for τ0 andEbd. Interesting values for τ0 are
within some orders ofmagnitude of the propagation time for a streamer. The interpretation in terms of streamer
radius and conductivity is discussed in the next section. For Ebd to affect streamers in amm-sized gap,minimum
some kVmm−1 are needed, however, the average electric fieldwithin the streamerEs is dependent on both τ0 and
Ebd. In section 3, we indicate how conductivity and capacitance influence the potential of a streamer propagating
at constant speed. In this section, however, only the hyperbolemodel for capacitance is used. Furthermore, the
propagation speed depends on the potential in the simulationmodel [17], and allowingmultiple heads increases
the total capacitance of the streamer, which gives a drop in potential when an extra streamer head is added.

The simulations presented infigure 5 have equal voltage and equal initial anion placement (initial random
number). The streamers are visualized infigure 5(a), showing some increase in thickness and decrease in
branchingwhen the conductivity increases, however, their propagation speeds infigure 5(b) clearly differ. The
propagation speed ismainly influenced by the number of streamer heads and the potential of the streamer heads
[17]. Figure 5(c) shows that when there is no breakdown in the channel, and the conductivity is low, i.e. τ0 is high
compared to the gap distance and propagation speed, the potential is reduced as the streamer propagates. For
some short distances, the slow potential reduction is similar to the results infigure 4, however, when an extra
head is added to the streamer (possible branching) there is a distinct reduction in the potential of some kV.
Increased conductivity increases the speed and average potential of the streamers infigure 5(c). At t = -10 s0

6 , a
single branchmay gain potential during propagationwhile branching reduces the overall potential. This is
reasonable since τ0 is about a tenth of the time to cross the gap, see figure 5(b). By further increasing the
conductivity (decreasing τ0 to 10

−8 s), the potential is kept close to that of the needle and the speed is increased,
but τ0 is now less than a hundredth of the time to cross, implying that it has little influence on the simulation.

For low channel conductivity, there is less ‘scatter’ in the streamer potential, whichmakes it easier to
interpret the results when investigating the effect of breakdown in the streamer channel, see figure 5(d).

Figure 4.Potential of single head propagating at constant speed, starting at at different potentials for different capacitancemodels: (P)
lane, (H)yperbole, and (S)phere, Time constants t m= 0.1 s0 (dashed red) and t m= 10 s0 (solid blue), and breakdown in channel at
= -E 5 kV mmbd

1.
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Breakdown in the channel can occur in thefirst part of the gap evenwhen the threshold Ebd is high, since a
potential difference of some kV gives an electric field of several kV mm−1 when the streamer length is some
hundredμm. For = -E 16 kV mmbd

1 infigure 5(d), the average field inside the streamer is about -13 kV mm 1.
Rapid breakdowns gives Es close to zero for = -E 8 kV mmbd

1, except for about 0.5 mm in themiddle of the
gap. The average field in a streamer is on the order of kVmm−1 [20]. It is seen infigure 5(b) that the streamer
slows down for the portion of the gapwhere the potential is decreased, and that streamers having similar average
potential also use similar times to cross the gap.

Figure 5 gives a good qualitative indication of how τ0 andEbd affects the simulations. Different initial
configuration of seed electrons show similar trends. Increasing concentration of seeds increases streamer
propagation speed, but not branching [17]. However, changing the initial configuration changes the entire
streamer breakdown and adds stochasticity to themodel, while changing the needle voltage influencesmost
results, such as the propagation speed, the jumpdistances, the number of branches, and the propagation length
[17]. The effect of τ0 andEbd on the propagation speed is shown in figure 6 for a range of voltages, with several
simulations performed at each voltage. The simulationswith the lowest τ0 are similar to thosewith the lowest
Ebd. For these simulations, the potential of the streamer is equal to the potential of the needle, and the results are

Table 1.Model parameter values.

Gap distance dg 3.0 mm

Needle curvature rn m6.0 m

Streamer head curvature rs m6.0 m

Scattering constant Eα 1.9 GV m−1

Max avalanche growth αm 130/μm

Meek constant Qc 23

Electronmobility μe 45 mm2 Vs−1

Anion number density nion 2×1012 m−3

Headmerge threshold dm m50 m

Shielding threshold kc 0.10

Simulation time step Δt 1.0 ps

Figure 5. Simulations carried out at 100 kV using the same initial anion placement for a number of time constants τ0 and breakdown
thresholds Ebd. (a) ‘Shadowgraphic plot’where the position of each streamer head ismarked and (b) ‘streak plot’ showing the leading
streamer head versus time. (c) and (d) show the potential of streamer heads versus position, and can be comparedwith figure 4. They
showhowdecreasing τ0 or Ebd, respectively, increases the average potential. Dots close to 100 kV in (d) indicate a recent channel
breakdown (re-illumination). In (d), = -E 4 kV mmbd

1 is close tomaximumandmostly hidden behind the others. The dashed lines
aremoving averages. All streamer heads involved in each simulation is shown in (a), only the leading head is shown in (b). In (c) and
(d), data is sampled every m3 m of the propagation. Each dot in (b), (c) and (d) is also shown in (a), but not vice-versa.
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similar to those presented infigure 15 in [17], as expected. Increasing τ0 can reduce the propagation speed for a
given voltage, and the time constant seems to dampen the increase in speed following increased voltage. Adding
the possibility of a breakdown in the channel reverses this, since the net effect is a reduction in the average time
constant, i.e.an increase in net conductivity. At lowneedle potential, there are fewer breakdowns in the channel
and the speed ismainly controlled by the conductivity through τ0, however, breakdowns becomemore frequent
with increasing needle potential, which in turn increase the streamer potential and speed.

5.Discussion

As for our originalmodel [17], this updatedmodel still predicts a lowpropagation speed (see figure 6) and a low
degree of branching (see figure 5(a)) comparedwith experimental results [22, 29]. Lowpropagation speed can be
caused by low electronmobility, low electron/anion seed density, or too high shielding between streamer heads
[17]. Increasing the time constant seems to increase the number of branches by regulating their speed and
introducing breakdown in the channel reverses this effect. The hyperbole approximation of the electric field
gives a strong electric field directed towards the planar electrode. Thus, electron avalanches in front of the head,
giving forward propagation is favored over off-axis propagation and the chance of branching is reduced. A
hyperbole can be a good approximation in the proximity of a streamer head, while possibly overestimating the
potential in regions farther away. An overestimation of the potential from the streamer heads results in lower ki
values for the heads, which in turn gives lower electric fields, slower streamers, and a higher probability of a
branch stopping, especially for branches lagging behind the leading head. Sincewemodel an ‘infinite’ planar
electrode, the capacitance does not changewith the xy-position of an individual branch (unlike e.g. [14]). The
coefficients ki scale the streamer headswhen the electric potential from the streamer is calculated, and changing a
ki can be interpreted as changing the capacitance of a streamer head. Twoheads give a streamer a higher
capacitance, but not twice the amount of a single head.However, the scaling is calculated from the potential and
not the geometry, so this interpretation is an approximation, and for this reasonwe do not explicitly calculate the
total capacitance or injected charge from the electrodes. The total injected current will reflect the behavior of
individual heads discussed in section 3, having both a continuous component and impulses following
breakdowns.

The conductivity of the channels can be approximated from the time constants. Consider that =d 3 mm,
=C 0.1 pF, and m=A 100 m2, results in thatσ=3 S m−1 is required for t m= 1 s0 according to (8). Figure 6

thus shows that a conductivity of some S m−1 regulates the propagation speed, and that increased conductivity
increases the speed. This is the order ofmagnitude as estimated for the streamer channel [2] and used by other
models [14, 30], which is a very high conductivity comparedwith the liquid (about 10−13 S m−1 [6]). A streamer
propagating at 1 km s−1 bridges a gap of1 mm in m1 s, which implies that τhas to be shorter than this to have a
significant effect on the propagation, in linewith the results infigure 6.However, how frequent and how large
the loss in potential is as the streamer propagates, is also important in this context.

The streamermodel permits a streamer branch to propagate with a low reduction in potential, enabling a
branch to propagate a short distance evenwhen the channel is non-conducting. However, propagation and
branching events increases the capacitance, which reduces the potential at the streamer head, and can result in a
breakdown in the channel, i.e. a re-illumination. A re-illumination increases the potential of the streamer head,

Figure 6.Propagation speed calculated for themid 1.5 mm of the gap. (a) for different time constants τ0 with = -E 64 kV mmbd
1,

and (b) for different breakdown thresholdsEbdwith t = -10 s0
4 . Twenty simulations are performed for each voltage, the dashed lines

are interpolated to the average values and the bars cover theminimumandmaximumvalues. ‘Previous work’ is data from [17] (figure
15, =a -E 2 GV m 1). Simulationswhere t = -10 s0

20 or = -E 0 kV mmbd
1 are comparable to our previouswork since τ is

effectively zero for all of them. Each simulation is initiatedwith a randomnumber to ensure that the configurations of seeds are
uncorrelated.
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possibly causing other branches to be removed, and increases the chance of a newbranching. A breakdown in
the channel of one streamer head does not cause the nearby heads to increase in potential since each streamer
head is individually ‘connected’ to the needle (see figure 1). Streamer experiments sometimes show re-
illumination of single branches [18], but oftenmore than one branch light up at the same time, which is a
limitation in the presentmodel. Such effects can be investigated by further development towards an electric
networkmodel for the streamer channels and streamer heads [14].

A streamer channel is not constant in size, but grows and collapses dynamically [31]. This implies thatA in
(4) changes with time, but so doesσ, which depends on the density andmobility of the charge carriers. In turn,
the creation, elimination, andmobility of the charge carriers is dependent on the pressure in the channel.Hence,
it is not straightforward to evaluate how the conductivity of the channel is affected by the expansion. Conversely,
external pressure reduces the diameter of the streamer channels [25], and reduce stopping lengths without
affecting the propagation speed [32]. In a networkmodel, each zigzag in each branch can be assigned specific
parameters allowing greater control of the individual parts of the streamer, such as channel radius and
conductivity. In the current implementation of themodel, the channel length calculation and the constant
conductivity (except for breakdowns), are aspects that can be improved in the future. Accounting for the actual
length of the streamer channel is aminor correction, whereas branched streamer heads ‘sharing’ parts of a
channel can influence the simulation to a larger degree.

From section 3we find that a channel with high conductivity has less frequent re-illuminations, in linewith
experiments [19]. The results infigures 4 and 5 also indicate that evenwith a collapsed channel (where low/none
conductivity is assumed) a streamer is able to propagate some distance.Whereas experiments indicate that, 1st
mode streamersmay propagate only a short distance after the channel disconnects from the needle [33], but the
stopping of secondmode streamers occur prior to the channel collapsing [25]. In ourmodel, restricting the
conductivity reduces potential in the extremities of the streamer as the streamer propagates, which regulates the
propagation speed and increases branching (figure 6). The potential is reduced until either the streamer stops,
the propagation potential loss is balanced by conduction, or a re-illumination occurs and temporary increases
the conductivity. This seems to contrast experimental results where the propagation speed of 2ndmode
streamers is just weakly dependent on the needle potential [32] and re-illuminations does not change the speed
[19]. However, whether a channel is ‘dark’ or ‘bright’ can affect the propagation speed of highermodes [34].

6. Conclusion

Wehave presented anRC-model which includes conductivity and capacitance of the streamer. Thismodel has
been applied in combinationwith a streamer propagationmodel based on the avalanchemechanism [17]. The
RC-model introduces a time constant that regulates the speed of streamer propagation, depending on the
conductivity of the channel and the capacitance in front of of the streamer. The streamer can propagate even
when the channels are non-conducting, but thenwith reduction in potential which reduces the speed andmay
cause stopping.However, re-illuminations, breakdowns in the channel, increase its conductivity and the speed
of the streamer. It is also found that streamer branching, which increases the capacitance and reduces the
potential at the streamer heads, can give rise to re-illuminations. Some limitations of our previousmodel [17],
such as the low propagation speed and lowdegree of branching, are not significantly affected by the addition of
the RC-model, and need to be investigated further.
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Appendix.Hyperbole capacitance

The electricfield from a hyperbole is [17]

n m n
=

+
( )E

c

a sin sinh sin
, A.1

2 2

where c and a are constants given by the potential and the geometry, andμ and ν are prolate spheroid
coordinates. In the xy-plane, n =sin 1giving m m+ =sinh 1 cosh2 2 , andE becomes a function of the radius r,
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m
= =

+
( )E

c

a

c

r acosh
, A.2

2 2

by using relations from [17]. The chargeQ of a system is given by the capacitanceC and the potentialV through
Q=CV. The charge of the hyperbole is equal to the charge on the surface electrode, which is found by
integration of the electricfield usingGauss’ law

 òp p= = + -( ) ( )Q E r r c R a a2 d 2 , A.3
R

0
0

0
2 2

where ò0 is the vacuumpermittivity. Implying that µQ c for a plane of afinite radiusR?a. From [35],
» ( )c V a r2 ln 4 p and by using = +a z r1

2 p, we find an expression for the capacitance of a hyperbole

= µ =
+

-⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )C

Q

V

c

V

z r

r
2 ln

4 2
, A.4H

p

p

1

which depends on the tip curvature rp and the distance from the plane z.
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Abstract
Radiation is important for the propagation of streamers in dielectric liquids. Photoionization is a
possibility, but the effect is difficult to differentiate fromother contributions. In this work, wemodel
radiation from the streamer head, causing photoionizationwhen absorbed in the liquid.Wefind that
photoionization is local in space (μm-scale). The radiation absorption cross section ismodeled
considering that the ionization potential (IP) is dependent on the electricfield. The result is a steep
increase in the ionization ratewhen the electricfield reduces the IP below the energy of the first
electronically excited state, which is interpreted as a possiblemechanism for changing from slow to
fast streamers. By combining a simulationmodel for slow streamers based on the avalanche
mechanismwith a change to fastmode based on a photoionization threshold for the electric field, we
demonstrate how the conductivity of the streamer channel can be important for switching between
slow and fast streamer propagationmodes.

1. Introduction

Dielectric liquids are widely used in high-voltage equipment, such as power transformers, because of their high
electrical withstand strength and ability to act as a coolant [1]. If the electrical withstand strength of the liquid is
exceeded, partial discharges followed by propagating discharges can occur and create prebreakdown channels
called ‘streamers’. Streamers are commonly classified by their polarity and propagation speed, ranging from
below -0.1 kms 1 for the 1stmode to above -100 kms 1 for the 4thmode [2]. Streamers can be photographed by
schlieren techniques, which captures the difference in permittivity between the gaseous streamer channel and
the surrounding liquid [3], or by capturing light emitted by the streamer [4]. Continuous dim light has been
observed fromboth the streamer channel and the streamer tip [5], as well as bright light from the streamer tip
and re-illuminations of the streamer channel [5, 6]. The intensity of the emitted light and the occurrence of re-
illuminations increases with higher streamer propagationmodes. Photoionization by light absorbed in the
liquid has been proposed as a possible feed-forwardmechanism involved in the fast 3rd and 4thmode
streamers [6, 7].

Streamer propagation is amultiscale,multiphysics phenomenon involving numerousmechanisms and
processes [2]. Developing predictivemodels and simulations is challenging, butmany attempts exist [8, 9].
Simulations have often focused on one aspect of the problem, such as the electric field [10, 11], production of
free electrons([12]), conductance of the streamer channels([13]), inhomogeneities([14]), or the plasmawithin
the channels [15].

In this workwe investigate amodel for photoionization [16, 17] and combine it with a simulationmodel for
propagation of streamers through an avalanchemechanism [18, 19]. The simplified cases studied in [16, 17],
mimicking a streamer in a tube, can give only one streamermode change.However, by not restricting the
streamer to a ‘tube’ and including the dynamics of the streamer channel, we nowdemonstrate that the streamer
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can change between slow and fastmodemultiple times during a simulation. The present work is organized as
follows: Theory onmolecular energy states and radiation is given in the next section. The photoionizationmodel
is presented, evaluated and discussed in sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 describes the simulation
model based on electron avalanches, with photoionization included, and the results of thismodel is presented in
section 7. Themodel and the results are discussed in section 8, with themain conclusions summarized in
section 9.

2.Molecular energy states and radiation

Molecules exist in quantum states with different energy n. Excitation to a state of higher energy or relaxation to
a state of lower energy can be achieved by absorbing or emitting a photon, respectively. The energy difference
betweenmolecular vibrational states is in the rangemeV to about 0.5 eV,whilemolecular electronic states have
energies from some eV andup to around 20 eV. Change in vibrational states corresponds to infrared (IR)
radiation (room temperature is about 25 meV), whereas visible (VIS) light (1.7–3.1 eV) and ultraviolet (UV)
light (above 3.1 eV)normally correspond to electronic excitations. The transition probabilities to lower states
gives the lifetime of an excited state, which varies from fs to severalμs. In the case offluorescence, an excited
molecule relaxes through one ormore states, before relaxing to the electronic ground state. Thefinal relaxation
is themost energetic and has the longest decay time, e.g.about 7.3 eV and 1 ns in liquid cyclohexane [20].

The ionization potential (IP) of amolecule is the energy required to excite an electron from the ground state
0 to an unbound state. Applying an external electric field E decreases the IP [21]

( ) ( )q b q= -


 E
E

E
, cos , 1

a
FDIP e IP e

r 0

where IP is the zero-field IP, = ´ -E 5.14 10 Vma
11 1

0
, r is the relative permittivity of the liquid,

ˆ · ˆq = k Ecos e e , and ke is themomentumof emitted electron.The parameter b = 54.4 eV for the hydrogen
atom, and similar values have been estimated for cyclohexane and several othermolecules [21]. The energy of
excited states is usually not significantly affected by the electric field in comparison to the field-dependence of the
IP [21–23].

Spectral analysis of the light emitted from streamers show a broad band of photon energies up towards
3–4eV [24, 25]. Distinct peaks in the emission spectrum reveal the presence of entities such asH2, C2, andCH4,
which are likely products of dissociation and recombination of hydrocarbonmolecules from the base liquid
[24, 26]. Stark broadening of the aH -line can be investigated tofind electron densities above 1024m−3, while the
relation between the aH and the bH -line point to electron temperatures in the area of10 kK [27]. Furthermore,
rotational and vibrational temperatures of several kK can be estimated from spectral emission of C2 Swan
bands [28].

During a streamer breakdown, electrons (and other charged particles) are gaining energy and are accelerated
in the electricfield. Energy can be exchangedwith other particles through collisions, possibly resulting in
excitation, ionization or dissociation ofmolecules. Subsequently, relaxation or recombination can cause photon
emission. The radiationB is absorbed by themedium, given by sr = -B B (Beer–Lambert law), whereσ is the
absorption cross section and ρ is the number density of themedium. Integration in spherical symmetry yields
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0

where ( ) ˆ= = =B B rr r B00 0 . The ionization cross section of cyclohexane, for instance, increases from close to
zero below the IP to about ´ -5 10 m21 2 over the range of around 1 eV [29]. For single photons, cyclohexane
begins to absorb around thefirst excitation energy and the absorption cross section increases steadily for higher
photon energies [30]. A streamer could generate high-energy photons, which are rapidly absorbed by the liquid
and therefore notmeasured by experiments [24].

From the radiationB, the photon number density nγ is given by [31]

( )=g gn B c, 3

where g is the photon energy and c is the speed of light in vacuum. From the Beer–Lambert law and (3) it
follows that sr = -g gn n . Generally,σ is a superposition of all (absorption) cross sections, however, when
excitations can be neglected and only ionization is considered, the ionization rateW (per volume) is given by the
change in nγ,

( )sr= -¶ =g gW n n c, 4t

wherewe have used the continuity equation ( )¶ +  =g gn cn 0t .Within a given volume  , the rate of ionizing
events is W and the number ofmolecules is r , which gives the ionization rate permolecule
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wherewe have explicitly stated the radiation and cross section as functions of the position r and the photon
energy g . For instance,w=10−3 μs implies that 0.1%of themolecules would be ionizedwithin aμs.

3.Defining the streamer radiationmodel

Streamers canemit light sporadically fromthe channel (re-illuminations) andcontinuously fromthe streamerhead,
with fast streamers emittingmore light than slowstreamers [6]. In thiswork,we investigate thepossibility of light
emitted fromthegaseous streamerhead causing ionization in the liquid, resulting ina change to a faster streamermode.

The probability of emitting the electron in a given direction is dependent on themomentumof the absorbed
photon, i.e. the differential cross section sd is dependent on the differential solid angle Wd ,

( )s qµ Wd sin d , 62

where ˆ · ˆq = gk kcos e .When <g IP we solve for ( )= Qg  E,FDIP in (1) tofind themaximumpossible angle
Θ of electron emission. Thenwe integrate (6) over all angles where q < Q to arrive at an expression for the
photoionization cross section
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where ˆ · ˆq =g gk Ecos . Since (6) just gives a proportionality relation, (7) has been scaled such that
( )s p q sQ = =g,1

2 0. This is illustrated byfigure 1, where s = 0when <g FDIP, s s= 0 when >g IP, and

dependent on E and gk when < <g  FDIP IP. For example, for =g 7.5 eV and = -E GV m2 1, we find

pQ = 0.3 , implying that ( )q p< < g E, 0.3FDIP e . According to (6), photonswith q p=g
1

2
(perpendicular to

E) have a higher chance of emitting an electron in this region (q < Qe ) than photonswith q =g 0. This is
reflected in the different cross sections in figure 1.

We choose ( )= +z d rp as the origin of radiationwith a radiance ( )= =B Br rp 0, seefigure 2.Generally,B0
is comprised of a distribution of photon energies, however, we choose to limit themodel to only consider radiation
froma single low-energy excited state ( = -g  n 0), since low-energy states are likely themost abundant ones.
Radiation can cause ionization if thephoton energy exceeds thefield-dependent IP, i.e. >g FDIP. Prolate
spheroid coordinates are used to calculate the Laplacian electricfieldmagnitude anddirection [18], in order to
calculateσby (7). The radiance B in (2) and the ionization ratew in (5) can then be calculated, assuming low
density (r » 0)within the streamer head and constant density in the liquid.The integration ofσ is performed
numerically in a straight line from ( )= +z d rp . Two-photon excitations (absorption to excited states) and
scattering (absorption and re-emission) are assumed tohave low influence and are ignored in thiswork.

4. Properties of the radiationmodel

To evaluate the radiationmodel, a hyperbolic streamer headwith tip curvature m=r 6 mp is placedwith a gap
=d 10 mm towards a planar electrode (seefigure 2). Themodel liquid is similar to cyclohexane, assuming

radiation from the lowest excited state, i.e. = - =g   7 eV1 0 , = 9 eVIP ,σ0=10−21 m2 and

Figure 1.Photoionization cross sectionσ for different electricfields E and angles qg as a function of photon energy g , calculated from
(7) combinedwith (1).
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ρ=5.6×1027/m3 [16]. The initial power of the radiation is set to m= -B 1W m0
2, which is in the range of the

power needed to evaporate the liquid [32]. Several other factors, such as Joule heating, can contribute to
evaporate the liquid, and the contribution from radiation is unknown. Furthermore, the actual radiation power
of a streamer is unknown and likely tofluctuate. However, since the results are linear inB0, setting a value
enables a discussion of whether the results are reasonable.

The areawhere ionization is possible increases withV0 and covers a range of about m5 m from the streamer
headwhen =V 100 kV0 , see figure 3(a). At the z-axis, q =gsin 0, the cross sectionσ is yet the largest close to the
streamer head, because of the strong electric field E. Figure 3(a) shows howσ declines as the distance from the
streamer head increases. One could expect thatσwould decline fast close to the streamer head as the distance
from the z-axis increases, since E declines, however, an increase in qgsin whenmoving away off-axis counteracts
the reduction inE, resulting in just a slight decrease inσ. Numeric integration ofσ infigure 3(a) is applied tofind
B in (2), seefigure 3(b). The rapid decay of the radiance is expected considering that ρσ0=5.6/μm (i.e. a
penetration depth of d sr m= =1 0.18 m) is included in the exponent in (2). The ionization rate permolecule
w in (5) is presented infigure 3(c). Amajor finding is that photoionization is indeed a very local effect in
dielectric liquids,mainly occurringwithin a fewμmof the source, which is the streamer head in this case.

IncreasingV0 increases the ionization ratew close to the streamer head and increases the reach of the
ionization zone infigure 4(a)up to about 100 kV. At higher potentials, the ionization rate at a distance of some
μmdecreases sincemuch of the radiation is absorbedwithin the firstμm.This is evident from the contour for
w=106/s, for instance.Wemay hypothesize that photoionization cause streamer propagation once a degree of
ionization p is obtained. The time tw required to reach p is =t p ww , and this time varies with the distance from
the streamer headDr . Both the time and the distance are important, obtaining p fast very close to the streamer
have to beweighed against having a longer tw at a distance further from the streamer. As such, we define the
photoionization speed of the streamer,

Figure 3. Streamer head (in grey)with m=r 6 mp and =V 100 kV0 , placed =d 10 mm from the planar electrode. The cross section
(a), radiance (b), and photoionization rate (c) are calculated by (7), (2), and (5), respectively, applying the parameter values stated in
the first paragraph of section 4. The y-axis is equal for all the plots.

Figure 2. Sketch of a hyperbolic streamer head and relevant variables.
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The speed vw is set to themaximumvalue of the product ofDr andw, where ( )= Dw w r is calculated
numerically, for a range ofDr close to the streamer head. Sincemeasured electron densities in streamers point
to a degree of ionization in the range of 0.1% to 1% [27, 28], we assume that p=0.001 is required for
propagation. The photoionization speed vw of the data infigure 4(a) is presented infigure 4(b), showing an
increase in vw as FDIP is reduced below g . Changing to p=0.01would yield the same result if alsoBwas
increased tenfold since themagnitude of vw is dependent on the radiated power ( µ µv w Bw 0). Neither the
value ofB0 or p is known andwe cannot assert that photoionization indeed leads to such a drastic speed increase
vw as shown infigure 4(b), however, the important part of themodel is to show that photoionization can be
affected by the electric field strength and that the effect is local. Physically, when the liquid no longer can absorb
light to a bound excited state, the result is direct ionization, and it is reasonable that ionization contributesmore
to the propagation speed than emission of light or local heating. The transition from low to high speed (low to
high ionization rate) infigure 4(b) for the largest cross section (σ0=10−20m2) occurs over a short voltage range
of about 20 kV.

5.Discussion of the radiationmodel

Themodeledphotoionization cross section increased fromzero towards amaximumof 10−21 m2,which resulted in
rapid absorptionwithin a fewμm.The real absorptionmight be evenmore rapid, since the cross sectionof
cyclohexane is about 5 times larger for ionizing radiation [29]. An increase in the cross section to s = ´ -5 10 m0

21 2

gives a shorter penetrationdepth d sr= 1 , which results in even shorter range for the radiance and ionization than
shown infigure 3.According tofigure 4(b) this gives a steep increase in themovement rate vw. Thefluorescenceof
cyclohexane is consistentwith radiation fromthefirst excited state [20], but the absorption to this state is intrinsically
low [30]. Radiation fromfluorescencemay thus transport energy away fromthe streamerhead.

Excitedmolecules in the liquid have a high probability of non-radiative relaxationwhich heats the liquid. In
strong electric fields, the IP is reduced and bound excited states become unbound, i.e. they appear above the
ionization threshold [22], and instead of heating, absorption causes ionization. It is, however, difficult to assess
how an electric field affects cross sections. By assuming an increase in the cross sectionwhen the field is increased
(see figure 1), more radiation is absorbed, but the effect also becomesmore local. Themodel therefore predicts a
faster propagationwhen the radiation from the streamer head is absorbed directly in front of the streamer, in
linewithfigure 4(b)where higher cross sections results in higher speeds.

The photoionization cross sectionsσ for linear alkanes and aromatics differ bymore than a decade, from
about ´ -1 10 m22 2 to ´ -5 10 m21 2 [33]. Given a number density r = ´5 10 m27 3, the penetration depth δ
is between m2 m and m0.04 m, respectively. Ionizing radiation emittedwhen electrons recombinewith cations
is therefore rapidly absorbed, however, non-ionizing radiation having lower absorption cross section can
propagate further. If we assume that fluorescent radiation from cyclohexane is absorbedwith a cross section of
1/100 of the ionizing radiation, this radiation has a reach of severalμm. In combinationwith a low-IP aromatic
additive, having a larger cross section, the reach of the radiation is reduced, but radiation absorbed by the
additive causes ionizationwhereas absorption to cyclohexane results in heat. For instance, pyrene ( = 7 eVIP

[23]) is ionizedwhen absorbing fluorescent radiation from cyclohexane, and could facilitate streamer growth by

Figure 4. (a) Ionization ratew along z-axis for differentV0. 100 kV corresponds to figure 3(c). (b)Maximummovement rate vw
calculated by (8) assuming p=0.001. The transition is sharpest forσ0=10−20 m2 followed by 10−21 m2, while 10−22 m2 resembles a
linear increase. Themagnitude is linearly dependent onB0 and inversely dependent on p.
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providing seed electrons for new avalanches. A similar result is found for gases where additives absorbing
ionizing radiation can increase the streamer propagation speed for a single branch [34]. Furthermore, excited
states of the additives can have lifetimes of tens to hundreds of ns [35], which increases the probability of two-
photon ionization comparedwith a lifetimes up to about a ns in pure cyclohexane [20]. As such, low-IP
additives can facilitate slow streamers by reducing the inception voltage, increase the propagation length, and
reduce the breakdown voltage[36]. Facilitated growth can lead tomore branching, which is possibly why such
additives can increase the acceleration voltage[36]. Increased branching can stabilize the streamer through
electrostatic shielding, however, photoionization in front of the streamer can be involved in a change to a fast
mode[6, 7]. For instance, if onebranch escapes the shielding from the others, the electric field surrounding it
would increase, reducing the IP and allowingmore of the radiation to cause ionization.

Undernormal conditions, electrical insulation in liquids is a steady-state processwhere the added energyby the
applied electrostatic potential is released through radiation as either heat or light in theUV/VIS region. Similarly,
during a streamer breakdown, the added energy candissipate in the liquid, but also cause streamerpropagationwhen
the energydissipation is concentrated.The availability of electronic excited states is therefore crucial, andbecause of
the strongfield-dependenceof the IP, thenumberof available excited states decreasewith increasingfield[22].
Additiveswith lower excitation energies, sustaining tohigherfields,may therefore be an approach to increase the
accelerationvoltage, as indicated experimentally[37, 38]. The available excited states and absorptionprobabilities are
therefore important to consider.One additive that has been studied[36], pyrene, has excited states between4 and
7 eV (in gas)[23]and can thus absorb and radiate energywhich is generally not absorbedby cyclohexane. Pyrene and
dimethylaniline (DMA)have a similar IP andfirst excitation energy, andboth additives increase the acceleration
voltage in cyclohexane [36, 39].However,whereas pyrene absorbs radiation at the lowest excitation energywhich is a
π to p* transition, the lowest excited state ofDMAisnon-absorbing [40] and thus the second lowest excitation
energy shouldbe considered instead.This increases the excitation energy from4 to 5 eV[40]. It is not uncommon
that the lowest state is non-absorbing. For example in azobenzenes, also studied as an additive in streamer
experiments [37], the lowestn to p* transition is non-absorbing,whereas the second excitation,π to p*, has a high
absorbance andgives themolecules their color [41]. Excited statesmost likely play a role both in collision eventswith
primary electrons (affecting impact ionization) and in absorptionof light (affecting photoionization), but the
different contributions are difficult to disentangle fromothermechanisms. In the end,which effects that are
significant under realistic conditionsneed tobe establishedby cleverly designed experiments.

There is a relatively small number of electronic states available below the IP, but a large number of states
above the IP, often considered as a continuum. Thismakes the cross section for ionization larger than the cross
section for absorption to a bound excited state. Consequently, as the IP decreases with an increase in the electric
field, the cross section at certain energies increases. A local electricfield in excess of 0.5GVm−1 is sufficient to
remove all excited states of cyclohexane in gas phase [22]. In a liquidwhere = 2r , wefind that a localfield of
1.4GVm−1 reduce the IP by 2 eV from (1), which is sufficient to reduce FDIP below thefirst excited state in
cyclohexane.When the electric field is above this threshold, cyclohexane cannot absorb radiation to a bound
state and is ionized instead. For a hyperbolic streamer headwith m=r 6 mp in a gap =d 10 mm, this threshold
is reached at a potential of 37 kV, assuming that the localfield is the same as themacroscopic field, and the
transition in speed occurs above this infigure 4(b). The threshold is close to the acceleration voltage in a tube
[42], butmuch lower than the acceleration voltage in a non-constricted large gap [36]. However, the actual tip
radius of the streamer and the degree of branching are important when calculating the tip field, as well as space
charge generated in the liquid. Furthermore, the localfield can differ from themacroscopic field. For instance,
thefield is increased by a factor of 1.3 in a spherical cavity in a non-polar liquid [21]. Themodelmainly
demonstrates how rapid ionizing radiation (high cross section) is absorbed in the liquid.

6. Avalanchemodel with photoionization

In earlier workwe have developed amodel for simulating the propagation of positive streamers in non-polar
liquids through an electron avalanchemechanism [18, 19]. Herewe incorporate the photoionization
mechanism into the streamermodel. A short overview of themodel is given below.

Simulation parameters are similar with those used in our previous works [18, 19], i.e. a needle-plane gap
with cyclohexane as amodel liquid. The needle is represented by a hyperbole (see figure 2)with tip curvature

m=r 6.0 mn , placed =d 10 mm above a grounded plane. The potentialV0 applied to the needle gives rise to an
electric field E in the gap. The Laplacian electric field is calculated analytically in prolate spheroid coordinates.
Electrons detach from anions in the liquid (assumed ion density = ´ -n 2 10 mion

12 3) and grow into electron
avalanches if the field is sufficiently strong. The number of electrons Ne in an avalanche is given by
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where a m= 130 mm and =a -E 1.9GV, m 1 for cyclohexane [43], m = -45 mm Vse
2 1 is the electronmobility,

i denotes a simulation iteration, andD =t 1 ps is the time step. If an avalanche obtains a number of electrons
>N 10e

10, it is considered ‘critical’. The streamer grows by placing a new streamer headwherever an avalanche
becomes critical. Each streamer head, an extremity of the streamer, is represented by a hyperbole with tip
curvature m=r 6.0 ms . After the inception of the streamer, the electric potentialV and the electric field E for a
given position r is calculated by a superposition of the needle and all the streamer heads,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )å å= =r r E r E rV k V k, , 10
i

i i
i

i i

where i denotes a streamer head. The coefficients ki correct for electrostatic shielding between the heads.
Whenever a newhead is added, the streamer structure is optimized, possibly removing one ormore existing
heads. Streamer heads within m50 m of another head closer to the plane, and headswith <k 0.1i , are
removed [18].

Each streamer head is associatedwith a resistance in the channel towards the needle and a capacitance in the
gap towards the planar electrode [19]. The resistanceR and capacitanceC is given by

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ℓ ( )µ µ

+ -

R C
z r

r
, and ln

4 2
, 11s

s

1

whereℓ is the distance from the needle to the streamer head and z is the position of the streamer head in the gap.
New streamer heads are given a potential whichmagnitude depends on their position aswell as the configuration
of the streamer. The potentialVi of each streamer head is relaxed towards the potential of the needle electrodeV0

each simulation time step. This is achieved by reducing the difference in potential,

( )D = -  = - D t-DV V V V V V e , 12i i i i
t

0 0
i

where the time constant is given by t t= RC0 and t m= 1 s0 . If the electric fieldwithin the streamer channel
ℓ= DE Vi is exceeds a threshold Ebd, a breakdown in the channel occurs, equalizing the potential of the

streamer head and the needle. A channel breakdown affects the potential of a single streamer head since each
streamer head is ‘individually’ connected to the needle [19].

Calculating the photoionization cross section in (7) is a computational expensive operation, contrary to our
avalanche simulationmodel which is intended to be relatively simple and computationally efficient. The
photoionizationmodel indicates an increase in speed (see figure 4)when < nFDIP over a short distance into
the liquid. Tomodel photoionization in an efficient way, we add a ‘photoionization speed’ vw to each streamer
head exceeding a threshold = -E 3.1GV mw

1. This is implemented bymoving such streamer heads a distance
ˆ= Ds zv tw w . Equation (8)predicts a speed vw given a set of parameter values (see figure 4(b)), where some, such

as radiation power and degree of ionization, are unknown. The chosen power of m -1W m 2 exceeds 100 W in
total when distributed over a streamer headwith a radius of someμm. Since a streamer requires about 5 mJ m
for propagation [32], the expected speed exceeds 20km s−1, which is in linewith figure 4(b).We choose
= -v 20km sw

1 for the simulations, which is the order ofmagnitude given byfigure 4(b), but slow compared to
some 4thmode streamers exceeding 100km s−1. However, this is sufficient to investigate transitions between
slow and fastmode since it ismore than an order ofmagnitude above the speed predicted by the simulations
without a photoionization contribution [18].

7. Results fromavalanchemodel with photoionization

For evaluating themodel we investigate the influence of the applied voltageV0 (squarewave), the threshold for
breakdown in the channelEbd, while excluding or including photoionization. Figure 5 illustrates the behavior of
two different single head streamers. Streamer 1 starts in a fastmode, but after propagating somemm the electric
field at the streamer head has dropped below the threshold for fast propagation Ew and the streamer changes to a
slowermode of propagation. Streamer 2 starts in a slowmode, but having no potential dropwithin the streamer
channel, the electric field at the streamer head increases during propagation and the streamer changes to a fast
mode for thefinal fewmmof the gap.

Both streamer 1 and 2 infigure 5 are simplified cases with a single head and a constant Es, however, the
simulations infigure 6(a) show a similar behavior, but at higher voltages. In the simulationswith lowEbd,
resulting in a low Es, the streamers switch to fastmode for the final portion of the gap, and the portion increases
with increasing voltage. According tofigure 5, all of the streamers infigure 6(a) starts above the threshold of
= -E 3.1GV mw

1, however, as the streamer propagates andmore streamer heads are added, electrostatic
shieldingbetween theheads quickly reduces the electricfieldbelow this threshold. IncreasingEbd gives anon average
higher Es andfigure 6(a) illustrates how this canmake streamers changebetween fast and slowpropagation.
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Figure 6(b)details a streamer beginning in fastmode and changing to slowpropagationmode.Propagation reduces
thepotential at the streamerhead.When the electricfield at the tip is sufficiently reduced, the streamer changes to a
slowmode.Re-illuminations, breakdownswithin the streamer channel, sporadically increases thepotential and can
push the streamer over in a fastmode, however, often this ‘fastmode’ is brief anddifficult tonotice.

By considering awider range of voltages infigure 7, the transition from slow to fastmode occurs at about

100 kV for a highly conducting streamer. Increasing Ebd decreases the average (in time) electric field at the
streamer heads and thus delays the onset of the fastmode to about120 kV. An acceleration voltage of 120 kV is
consistent with longer gaps[36, 39], while for shorter gaps (5 mm) about 60 kV has been found[42]. As
mentioned in our previouswork, the propagation voltage predicted by the simulations is somewhat high
comparedwith experiments, whereas the propagation speed is low for secondmode streamers [18]. The present
work does not aim to improve on these limitations for slow streamers, but rather demonstrate how changes
between slow and fast propagation can occur in different parts of the gap. The propagation speed for slow-mode
streamers is about ten times of that predicted by figure 7, but the difference can be removed by assuming a higher
electronmobility or a higher seed density [18].

Figure 5.Electric field strength at the tip of an electric hyperboloidwith a tip curvature of m6.0 m for a given position and potential.
The dottedwhite lines show the electric field thresholds for IP reduction by 2 eV (1.4GV m−1) and 3 eV ( = -E 3.1GV mw

1), as well
as =a -E 1.9GV m 1. The dashed gray lines represent streamers. (1) indicate how an electric field of = -E 4kV mms

1 can change the
propagationmode from fast to slow in the beginning of the gap. (2) indicate how a highly conducting streamer can change from slow
to fast towards the end of the gap.

Figure 6. (a) Streak plots showing the position of the leading streamer head as a function of time. The transition from slow to fast or
from fast to slow is dependent on the needle potential and the channel breakdown threshold. (b)Propagation time and leading head
potential, each as a function of leading head position in the gap, for =V 110 kV0 and = -E 4kV mmbd

1 in (a). The above data is
generated by sampling the position and potential of the leading streamer head (closest to the opposing electrode) for every m10 m of
propagation of each simulation.
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8.Discussion

The role of photoionization during discharge in liquids is difficult to assess. For breakdown in gases, ionizing
radiation can penetrate far into themedium, providing seed electrons for avalanches.While similar reasoning
have been suggested for liquids, we argue that, given the higher density of the liquid and the large cross section
for ionizing radiation, the penetration depth is short and photoionization occurs locally.Which radiation
energies that are ionizing andwhere they can cause direct ionization are dependent on the electric field, given the
field-dependence of the IP as well as the ionization cross-section. Non-ionizing, low-energy radiation have
longer range and can provide seed electrons through a two-step ionization process. However, ionization of
impurities or additives are farmore likely, especially when the radiation from the base liquid can ionize them
directly or they have long-lived excited states.

Assuming that increasing the applied potential increases the amount of radiation, it also increases generation
of seed electrons for avalanches. Seeds likely facilitates both propagation speed and branching, while electrostatic
shielding between branches can regulate the propagation speed.One hypothesis is that the change to a fastmode
occurs when one fast branch escapes the electrostatic shielding from the others. If the radiation from such a
branch can penetrate deep into the liquid, energy is transported away from the streamer head, while new seeds
and subsequent avalanches can result in electrostatic shielding. Both of thesemechanisms can reduce the speed.
However, we have presented amodel where a strong electric fieldmakes photoionizationmore localized,
suppressing energy transport and branching. This can explain how a streamer changes to a fast propagation
modewhen the electricfield is sufficiently strong.

Themodel is limited in the sense that we do not know the actual value for the radiated power (or its energy
distribution) or the degree of ionization it takes for a streamer to propagate. To assess themodel we chose a value
for the radiated power, and showed that this would be sufficient to ionize the liquid at a reasonable rate.Whether
obtaining this radiated power is feasible remains unknown.

9. Conclusion

Emission and absorption of light is important for streamer propagation. Radiation can transport energy away
from the streamer as heat or create free electrons through ionization, however, ionizing radiation is rapidly
absorbed and thus unlikely to create seed electrons at some distance from the streamer head. Furthermore, since
increasing the electric field reduces the ionization potential, it also increases the ionization cross section,making
photoionization a local process. Themodel based on the electron avalanchemechanism in combinationwith
modeling photoionization close to the steamer tip is found to capture the feature of acceleration of the streamer
tip above a critical voltage. The photoionizationmodel ismissing a proper estimation of the spectral intensity of
the radiation aswell as the resulting speed, and this need to be investigated in the future. Radiation and
photoionization is oftenmentioned in streamer literature, however, the potential short reach of the ionizing
radiation is an important aspect to consider in understanding streamers in dielectric liquids.

Figure 7.Average propagation speed for themiddle of the gap (z between 2.5 mm and 7.5 mm). The onset of the fastmode is delayed
when thefieldwithin the streamer channel is increased. Eachmarker is a simulation (20 for each voltage, 1200 in total) and the lines
are interpolated to the average. = -v 0km sw

1 implies no added speed fromphotoionization.
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Abstract

We present a software to simulate the propagation of positive streamers in
dielectric liquids. Such liquids are commonly used for electric insulation of
high-power equipment. We simulate electrical breakdown in a needle–plane
geometry, where the needle and the extremities of the streamer are modeled by
hyperboloids, which are used to calculate the electric field in the liquid. If the
field is sufficiently high, electrons released from anions in the liquid can turn
into electron avalanches, and the streamer propagates if an avalanche meets
the Townsend–Meek criterion. The software is written entirely in Python and
released under an MIT license. We also present a set of model simulations
demonstrating the capability and versatility of the software.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Streamers in liquids
Dielectric liquids, specifically transformer oils, are used as electric insulation

in high-power equipment such as power transformers [1]. Equipment failure is
always a possibility, and in a world with ever-growing need for energy, there
is a continuous effort to make equipment better, cheaper, more compact, and
more environmentally friendly. To prevent equipment failure due to electrical
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discharges, new insulating liquids as well as additives are tested, experiments
are carried out to better understand the physical nature of the phenomena, and
simulations are performed to test the validity of predictive models [2, 3].

Since electrical discharge events are rare at operating conditions, model
experiments are designed to induce discharge in the liquid. In one such model
experiment, a needle electrode is placed opposing a planar electrode, where the
needle–plane gap is insulated by a liquid [2]. If high voltage is applied, resulting
in a sufficiently strong electric field close to the needle, the liquid will lose its
insulating properties and begin to conduct electricity, and subsequent (partial)
discharges from the needle into the liquid can occur. The charge transported
into the liquid can increase the electric field and lead to partial discharges
in new regions in a self-induced manner. Shadowgraphic images (an imaging
technique exploiting differences in permittivity) reveal that a gaseous channel, a
“streamer”, is formed and how it branches as it propagates through the liquid [4].
If a streamer bridges the gap between two electrodes, an electric discharge can
follow, possibly destroying the affected equipment.

Streamers are commonly classified by their polarity and speed of propagation
from the slow 1st mode to the fast 4th mode, ranging from below 0.1 km/s to well
above 100 km/s [2]. Streamers with negative polarity typically have a lower incep-
tion voltage than streamers with positive polarity (positive streamers), however,
positive streamers typically lead to breakdowns at lower voltage than negative
streamers, and as such, research is mainly concerned with positive streamers.
The streamer phenomenon involves processes covering several length and time
scales. Speed and branching is studied in gaps of different sizes (mm–m), while
many of the interesting processes, such as field ionization, high-field conduc-
tion, electro-hydrodynamic movement, bubble nucleation, cavitation, electron
avalanches, photoionization, occur on a µm-scale [2, 3]. A streamer usually
stops or leads to a breakdown on a µs-scale (km/s = mm/µs), whereas processes
such as recombination of electrons and anions can occur within picoseconds.
Consequently, experimentation as well as simulation is challenging.

1.2. Modeling and simulations
While sophisticated equipment is required for experiments, simulations often

investigate the effect of given processes through relatively simple models. The
fractal nature of the streamer structure can be simulated by considering a lattice
where each point is either part of an electrode, the liquid, or the streamer [5].
Here, the streamer expands to new lattice points when some criterion, such as
electric field strength, is obtained. Through kinetic Monte Carlo methods, the
stochastic nature and the physical time can also be studied in such simulations [6].
By considering the streamer as an electrical network of resistors and capacitors,
the charge and conduction can be studied, without necessarily confining the
points of the network to a grid [7]. Models where the streamer consists of a set of
discrete points are simplistic but also efficient. Conversely, with a higher demand
for computational power, computational fluid dynamic (CFD) methods can be
applied to solve the equations for generation and transport of charged particles
(the flow of natural particles is often ignored) during a streamer discharge [8, 9],
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Figure 1: Illustration of the main components in the simulation model. The needle electrode
and the streamer heads are hyperboloids, each with a potential Vi. A region of interest (ROI)
is used to limit the computational effort to a region surrounding the active part of streamer.
The ROI controls the position of the “seeds”, which are classified as anions, electrons, or
avalanches, depending on the electric field strength at their position. The “shadowgraphic”
image of the streamer is created by plotting all former positions of streamer heads.

while the stochasticity and branching of streamers can be introduced by adding
impurities [10]. Such CFD-calculations often ignore the phase change from liquid
to gas as well and are confined to a small region because of the computational
complexity. However, for simplified, single-channel streamers, both the phase
change and the processes in the channel can be simulated [11, 12]. Code used
for simulation of streamers in liquids is rarely published, in fact, we found just a
single example [13].

1.3. Avalanche model
We have previously described our streamer model for positive streamers

where the propagation is based on an electron avalanche mechanism [14]. The
model has been extended to account for conductance in the streamer channel
and capacitance between the streamer and the planar electrode [15], as well as
photoionization in front of the streamer [16], the latter as a mechanism for the
transition from slow to fast propagation.
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Streamer propagation is simulated in a setup resembling model experiments,
a needle–plane gap filled with a model liquid, see figure 1 for details. The needle
and streamer give rise to an electric field, affecting charged particles in the liquid.
A number of anions, “seeds” for electron avalanches, is modeled within a volume
surrounding the streamer, a “region of interest” (ROI). Electrons released from
the anions can create electron avalanches, and the streamer propagates when
an avalanche meets the Townsend–Meek criterion, i.e. exceeds a critical number
of electrons [14]. The needle and the streamer heads (the extremities of the
streamer) are modeled as hyperboloids, which simplifies calculating the electrical
field since the Laplacian is analytic in prolate spheroid coordinates [17]. The
electric field and potential is calculated by considering electrostatic shielding [14],
as well as the conductance in the channel and the capacitance towards the planar
electrode [15]. The streamer undergoes a transition into a fast propagation mode
when radiation from the streamer head can ionize molecules directly in front of
the streamer [16]. More details on the model is given in section 3.

The main output of the simulations include the propagation speed, the
streamer shape (branching), and propagation distance. In addition, properties
such as the initiation time, the potential of individual streamer heads, electric
breakdown within the streamer channel, and avalanche growth, can also be
investigated. Simulations show how various parameters affect the results, where
the gap size, applied voltage, and type of liquid are important parameters for a
simulation. Furthermore, other parameters such as the size of a streamer head,
the conductivity of the streamer channel, properties of additives, and avalanche
growth parameters can be varied to validate whether the underlying physical
models are reasonable.

1.4. Scope
The present work describes the use, functionality and implementation of

Cerman [18], a software to do simulations with our model [14, 15, 16], with the
purpose to make the software publicly available. Section 2 demonstrates how
to set up, simulate, and evaluate results of a relevant problem. Further details
on the model and its implementation are given in section 3, whereas section 4
outlines the current functionality and some prospects for the future. A summary
is then given in section 5. Furthermore, details on the algorithm is included in
Appendix A, simulation parameters in Appendix B, and simulation example
input files in Appendix C.

2. Simulation – using the software

2.1. Software overview
The software name Cerman is an abbreviation of ceraunomancy, which means

to control lightning or to use lightning to gain information. The implementation
is done in Python, an open-source, interpreted, high-level, dynamic programming
language [19], and the software is available on GitHub [18] under an MIT license.
The software is script-based, and controlled through the command cerman ,
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Listing 1: Example of JSON-input file, cmsim.json , defining a simulation series
with several values for the needle voltage V0 and the threshold for breakdown
in the streamer channel Ebd, both with and without photoionization enabled.
Furthermore, each permutation is to be carried out 10 times with different initial
seed positions. Note, by setting alphakind to A1991 , α is calculated by (5).
See Appendix B for a description of the parameters.

{
"gap_size": 0.010 ,
"needle_radius": 6e-06 ,
"needle_voltage": "linspace(60e3, 150e3 , 10)",
"liquid_name": "cyclohexane",
"alphakind": "A1991",
"liquid_Ealpha": 0.65e09 ,
"liquid_IP": 9,
"streamer_head_radius": 3e-06 ,
"streamer_U_grad": 0e+06 ,
"streamer_d_merge": 12.5e-6 ,
"streamer_scale_tvl": 0.1,
"streamer_photo_enabled": [false , true],
"streamer_photo_efield": 3.1e9 ,
"streamer_photo_speed": 20e3,
"rc_tau0": 1e-6,
"rc_breakdown": [0e6, 4e6, 8e6, 16e6, 64e6],
"random_seed": 1,
"simulation_runs": 10,
"save_specs_enabled": {

"stat": true,
"gp5": true

}
}
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Figure 2: Visualization of the difference in parameter values between a selection of input files.

which is used for creation of input files, running simulations, and evaluating
the results. When a simulation is started, the simulation parameters are loaded
from an input file, and the classes for the various functions are initiated. See
Appendix B for a summary of simulation parameters. The simulation itself is
essentially a loop where seeds in the liquid are moved and the streamer structure
is updated until the streamer stops or leads to a breakdown. The algorithm is
detailed in Appendix A.

2.2. Getting started
Download Cerman from GitHub [18] and install it by running

pip install .

from the downloaded folder. This installs the python package and the script
cerman . Python 3.6 or above is required, as well as the packages numpy [20],
scipy [21], matplotlib , simplejson , and statsmodels . The dependencies
are automatically installed by pip . The software has been developed in OSX
and has been tested on Linux as well.

2.3. Create simulation input
Each simulation requires a JSON-formatted input file where the parameters

are given. Such files can be created from a master input file, specifying the
parameters for a simulation series. A master input file can be created from
a regular input file by changing a parameter value into a list of values. More
than one parameter can contain lists, and all possible combinations of values
is found to create the input files for the simulation series. To demonstrate,
we use cmsim.json in listing 1, which specifies a simulation series exploring
the influence of various parameters. The ten values for the applied voltage are
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specified through a linspace-command, while the values for the threshold for
breakdown in the channel and photoionization (fast mode) enabled are given
in list form. Furthermore, simulation_runs specifies the number of similar
simulations, only differing by random_seed . If random_seed is null , then
each input file is created with a random number as random_seed , and when a
number is specified, a range of number is generated, in this case, the numbers 1
through 10. Note that random_seed refers to the seed number for initializing
the random number generator, not to the seeds within the ROI. However, a
given random_seed does corresponds to a given initial positions of the seed
anions. Defining fixed a random_seed for each simulation series makes it easier
to see how a change in a given value affects the simulation, but for analyzing a
larger assemble of simulations, it is usually preferable that the simulations are
uncorrelated, i.e. have random initial anion placement.

Individual input files are created by running the cerman with the argument
ci (create input) and specifying which file to expand with -f :

cerman ci -f <filename>

This command creates a a number of new files by permutation of all lists in
the given input file. The permutation of 10 random seeds, 10 applied voltages,
5 breakdown thresholds, and 2 modes for photoionization in listing 1 results
in 1000 files. By default, the random seed is expanded first, followed by the
needle voltage, which is is useful to consider when designing a simulation series.
Choosing an appropriate number of values for these two parameters makes it
easier to search for simulation files with given properties. When expanding the
example in listing 1, the least significant digit ??X indicates random seed number,
the second digit ?X? indicates the needle voltage, while the most significant digit
X?? indicates the threshold for breakdown in the streamer channel and whether
photoionization is enabled or not.

The action pp (plot parameters) creates a matrix representation of the
parameter variation in set of input files, and is used like

cerman pp -g <pattern>

The argument -g specifies the pattern to search (or “glob”) for, e.g. cmsim_?00.json .
The files are plotted at the x-axis and the varied parameters on the y-axis, see
figure 2 for an example output. The name of the output file is based on the first
file in the pattern.

After ensuring that the input parameter values are as desired, simulations
are run using

cerman sims -g <pattern> -m <no>

which creates a queue of all files matching the pattern, and simulates a given
number in parallel. For instance, cerman sims -g "cmsim_?5?.json" -m 15 ,
simulates all input files with the same voltage, creating a queue where up to
15 separate subprocesses each run one simulation. These python processes are
single threaded, and works best if numpy is limited to a single thread as well.
Each simulation dumps the input parameters and progress information to a log
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file. For each simulation we then have a parameter file, a log file, and one or
more save files. The files are named by extending the name of the master file,
e.g.

cmsim.json # master file
cmsim_290.json # input parameters
cmsim_290.log # log file
cmsim_290_gp5.pkl # save file
cmsim_290_stat.pkl # save file

2.4. Evaluate results
The results are evaluated by parsing the data stored from one or more simu-

lations. The input file, listing 1, defines two “save specifications” as true , i.e.
enabled, each defining various simulation data to be dumped to disk at given
intervals or occasions. The save_spec called stat saves iteration number, CPU
time, simulation time, leading head z position, number of critical avalanches, and
the position of each new streamer head, for every iteration. This enables evalua-
tion of the shape of the streamer and its propagation speed. The save_spec
called gp5 saves most of the data available, including the position of all the seeds
(anions/electrons/avalanches), for every 5 percent of streamer propagation, i.e. a
total of 20 times for a breakdown streamer. The data is saved using pickle and
can be loaded to analyze a given iteration, a whole simulation, or by combining
data from several simulation.

Evaluate iterations. Iteration data can be used to analyze the details of
a simulation. This is particularly useful when evaluating the validity of the
simulation parameters. Use for instance

cerman pi seedheads -r <start stop> -g <pattern>

where pi means “plot iteration” and seedheads is a scatter plot of avalanches
and the streamer head configuration. The option -r controls the range of
iterations to plot. Figure 28 in [14] shows a number of such plots.

Evaluate simulations. Use ps for simulation plots. These are mainly plotted
with the z-position in the gap on the y-axis. Plotting the x- or y-position of
streamer heads on the x-axis, using shadow , gives a “shadowgraphic” plot of
the streamer:

cerman ps shadow -g <pattern> -o <options>

Similarly, plotting the propagation time on the x-axis is done in a streak plot.
Options can be added to control the limits/extents of the plot, the figure size,
the behavior of the legend, redefining the axis labels, starting each plot with
an offset, saving the plotted data to a JSON-file, and much more. Use help to
show available commands and options, for instance:

cerman help # for the main script
cerman ps help # for plot simulation
cerman ps shadow -o help # for shadow plot
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Single simulation data may be of interest, but it is often better to compare
several simulations in the same plot to visualize how the input parameters affect
the results. The gp5 save requires a lot of disk space, but can be very useful in
analyzing the data. For plotting the potential of each head, use

cerman ps headsestr -g <pattern> -o <options>

The current (active) heads of the streamer is selected, their potential is scaled
(electrostatic shielding, using a nnls-approach, cf. [14]), and then, the electric
field at their position is calculated. However, the options can be used to specify
the method for scaling and which positions to calculate the field for, e.g. at the
position of each appended (new) streamer head. The electric field strength and
electric potential are presented as scatter plots against the z-position of each
given position, as well as dashed line indicating the average value, see figure 4.

Evaluate a series of simulations. The difference in the simulated parameters
can be visualized using pp and globbing for the pkl-files or log-files. An
existing log -file indicates that a simulation was initiated. The command

cerman psr -g <pattern>

parses log files and plots the reasons why the simulations were terminated. An
example of such a plot is shown in figure 5. This is a good way to verify that
simulations have completed successfully.

When all simulations are completed and verified, parse all the save files and
build a combined database of the results:

cerman ca -g <pattern> -o mode=reload

The option reload forces files to be parsed, even if they already are in the
database. When parsing the save files, a number of properties are extracted or
calculated. Results such as propagation length (ls), average propagation speed
(psa), inception time (ita), average jump distance (jda), simulation time (st),
and computational time (ct) are saved in the database. The results are plotted
by using

Figure 3: (left) Streak plots where “options” have been used to limit the x-axis and to show V ,
Ebd, and photoionization on the legend. (right) Shadow plots where each streamer is plotted
with an offset and the legend is hidden. The legend is the same for both plots.
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Figure 4: The electric strength (left) and the electric potential (right) at the tip of each new
streamer head. The streamer heads are sampled for every 5 % of propagation. The “options”
are used to control which streamer heads to use for the calculation and which positions to
calculate for.

Figure 5: Example, parsing the log files to visualize how simulations have terminated.
“Unknown” implies that the simulation is not complete (ongoing or aborted).
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Figure 6: Example, combination plots: (left) propagation speed using both markers and
colors, and (right) propagation length for only a given value of one parameter with the other
parameter colored.

cerman pr <parameter> -f <file> -o <options>

The parameter gives the x-axis of the plot, for instance v (needle voltage). The
results to plot is given through the option, e.g. -o ykeys=ls_psa . The software
inspects the database of parsed save files for varied parameters and automatically
create plots of all possible permutations using colors and markers. Figure 6
shows a selection of such plots, where needle voltage is on the x-axis and the
other parameters have been added automatically.

As illustrated, the software has been designed to facilitate simulating and
analyzing a large simulations series in a semi-automatic fashion. The individual
simulations have their parameters defined in dedicated files, while the behavior
of the cerman -script is defined by command line arguments.

3. Model implementation

This section describes the implementation of our model [14, 15, 16] in more
detail. An overview of the model is already given in section 1.3, and figure 1 is
useful for understanding the principal setup, a needle–plane gap where electron
avalanches grow from single electron seeds.

The electric field. The needle electrode and the streamer heads are modeled
as hyperboloids. The Laplacian electric potential Vi and electric field Ei from a
streamer head i is calculated analytically in prolate spheroid coordinates [14].
For a position r, the electric potential V (r) and field E(r) is given by the
superposition principle,

V (r) =
∑

i

kiVi(r) and E(r) =
∑

i

kiEi(r) , (1)

where the coefficients ki are introduced to account for electrostatic shielding. An
optimization is performed such that the unshielded potential at the tip of any
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streamer head j equals the sum of all the shielded potentials at that position,
Vj(rj) =

∑
kiVi(rj) [14].

Region of interest (ROI). The ROI is a cylindrical volume used to control
the position of seeds, see figure 1. Note, the seeds in this respect include all
anions, electrons, and even all avalanches. The number of seeds in a simulation
is given by the specified density of seeds and the volume of the ROI. Initially,
the seeds are placed at random positions within the ROI. When a seed falls
behind the ROI, collides with the streamer, or creates a critical avalanche, it is
removed and replaced by a new seed. The new seed is placed with a z-position
one ROI-height closer to the plane, at a random xy-position (at a radius less
than the ROI radius). The ROI volume is defined by a distance from the z-axis,
and a given length above and below the leading streamer head, which is the part
of the streamer closest to the planar electrode. When a new streamer head is
created closer to the plane, the streamer propagates, and the ROI moves as well.

Anions, electrons, and electron avalanches. The electric field E is calculated
for each seed and the seeds are classified as avalanches (E ≥ Ec), electrons
(E ≥ Ed), or anions (E < Ed), where the avalanche threshold Ec and detachment
threshold Ed are given as input parameters. Seeds move in the electric field with
a speed dependent on their mobility µ, which gives the distance the seed moves,
∆s = Eµ∆t, for a time step ∆t. The number of electrons Ne in an electron
avalanche, starting from a single electron, can be calculated by [14]

Ne = exp
∑

i

∆siαi = exp
∑

i

Ei µe αm e−Eα/Ei∆ti , (2)

where α is the avalanche growth, µe is the electron mobility, ∆t is the time step,
and i is an iteration, whereas the avalanche growth parameters αm and Eα have
been obtained from experiments [14]. In practice, however, we only calculate
and store the exponent in (2), Qe = ln Ne,

Qe =
∑

i

∆Qi =
∑

i

∆siαi , (3)

for each electron avalanche. When a low-IP additive is present, α is modified by
adding a factor [14]

αi,add = αi(1 − xadd + xaddekα(Ib−Ia)) (4)

which is dependent on the mole fraction of the additive xadd, and the difference
in IP between the base liquid Ib and the additive Ia modified by a factor kα as
prescribed by [22]. This is the default setting for the software. Another model
for α given in [23] is also implemented:

αi,mod = 3eE2
α

IbEi
e

− Eα
Ei . (5)

This method is applied in listing 1.
Expanding the streamer structure. According to the Townsend–Meek cri-

terion [24], streamer breakdown occurs when an avalanche exceeds a critical
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number of electrons Nc = exp(Qc). When an avalanche obtains Qe > Qc, we
place a new streamer head at its position [14]. The initial potential of a new
streamer head is calculated by considering the capacitance and potential of the
closest existing streamer heads [15]. If adding the new head implies removing
another head (see the paragraph below), the potential changes slightly, mimicking
transfer of charge. However, if both the new and the present head stays, they
share the “charge”, which gives a moderate reduction in the potential of both
heads.

Optimizing the streamer structure. There are three criteria for removing
heads. A streamer head i is removed if

νj(ri) < νj(rj) or ki < kc or
(
(|ri − rj | < dm) and (zi > zj)

)
, (6)

are satisfied for any other streamer head j [14]. The first condition checks
whether the tip of one hyperbole (ri) is inside another hyperbole, a collision (the
ν-coordinate describes a hyperboloid, specifically the asymptotic angle). The
second condition removes heads whose potential are to a high degree shielded
by other heads (if the coefficient ki in (1) lower than a threshold kc). The third
condition checks whether two streamer heads are closer than dm and should be
merged to a single head, where the one at the highest z-coordinate is removed.

Conduction and breakdown in the streamer channel. Conduction in the
streamer channel increases the potential of each streamer head i each iteration,

∆Vi = V0 − Vi → Vi = V0 − ∆Vi e−∆t/τi . (7)

The time constant τi = RCτ0 (for a given head i) is calculated from the resistance
R in the channel and the capacitance C towards the plane [15]

R ∝ ` , and C ∝
(

ln 4z + 2rs

rs

)−1
, (8)

where ` is the channel length (distance to the needle), rs is the tip curvature
radius of the streamer head, and z is the z-position of the streamer head. As
such, each streamer head is treated as an individual RC-circuit, e.g. the three
streamer heads in figure 1 would each have an individual resistance (channel) as
well as an individual capacitance towards the planar electrode. If the conduction
is low, the potential difference ∆Vi increases as the streamer propagates, and
the electric field within the streamer channel Es = ∆Vi/`i may increase as well.
If Es exceeds a threshold Eb, a breakdown occurs, equalizing the potential of
the streamer head and the needle, which is achieved by setting τi = 0 in (7) for
the given iteration.

Photoionization. Photoionization is a possible mechanism for fast streamer
propagation [25]. We have proposed a mechanism in which the propagation
speed of a streamer increases if the liquid cannot absorb radiation energy to
excited states, as a result of a strong electric field reducing the ionization
potential [16]. Since the full model, considering fluorescent radiation from the
streamer head, and a field-dependent photoionization absorption cross section, is
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computationally expensive, a simpler model is used in the simulations. Instead
we calculate the field strength Ew required to reduce the ionization potential
below the energy of the fluorescent radiation. In each iteration, if the electric
field E at the tip of a streamer head i exceeds the parameter Ew, the head is
moved a distance ∆si towards the planar electrode,

∆si = −vw ∆t Θ(E(ri) − Ew) ẑ , (9)

where vw is the photoionization speed, and Θ is the Heaviside step function. For
more details on the entire model, see our previous work [14, 15, 16].

4. Current functionality and future prospects

The main function of the model and the software is to simulate streamers
in a point–plane gap, using the Townsend–Meek criterion for propagation. The
propagation criterion is met when electron avalanches obtain a given size. This
model and the algorithm are fixed, but there are several parameters which can
be adjusted. Changing experiment features such as needle tip radius, gap size,
voltage, liquid properties, or the parameters of the algorithms, is straightforward.
Proposals to extend the software to encompass new functionality is given in this
section.

In [14] we explored the fundamental features off the model, i.e. a streamer
consisting of charged hyperbolic streamer heads, and streamer growth by electron
avalanches initiating from anions. The model predicts several aspects of streamer
propagation, and shows how they are linked towards the values of given input
parameters. The predicted propagation speed and the degree of branching were
both lower than expected. We found how the speed was dependent mainly on
the number of electron avalanches and their growth, while the branching was
mainly related to how the streamer heads were configured and managed, which
is mainly controlled by the parameters kc and dm in (6).

When new streamer heads were added, their potential was set assuming a
constant electric field within the channel, resulting in a moderate voltage drop
between the needle electrode and the streamer head [14]. To better represent
the dynamics of the streamer channel, an RC-model was developed [15]. In the
RC-model, the potential of new streamer heads is dependent of the potential of
the closest existing streamer heads. If the conductance of the streamer channel is
high, then the potential of the streamer head is kept close to that of the needle,
giving results comparable to those without the RC-model. Conversely, having
low conduction regulates the speed of the streamer, increasing the likelihood
that more branches are able to propagate. Furthermore, the RC-model also
allows for simulation of a breakdown within the streamer channel itself, which is
likely what occurs during a re-illumination. This breakdown occurs when the
electric field within the channel exceeds a given threshold.

The importance of photoionization during a streamer breakdown is unknown.
We explored different aspects of photoionization in [16], and implemented a
model for change to a fast propagating mode. Molecules excited by energetic
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processes, such as electron avalanches, can relax to a lower energy state by
emitting radiation. We argued that fluorescent radiation can be important, and
modeled how this radiation can cause ionization in high-field areas, since the
high-field reduces the ionization potential.

In the current implementation, a square wave voltage is applied to the needle
at the beginning of the simulation. It is easy to change the behavior to a voltage
ramp, from zero to max over a given time. This can be the basis for a study on
streamer inception where other parameters such as needle size and the electron
properties of the liquid are investigated as well. Simulating a dynamic voltage,
such as a lightning impulse, requires some more work, but is also achievable.

We have focused on cyclohexane since many of its properties are well known,
but other non-polar insulating liquids can be studied by changing relevant
parameters. The seed density nion is based on the low-field conductivity σ and
electron mobility µe of the liquid, and the propagation speed scales linearly with
both seed density nion and electron mobility µe. The electron avalanche growth
parameters are also liquid-dependent, and Eα in particular has a big impact
on the results [14]. Streamer parameters, such as conductivity of the streamer
channel and streamer head radius, need to be reevaluated as well for other liquids.
The properties of the streamer channel are also important to simulate the effects
of external pressure, which mainly affects processes in the gaseous phase [26].

The effect of additives with a low ionization potential (IP) are modeled as
causing an increase in electron avalanche growth [22, 14]. Other additives can
easily be used as long as the IP of both the base liquid and the additive are known.
Low-IP additives are known to facilitate the propagation of slow streamers and to
increase the acceleration voltage, possibly as a result of increased branching [27],
however the mechanisms involved are not known. It is possible that low-IP
additives are sources of electrons that can initiate avalanches, produced for
instance through photoionization or fluctuations in the electric field. Such
mechanisms can be added to the model and simulated, but will require some
work. Furthermore, the mechanisms of added electron scavengers can also be
interesting for further investigation, and particularly if negative streamers are to
be simulated [22].

Our primary concern have been with positive streamers, since these are more
likely to lead to a complete breakdown than negative streamers. The model
relies on electrons detaching from anions, moving towards regions where the field
is higher, and then forming electron avalanches. The polarity of our model can
easily be reversed, however, the electrons would then drift away and be unable
to form avalanches. As such, a model for creation of new electrons is needed to
simulate negative streamers with the software. Charge injection from the needle
and the streamer can be one such mechanism [28]. Another option is to model
electron generation (charge separation) in the high-field region surrounding the
needle and the streamer. Such mechanisms are interesting for simulating positive
streamers as well.

The hyperbole approximation simplifies the calculation of the electric field,
both from the needle electrode and from the streamer heads. Other experimental
geometries, such as plane–needle–plane, or even more realistic real-life geometries
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can be implemented. The challenge is to set the correct shielding or scaling of
the streamer heads according to the influence of the geometry. Simpler geometric
restrictions are easier to implement, for instance by manipulating the ROI. The
streamer can be restricted to a tube by setting a low value for the maximum
radius of the ROI. Another method is setting the “merge threshold” very high,
such that the streamer is restricted to a single channel with a single head, which
can be representative for a streamer in a tube [29].

There are many mechanisms that can be added to investigate different
methods of streamer propagation, for instance effects of Joule heating or electro-
hydrodynamic cavitation [30]. There are also several parts of the existing model
that can be improved. Better calculation and balancing of charges and energy
would greatly improve the model. For instance an electric network model where
the streamer is consisting of several interconnected parts, in contrast to the
current implementation where all the streamer heads are individually “connected”
to the needle. Such an approach can give a better understanding of the charge
flow in the different parts and branches of the streamer, as well as a better
representation of the electric field. Development towards a model for a space-
charge limited field [31] can further improve the electric field representation,
however, possibly at a high computational cost.

5. Summary

We present a software for simulating the propagation of positive streamers
in a needle–plane gap insulated by a dielectric liquid. The model is based on
the Townsend–Meek criterion in which an electron avalanche have to obtain a
given size for the streamer to propagate. The software was developed and used
for simulating our models for electron avalanche growth [14], conductance and
capacitance in the streamer channels [15], as well as photoionization in front
of the streamer [16]. From the examples on how to set up, run, and evaluate
simulations, others can recreate our previous results or create their own set of
simulations. Furthermore, the overview of the implementation and algorithm
serves as a good starting point for others to change or extend the functionality
of the software.
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Appendix A. The algorithm

This section describes the algorithm used to implement the model in more
detail, essentially each part of figure 7, while referencing relevant parts from
section 3.
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Figure 7: The simulation algorithm consists of initialization, a loop where the seeds and the
streamer structure is updated, and then a finalization. It the loop, first the seeds (anions,
electrons avalanches) are affected by the electric field, then the streamer structure is modified
and this changes the electric field, finally the region of interest (ROI) is updated and the data
from the iteration is evaluated. The loop concludes when one (of several) criterion is met,
typically low propagation speed or reaching the opposing electrode. Details on each step is
found in Appendix A.
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Initialize simulation. The simulation input parameters are read and used to
initialize classes for code profiling, simulation logging, calculation of avalanche
growth, the needle, the streamer, the region of interest (ROI), the seeds (anions,
electron, avalanches), how to save data, and how to evaluate simulation data.
The initiation of the log file includes dumping the input parameters to the file.
Given the ROI volume and the seed density, a number of seeds is created and
placed within the ROI at random positions. Then, the save files are initialized
by dumping the initial data, mainly information concerning the needle and the
seeds.

Update seeds. The electric field E is calculated for each seed (applying
(1)) and the seeds are classified as avalanches, electrons, and anions. All the
avalanches move in the electric field and grow in size (see (2)). The procedure is
repeated until an avalanche collides with a streamer head, an avalanche meets
the Townsend–Meek criterion, or a total of Nmsn repetitions has been performed.
The “time” spent in this inner loop sets the time step for the current iteration of
the main simulation loop. Finally, all the electrons and anions are moved. The
inner loop over just the avalanches save significant computational time since the
calculation of the electric field is the most expensive part of the computation
and the avalanches is usually a small fraction of all the seeds.

Photoionization. The electric field at the tip of each streamer head is cal-
culated and compared with the threshold for photoionization. Each streamer
head where E > Ew is “moved” a distance vw∆t towards z = 0. Moving implies
creating a new head, setting the potential by “transferring charge”, and removing
the old head.

Manage new heads. For each critical avalanche a new head is created. If
the simulation time step is set sufficiently low, there is usually zero or just one
new head. The new head is discarded if it satisfies any of the criteria in (6),
however, if adding it will cause another to be removed (later), the new head
is classified as “merging”. If none of the criteria in (6) is met by adding the
new head, i.e. all heads are kept, then it is a “branching” head, since adding
it is potentially the start of a new branch. The potential of “merging” is set
by “charge transfer” from the closest head, while “branching” heads have their
potential set by “sharing charge” with the closest head, where the latter method
also modifies the potential of the existing head [15].

Manage streamer. The potential of each streamer head is relaxed towards the
potential of the needle by applying (7). This step increases the potential of the
streamer head to the potential of the needle when a breakdown in the channel
occurs. As mentioned above, the calculation of the electric field for the seeds is
computationally expensive, and it actually scales with both the number of seeds
and the number of streamer heads. It is therefore preferable to keep the number
of heads to a minimum. Superfluous heads are trimmed according to the criteria
in (6). Then, the electrostatic shielding is set for the trimmed structure.

Update ROI. Seeds that have moved behind the ROI, collided with the
streamer, or lead to a critical avalanche are removed and replaced by a new seed.
When a seed is replaced, the new seed is placed a distance, equal to the height
of the ROI, closer to the plane, at a random xy-position within the ROI radius.
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If the streamer has moved closer to the plane, the ROI moves as well, and seeds
behind the new position are replaced. If a streamer head is close to the edge of
the ROI, the ROI expands towards the maximum radius. New seeds are created
at random position within the expanded region.

Evaluate iteration. Iteration data is extracted from the various classes to be
saved for later use. The data is used to evaluate whether any stop condition is
fulfilled, and stored to dedicated classes. Which data to store and how often
to sample the data is controlled by the user input. The saved data is dumped
to a file at regular intervals to keep memory requirements of the program low.
Information to monitor the progress is printed to the screen, at regular intervals.
Finally, a number of temporary variables, relevant only to the iteration is cleared,
and the program is prepared for a new iteration.

Terminate? If none of the conditions for stopping a simulation are met,
the next iteration is performed. These conditions includes low streamer speed,
streamer head close to the plane (breakdown), simulation time exceeded, compu-
tation time exceeded, and more. When a criterion is met, any unsaved data is
dumped to disk, and a final logging to file and screen is performed, before the
program terminates.

Appendix B. Parameters

The parameters for a simulation is supplied by the user in a JSON-formatted
file (see listing 1). A list of all important parameters are shown in table 1.
The potential, position and size of the needle are important parameters in an
experiment and included in the first section, followed by parameters controlling
the creation and movement of seeds (anions, electrons, and avalanches). The third
section contains parameters related to the threshold for electron detachment,
electron avalanche growth, and critical avalanche size. The parameters for the
streamer can be split in two groups. The first group controls creation of the
streamer heads and how the streamer heads are treated in relation to each other,
whereas the second groups is related to the RC-model, controlling the potential
of the streamer heads and the electric field in the streamer channel. There is also
the option to choose whether the electric field from the streamer, acting on the
seeds, is calculated using 32- or 64-bit precision. The latter requires about twice
the time to compute. The parameters in the last section are mainly related to
the simulation algorithm itself. The time step and the number of steps per loop
are essential for a good results. The random seed, used to initialize the random
number engine, controls the initial placement of seed anions. Choosing the same
random number enables the study of, for instance, changing voltage with the
same initial seed configuration. Conversely, not setting the random number
makes the simulations uncorrelated, which is better for statistics. The size of
the ROI decides how many seeds that are included in a simulation. For instance,
an ROI of 10 mm3 in combination with a seed density of 2 × 1012 /m3 results in
20 000 seeds generated, a size which is easily treated by most computers. Finally,
several parameters can be used to control how long a simulations will run, or to
stop a simulation if the streamer stops or reaches the other electrode. There are
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Table 1: Main parameters for simulation program. The experimental conditions specifies an
overvoltage applied to medium size needle–plane gap. The values of the physical parameters
in seeds and avalanches and streamer structure are justified in our previous work [14, 15, 16].
Parameter values related to the simulation algorithm, or the model in general, have also been
discussed in previous work. See further description in Appendix B.

Property Keyword Symbol Default

Experimental conditions
Distance from needle to plane gap_size dg 10 mm
Voltage applied to needle needle_voltage Vn 100 kV
Needle tip radius needle_radius rn 6.0 µm
Seeds and avalanches
Seed number density seeds_cn nseeds 2 × 1012 /m3

Anion mobility liquid_mu_ion µion 0.30 mm2/Vs
Electron mobility liquid_mu_e µe 45 mm2/Vs
Liquid low-field conductivity liquid_sigma σion 0.20 pS/m
Electron detachment threshold liquid_Ed_ion Ed 1.0 MV/m
Growth calculation method alphakind – I2009
Critical avalanche threshold Q_crit Qc 23
Electron multiplication threshold liquid_Ec_ava Ec 0.2 GV/m
Electron scattering constant liquid_Ealpha Eα 1.9 GV/m
Max avalanche growth liquid_alphamax αm 130 µm−1

Additive IP diff. factor liquid_k1 kα 2.8 eV−1

Base liquid IP liquid_IP Ib 10.2 eV
Additive IP additive_IP Ia 7.1 eV
Additive mole fraction additive_cn xadd 0.00
Streamer structure
Streamer head tip radius streamer_head_radius rs 6.0 µm
Minimum field in streamer channel streamer_U_grad Es 2.0 kV/mm
Streamer head merge distance streamer_d_merge dm 25 µm
Electrostatic shielding threshold streamer_scale_tvl kc 0.20
Photoionization threshold field streamer_photo_efield Ew 3.1 GV/m
Photoionization added speed streamer_photo_speed vw 20 km/s
Data type for field calculation efield_dtype – float32
RC-model time constant rc_tau0 τ0 1 µs
RC resistance model rc_resistance – linear
RC capacitance model rc_capacitance – hyperbole
RC breakdown field rc_breakdown Ebd 6 kV/mm
Simulation algorithm
Time step of avalanche movement time_step ∆t 1.0 ps
Max avalanche steps per iteration micro_step_no Nmsn 100
Seed for random number generator random_seed – None
Number of similar simulations simulation_runs – 10
ROI – behind leading head roi_dz_above z+

roi 1.0 mm
ROI – in front of leading head roi_dz_below z−

roi 1.0 mm
ROI – radius from center roi_r_max rroi 3.0 mm
Stop – low streamer speed stop_speed_avg vmin 100 m/s
Stop – streamer close to plane stop_z_min zmin 50 µm
Stop – avalanche time stop_time_since_avalanche tava

max 100 ns
Sequential start number seq_start_no – 0
Enable profiling of code profiler_enabled – False
Interval – dump save data to file file_dump_interv – 500
Interval – display data on screen display_interv – 500
Level of logging to file log_level_file – 20
Level of logging to console log_level_console – 20
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also parameters controlling how often information is logged, and how detailed
the logging should be.

Appendix C. Example files

This appendix contains a number of examples of possible simulations. The
files in listings 2 to 5 are all included in the folder examples on GitHub [18].

Listing 2: The example file small_gap.json specifies a small gap and a
range of voltages along with many parameter values equal to the defaults (cf.
table 1). Although all values used in a simulation is stored in the log, it is nice
to be explicit in the input as well. By specifying 10 simulation_runs and 10
voltages, a total of 100 simulations is created from this file. Each simulation
initiated with the seeds at uncorrelated positions since random_seed is none .

Listing 3: The example file small_gap_mod.json builds on listing 2, but
a number of parameters are modified, notably the seed density and the electron
avalanche parameters, as well as several parameters for the streamer. All data
is stored every 5th percent of propagation by gp5 and every 100th nanosecond
by ta07 . Storing the properties of tens of thousands of seeds enables plotting
of the development of seeds, but also requires a lot of disk space. Specifying
streamer saves all the streamer heads every 0.1 percent of propagation and
is used to evaluate the development of the streamer. Since random_seed is
1 and simulation_runs is 10, a range of random_seed from 1 through 10 is
generated, giving the same 10 initial seed positions for each voltage.

Listing 4: The example file rc.json specifies the low and high conductivity
within the streamer channel, and a range of threshold fields for electric break-
down in the streamer channel. The linspace -command is a convenient method
for creating a list of values. By combining 2 values for the conductivity and 5
values for breakdown with 10 values for the voltage, a total of 100 simulations
are created from this file.

Listing 5: The example file pi.json specifies electrical breakdown in the
streamer channel, with and without photoionization enabled, The keyword
user_comment does not affect the simulations, but can be convenient to set. 600
input files are created when expanding this file (100 voltages, with and without
photoionization, for three different breakdown thresholds).
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Listing 2: The example file small_gap.json specifies simulations similar to the
baseline studies in section 3.1 in [14].

{ "gap_size": 0.003 ,
"needle_radius": 6e-06 ,
"needle_voltage": [30e3, 40e3, 50e3, 60e3, 70e3,

80e3, 90e3, 100e3 , 110e3 , 120e3],
"liquid_name": "cyclohexane",
"liquid_alphamax": 200e06 ,
"liquid_Ealpha": 3.0e09 ,
"seeds_cn": 2e12,
"Q_crit": 23,
"streamer_head_radius": 6e-06 ,
"streamer_U_grad": 2e+06 ,
"streamer_d_merge": 50e-6 ,
"streamer_scale_tvl": 0.2,
"streamer_photo_enabled": false ,
"random_seed": null,
"simulation_runs": 10,
"stop_sim_time": 100e-06 ,
"stop_time_since_avalanche": 1e-07 ,
"stop_speed_avg": 100}

Listing 3: The example file small_gap_mod.json specifies simulations similar
to the attempts to facilitate branching in section 3.5 in [14].

{ "gap_size": 0.003 ,
"needle_radius": 6e-06 ,
"needle_voltage": "linspace(30e3, 120e3 , 10)",
"liquid_name": "cyclohexane",
"liquid_alphamax": 130e06 ,
"liquid_Ealpha": 1.9e09 ,
"seeds_cn": 8e12,
"streamer_head_radius": 3e-06 ,
"streamer_U_grad": 8e+06 ,
"streamer_d_merge": 12.5e-6 ,
"streamer_scale_tvl": 0.1,
"streamer_photo_enabled": false ,
"random_seed": 1,
"simulation_runs": 10,
"save_specs_enabled": {

"stat": true,
"streamer": true,
"gp5": true,
"ta07": true}}
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Listing 4: The example file rc.json specifies simulations similar to those
performed in section 4 in [15].

{ "gap_size": 0.003 ,
"needle_radius": 6e-06 ,
"needle_voltage": "linspace(30e3, 120e3 , 10)",
"liquid_name": "cyclohexane",
"liquid_alphamax": 130e06 ,
"liquid_Ealpha": 1.9e09 ,
"streamer_head_radius": 6e-06 ,
"streamer_U_grad": 0,
"streamer_d_merge": 50e-06 ,
"streamer_scale_tvl": 0.1,
"rc_tau0": [1e-8, 1e-4],
"rc_resistance": "linear",
"rc_capacitance": "hyperbole",
"rc_breakdown": [0, 4e6, 8e6, 16e6, 64e6],
"random_seed": null,
"save_specs_enabled": {

"streamer": true,
"stat": false}}

Listing 5: The example file pi.json specifies simulations similar to those
performed in section 7 in [16].

{ "user_comment": "Photoionization and breakdown",
"gap_size": 0.010 ,
"needle_radius": 6e-06 ,
"needle_voltage": "linspace(60e3, 150e3 , 100)",
"liquid_alphamax": 130e06 ,
"liquid_Ealpha": 1.9e09 ,
"seeds_cn": 2e+12 ,
"streamer_U_grad": 0,
"streamer_d_merge": 50e-06 ,
"streamer_scale_tvl": 0.1,
"streamer_photo_enabled": [false , true],
"streamer_photo_efield": 3.1e9 ,
"streamer_photo_speed": 20e3,
"rc_tau0": 1e-6,
"rc_breakdown": [0e6, 4e6, 64e6],
"simulation_runs": 1,
"random_seed": null,
"file_dump_interv": 500,
"display_interv": 500,
"save_specs_enabled": {

"streamer": true,
"stat": false}}
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